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Customizable Register Files for
Multidimensional SIMD Architectures

Abstract

PROCESSOR clock frequencies and the related performance improve-
ments recently stagnated due to severe power and thermal dissipation
barriers. As a result, the additional transistors provided by new tech-

nology generations are turned into more processing elements on a chip and
used for their specialization towards power efficiency. For data parallel work-
loads the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) accelerators form a good
example. SIMD processors, however, are notorious for turning performance
programmers into low-level hardware experts. Moreover, legacy programs of-
ten require rework to follow (micro)architectural evolutions. This dissertation
addresses the problems of SIMD accelerators programmability, code portabil-
ity and performance efficient data management. The proposed Polymorphic
Register File (PRF) provides a simple programming interface, allowing pro-
grammers to focus on algorithm optimizations rather than complex data trans-
formations or low-level details. The overall PRF size is fixed, while the actual
number, dimensions and sizes of its individual registers can be readjusted at
runtime. Once the registers are defined, the microarchitecture takes care of the
data management. We base our proposal on a 2D addressable multi-banked
parallel storage, simultaneously delivering multiple data elements for a set of
predetermined access patterns. For each pattern, we declare a Module As-
signment Function (MAF) and a customized addressing function. We propose
four MAF sets fully covering practical access patterns and evaluate them in a
technology independent way. Next, we study a multi-lane, multi-port design
and its HDL implementation. Clock frequencies of 100÷ 300 MHz for FPGA
and 500÷ 900+ MHz for ASIC synthesis strongly indicate our PRF practical
usability. For representative matrix computation workloads, single-core exper-
iments suggest that our approach outperforms the Cell SIMD engine by up to
3X. Furthermore, the number of executed instructions is reduced by up to three
orders of magnitude compared to the Cell scalar core, depending on the vector
registers size. Finally, we vectorize a separable 2D convolution algorithm for
our PRF to fully avoid strided memory accesses, outperforming a state of the
art NVIDIA GPU in throughput for mask sizes of 9× 9 elements and bigger.
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1
Introduction

RECENT generations of processor designs have reached a point where
increasing the clock frequency in order to gain additional performance
is no longer feasible because of power and thermal constraints. As

more transistors become available in each generation of the CMOS technology,
designers have followed two trends in their quest for improved performance:
the core specialization, targeting performance boosts for certain application
classes; and Chip Multi-Processor (CMP) designs in order to extract more per-
formance in the case of multi-threaded applications. Examples of specialized
processing elements include Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) exten-
sions which are designed to exploit the available Data Level Parallelism. Early
attempts of SIMD instructions for 3D graphics are found in the Intel i860 [1–3]
and the Motorola 88110 [4] processors. More recently, SIMD instruction set
extensions such as the Visual Instruction Set (VIS) [5] or MIPS Digital Media
eXtension (MDMX) [6] have been introduced, but also solutions such as the
hardware support for the Advanced Encryption Standard in [7] which provides
improved performance for data encryption workloads. A typical example of
a heterogeneous CMP architecture is the Cell processor [8], successfully used
in multimedia and scientific computations. This shift in the processor archi-
tectures towards heterogeneous CMP employs new programming paradigms
and has a significant impact on how programs have to be optimized in order
to maximize performance. Computer system designers have to consider both
single-threaded performance but also multi-processor scalability to fully ex-
ploit the contemporary architectures.

When designing a new processor, typically a limited number of scenarios are
used in order to anticipate the requirements of the target workloads. However,
offering a single best configuration is often impossible since new workloads
will emerge in the future. The growing diversity of the computational tasks
to be efficiently supported drives the need for higher adaptability of future

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

computer systems which utilize technologies such as reconfigurable hardware
and runtime partial reconfiguration.

In this thesis, we study customizable register files suitable for multidimen-
sional Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architectures. The goal is to
allow the programmers focus on the target algorithms rather than manage com-
plex data transfers or deal with low level hardware implementation details, ide-
ally without sacrificing performance. Instead of adapting and optimizing the
software to the targeted hardware organization, in this thesis we propose the
Polymorphic Register File (PRF) that is customizable at runtime. Furthermore,
the amount of modifications required to the code in order to change parameters
such as the data types or the number of parallel vector lanes is kept minimal. In
this manuscript, we mainly target workloads typical for scientific applications,
which require high-performance. However, our approach is also suitable for
other computationally intensive tasks such as multimedia processing.

Being developed in the context of the Scalable computer ARChitecture
(SARC) project [9], one of the main objectives of the proposed PRF is scalabil-
ity in terms of performance and storage capacity. The key to high-performance
PRFs lies on its capability to deliver aligned data elements to the computational
units at high rates. Moreover, a properly designed PRF allows multiple vector
lanes [10] to operate in parallel with efficient utilization of the available band-
width, which implies parallel access to multiple data elements. Depending on
the specific data mapping in memory, in traditional SIMD architectures, the
data elements often need to be rearranged using shuffle instructions in order
to be optimally arranged in the vector registers. This complicates the software
code and reduces performance due to overhead instructions. Ultimately, the
most performance-efficient solution is to support these access patterns at the
architectural level and in hardware, using a parallel memory access scheme.
The memory schemes we propose in this thesis provide access to rectangular
blocks of data, which are typical for scientific applications, in linear algebra
but also widely used in many multimedia applications.

1.1 A Historical Perspective on SIMD Architectures

In 1966, Michael Flynn classified computers in four categories [11]: Single In-
struction Stream - Single Data Stream (SISD), Single Instruction Stream - Mul-
tiple Data Stream (SIMD), Multiple Instruction Stream - Single Data Stream
(MISD) and Multiple Instruction Stream - Multiple Data Stream (MIMD). The
computation process is defined as a sequence of instructions on a set of data.
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The Instruction Stream is the sequence of instructions which need to be per-
formed, and the Data Stream is the data processed by the instruction stream.

The SISD and SIMD categories are the most relevant for this thesis. SISD
designs include pipelined scalar processors. The small granularity at which
the instruction set operates makes them general purpose, and useful in a wide
variety of application domains. The main bottleneck of SISD processors is the
number of instructions which can be decoded in each time unit [11]. In SIMD
computers, a single instruction stream operates simultaneously on multiple
data elements; this organization is mostly suitable for computational problems
involving data organized in matrices and arrays.

According to [12], the earliest work regarding SIMD computers was published
in 1958 [13]. The Burroughs Illiac IV [14, 15], one of the first SIMD su-
percomputers, was operational in 1972 [12]. It was based on an earlier de-
sign - SOLOMON (Simultaneous Operation Linked Ordinal MOdular Net-
work) [16]. Featuring sixty-four 64-bit processors, the Illiac IV may be con-
sidered as an array processor1.

Unlike array processors, which use a very large number of parallel processors,
vector processors pipeline the data computations. The first generation memory
to memory vector processors [17] was announced in 1972 - the Control Data
Corporation (CDC) STAR(STrings and ARrays)-100 [18] and the Texas Instru-
ments ASC (Advanced Scientific Computer) [19]. The second generation of
vector processors [20] included the Cray-1 [21], the Burroughs Scientific Pro-
cessor (BSP) and the CDC Cyber 205. The Cray-1 was introduced in 1976, and
used a vector register to register architecture. The vector register file featured
8 vector registers, each containing 64 data elements. Announced in 1980, the
CDC Cyber 205 [22] started shipping in 1981, and was an improved version
of the STAR-100 architecture featuring 2 or 4 vector lanes. The BSP [23, 24]
was announced in 1977 and was based on the Illiac IV. The first operational
machine was available in 1978. It used a memory-to-memory architecture, and
had 16 parallel arithmetic units.

The Cray X-MP [25–27] was launched in 1983. Compared to Cray-1, it fea-
tured a faster clock and the mainframes were available in configurations with
up to 4 CPUs. Cray-2 [28, 29], launched in 1985, was also available in multi-
processor configurations (up to four processors). It featured a higher clock fre-
quency and a much larger memory system built either with static or dynamic

1SIMD architectures, which use multiple functional units operating independently in parallel
instead of the traditional vector architecture approach of pipelining the data computations are
sometimes referred to as array processors [12] in literature.
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random access memory. Furthermore, a large local memory of 16K words
could be used as temporary storage. Because of the high component density,
it also required liquid immersion cooling in order to deal with the dissipated
heat. Cray continued releasing new models in the following years: Cray Y-MP
was released in 1988, featuring up to 8 processors, followed by the C90 model
in 1991 with up to 16 processors. Cray SV1 was released in 1998, introducing
data caches for vector processors. Cray X1 was released in 2002 featuring a
new vector ISA with a larger number of registers.

The IBM System/370 [30–32] was introduced in 1986. It was a vector register-
to-register architecture featuring 16 vector registers. However, the length of the
vector registers was not specified in the architecture, and could be chosen at de-
sign time. In the mid 1980s, Japanese companies entered the vector supercom-
puter market: in 1983, Hitachi delivered S810, and the NEC SX/2 launched in
1985. NEC released updated models such as the 16-lane, 16-processor NEC
SX/5 in 1998 and the 8 vector lane NEC SX/6, the first commercial single-chip
vector microprocessor. The NEC SX/8 (2004) reduced the number of lanes to
four but increased the operating frequency. A more complete retrospective
study of vector processors is available in [12].

Vector processors have ranked high among the top supercomputers in the
world [33] for decades. However, interest in vector processors has decreased
since the 1990s due to continuous performance improvements of desktop pro-
cessors. Using off the shelf components became increasingly more attractive
for building High-Performance Computing clusters. However, in recent years,
SIMD architectures are returning in the form of SIMD instruction set exten-
sions and General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs) which com-
bine SIMD execution with thread level parallelism.

Starting from the mid 1990s, several instruction set extensions added basic
SIMD support for scalar processors in order to support sub-word level paral-
lelism. For example, many multimedia applications manipulate narrow data
types such as 8-bit color pixel information. However, most of the processors
were optimized for 32 or 64 bit data types. The SIMD registers and functional
units can be partitioned to store and process multiple narrow data elements si-
multaneously. For example, one 128-bit register can store sixteen 8-bit values.

SIMD extensions can be regarded as a subset of the traditional vector architec-
tures, lacking several features which make assembly programming more diffi-
cult [12]: no vector length registers, no support for strided and scatter-gather
accesses and no dedicated mask registers. Furthermore, since multiple data
widths were supported (8/16/32/64 bits), the number of opcodes explodes be-
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cause separate versions are needed for each data type. The consequence is that
compiling code targeting SIMD extensions as well as assembly programming
is more difficult compared to traditional vector ISAs.

Table 1.1: Vector architectures characteristics through the years

Year Processor Vector registers 64-bit elements per register
1976 Cray-1 8 64
1983 Cray X-MP 8 64
1988 Cray Y-MP 8 64
1985 Cray-2 8 64
1983 Hitachi S810/S820 32 256
1985 Convex C-1 8 128
1985 NEC SX/2 8 + 32 256
1986 IBM System/370 16 8 – 512
1991 Cray C90 8 128
1998 NEC SX/5 8 + 64 512
1998 Cray SV1 8 64
2001 VMIPS 8 64
2001 NEC SX/6 8 + 64 256
2002 Cray X1 32 64
2004 NEC SX/8 8 + 64 256

The first generation SIMD extensions featured 64-bit wide vector registers. In
order to save area, some SIMD extensions repurposed the floating-point reg-
ister bank instead of adding additional register file storage. First commercial
attempts to add SIMD instructions for 3D graphics in the early 1990s include
the Intel i860 [1–3] and the Motorola 88110 [4] Reduced Instruction Set Com-
puting (RISC) [34] processors, however they were not very successful. The
Visual Instruction Set (VIS) [5] for the SPARC architecture was introduced
in 1995, MultiMedia eXtensions (MMX) [35, 36] for x86 and MDMX (MIPS
Digital Media eXtension) [6] for MIPS in 1996 and 3DNow! [37] (x86) in
1998 were more successful commercially.

Later extensions such as Altivec [38], Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) [39],
SSE2, SSE3, Supplemental SSE3 (SSSE3), SSE4 [40] and NEON [41] use
128-bit registers, while Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) [42] uses 256-bit
SIMD registers.

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 provide an overview of the vector register files used by sev-
eral vector architectures [12] and SIMD extensions. Different vector architec-
tures use different numbers of vector registers of various lengths. Furthermore,
new processor generations from the same vendor sometimes change the num-
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ber of vector registers (e.g., Cray X1 increased the number of vector registers
from 8 to 32). This trend holds also with the SIMD extensions: the number of
SIMD registers for SSE 2/3/4 is 8 in 32 bit mode (x86) and 16 when running
in 64 bit mode (x64). AVX, the latest x86 / x64 SIMD extension, doubles the
width of the SIMD registers to 256.

Table 1.2: SIMD instruction extensions characteristics through the years

Year Architecture Name Vector registers bits per register
1995 SPARC VIS 32 64
1996 x86 MMX 8 64
1996 MIPS MDMX 32 64
1998 x86 3DNow! 8 64
1998 PowerPC AltiVec 32 128
1999 x86 / x64 SSE 8 / 16 128
2001 x86 / x64 SSE2 8 / 16 128
2004 x86 / x64 SSE3 8 / 16 128
2006 x86 / x64 SSSE3 8 / 16 128
2007 x86 / x64 SSE4 8 / 16 128
2009 ARMv7 NEON 16 / 32 64 / 128
2011 x86 / x64 AVX 8 / 16 256

All the architectures and SIMD extensions listed in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 divide
the vector register file in a fixed number of equally-sized registers, which can-
not be adjusted during runtime. All the software developed for these archi-
tectures is constrained by the number of registers and their sizes. Additional
effort to optimize the code is required when performance is critical (e.g., High
Performance Computing) and the code has to be ported to a newer system
version. The data needs to be processed in sizes matching the registers dimen-
sions, regardless of the targeted workload specifics. By modifying the number
of registers and / or their sizes when updating the architecture, the software in
the best case needs to be re-compiled or, otherwise, completely re-written.

In this thesis, we address the two problems stated above, namely: 1) fixed reg-
ister dimensions and constant number of registers limit the data allocation and
processing efficiency; and 2) lack of code portability requires repeated major
program reworks for new systems. We propose a runtime customizable register
file for multidimensional SIMD architectures - the Polymorphic Register File.
The goal is to configure the register file according to the workload, allowing
the programmers to focus on the target algorithms rather than dealing with low
level hardware implementation details or complex data transfers while pro-
viding portable code compatible with all future system implementations. Our
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proposal raises the following research questions:

• Q1: What are the potential benefits of Polymorphic Register Files in
single-core and in multi-core configurations?

• Q2: Can Polymorphic Register Files be efficiently implemented in hard-
ware and what are the implementation bottlenecks?

• Q3: How to utilize the Polymorphic Register File’s runtime adaptability
for real computationally intensive workloads in the best possible way?

1.2 Contributions

This thesis proposes the concept of Polymorphic Register Files and evaluates
their feasibility, implementability and performance. The main contributions of
this thesis are:

Architectural definition, design and implementation of the Polymorphic
Register File, which provides a simplified programming interface, with poten-
tially reduced programming effort compared to traditional vector processors.
We design generic multi-lane, multi-port PRFs in SystemVerilog, suitable for
implementations in both FPGA and ASIC technologies. The data of the PRF
is distributed among p× q linearly accessible memory modules, organized in a
2D matrix with p rows. Depending on the parallel memory scheme employed,
such an organization allows the efficient use of up to p · q lanes.

We perform an implementability study using FPGA and ASIC technologies.
For a prototype with 2 read and 1 write ports with a 64-bit data path targeting
a Virtex-7 XC7VX1140T-2 FPGA, we considered four sizes for the 16-lane
PRFs and three multi-lane configurations for the 128 × 128 PRF. Our results
suggest that PRFs are implementable in modern FPGAs with reasonable LUT
usage (less than 10% of the total available LUTs), and a maximum clock fre-
quency between 111 MHz and 326 MHz. By customizing the addressing func-
tion, LUT usage is additionally reduced by up to 29% and the maximum clock
frequency increases by up to 77% compared to our baseline implementation.

For the ASIC implementation, we targeted the TSMC 90nm technology, PRF
sizes between 32KB and 512KB with up to 64 vector lanes. Maximum clock
frequency varied between 500 MHz for a 512KB PRF with 64 vector lanes and
970 MHz for a 32KB, 8-lane PRF. Relative combinational hardware and total
area analysis indicate that for the 32KB and 128KB capacities, the combina-
tional area grows quadratically when increasing the number of vector lanes.
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For 512KB PRF, the combinational area difference between the 8 and 16-lane
versions is of approximately 50%. We also studied the dynamic and leakage
power trends. Dynamic power varies between approximately 300mW for an 8-
lane, 32KB PRF and 8.7W for a 512KB, 64-lane version. Leakage power is be-
tween 10mW for a 32KB, 8-lane PRF and 276mW for a 512KB, 64-lane PRF.
By customizing the addressing functions, we increase the clock frequency by
up to 21%, reduce the combinational area by up to 39%, and reduce the total
PRF area by up to 10%. In addition, dynamic power is reduced by up to 31%
and leakage by 24% compared to our straightforward implementations.

Both our FPGA and ASIC implementations deliver high throughput. For
128KB, 32-lane PRFs, the synthesis results suggest the PRF delivers up to
34GB/s when implemented in FPGAs, and up to 351GB/s when targeting
ASIC technology in 128KB, 64-lane configurations.

Single-core and multi-core performance evaluation of the Polymorphic
Register File when integrated in the SARC architecture, targeting Floyd and
the Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication (SMVM) as compared to the Cell
BE and the PowerXCell 8i. Our single-core experiments show significant re-
ductions in the number of executed instructions compared to a baseline Pow-
erPC scalar processor: 3000 times for Floyd with a maximum Section Size of
64 × 64 elements, and 2000 times for SMVM with a maximum Section Size
of 128 × 128 elements. In terms of single-core performance, the experiments
show speedups of up to 3 times for Floyd compared to the Cell SPU and up to 2
times compared to a one dimensional vectorized version of SMVM. Multi-core
simulation results suggest that a system comprising of 256 PRF accelerators
can reach absolute speedups of up to 200 times compared to a single Cell PPU
worker. The system scales almost linearly for up to 16 workers, and more than
50% of the single core relative speedup is preserved when using up to 128
PRF cores. We also evaluate the impact of memory latency and shared cache
bandwidth on the sustainable performance of the SMVM kernel. We consider
scenarios of up to 128 PRF workers and target at least 80% of their theoretical
peak speedups. The memory latency simulations indicate that the system can
tolerate latencies of up to 64 cycles to sustain that performance. The cache
tests suggest that such a configuration requires a bandwidth of 1638.4 GB/s.

Four sets of new Module Assignment Functions suitable for the implemen-
tation of a high-performance 2D PRF. We provide a formal proof of the fol-
lowing conflict-free access patterns: 1) p×q rectangle, p ·q row, p ·q main and
secondary diagonals; 2) p× q rectangle, p · q column, p · q main and secondary
diagonals; 3) p · q row, p · q column and aligned p× q rectangle; 4) p× q and
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q × p rectangles (the transposition). Furthermore, we introduced customized
addressing functions for the proposed Module Assignment Functions (MAFs).
We perform a technology independent evaluation of the hardware complexity
of the proposed MAFs and the customized addressing functions in terms of
design area and critical path. We assume a practical design where the number
of memory modules used to implement the PRF as well as its dimensions are
powers of 2. Therefore, the multiplications, divisions, and modulo operations
are simplified to shifts or bit select operations. We use a triple ”Quantity / Bits
/ Inputs” to identify the number of units (adders) / number of bits / and number
of inputs of the corresponding design respectively. The area of the module as-
signment functions consists of one or two adders, with only one adder on the
critical path regardless of the access scheme. The critical path of the most com-
plex coefficient for the customized addressing functions consists of 3 adders
and one constant-value multiplier and its hardware complexity is expected to
be low: for a 64-lane PRF, the adders and multipliers would be at most 7 bits.

Efficient implementation and performance evaluation of separable 2D
convolution vectorized for the PRF, comparing the throughput to an NVIDIA
Tesla C2050 Graphics Processing Unit. We introduce a vectorized matrix
transposition algorithm optimized for PRFs and a vectorized separable 2D con-
volution algorithm to avoid strided memory accesses. Our results will suggest
how efficient bandwidth utilization using multiple parallel vector lanes leads
to the PRF outperforming the GPU for mask sizes of 9×9 elements and larger,
even in bandwidth-constrained systems.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized in six Chapters.

In Chapter 2, we first review the related multidimensional SIMD architec-
tures. Next, we provide background information on the clustered heteroge-
neous Scalable computer ARChitecture (SARC). We then position our pro-
posal against the related parallel access memory schemes.

In Chapter 3, we propose the Polymorphic Register File, which targets the
efficient processing of multidimensional data arrays. Furthermore, we inves-
tigate the performance potentials of the PRF both in single-core and in multi-
core configurations using kernels from real applications.

In Chapter 4, we propose a set of efficient and scalable parallel access
schemes, which support only the access patterns widely used in scientific and
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multimedia workloads. We provide formal proofs for the conflict-free con-
dition for all the supported access patterns. Next, we introduce customized
addressing functions for the proposed Module Assignment Functions (MAFs).
We also provide a technology independent evaluation of the hardware imple-
mentation complexity of the MAFs and the customized addressing functions.

Chapter 5 provides an implementability study of multi-module, multi-lane
PRFs featuring 2 read and 1 write ports targeting both FPGAs and ASIC tech-
nologies. We propose a generic design of multi-lane, multi-port PRFs. We syn-
thesize the design targeting a Virtex-7 FPGA considering four storage sizes and
three multi-lane configurations. Next, we target the TSMC 90nm ASIC tech-
nologies, considering three storage capacities and four multi-lane PRF config-
urations. Furthermore, we study the dynamic and leakage power trends and
then we analyze the benefits of customized module addressing functions. Fi-
nally, we estimate the throughput of our PRF implementations.

Chapter 6 studies the efficient implementation of separable 2D convolutions
using PRFs. We present a vectorized matrix transposition algorithm optimized
for PRFs and a vectorized separable 2D convolution algorithm utilizing our
transposition to avoid strided memory accesses. We compare to an NVIDIA
Tesla C2050 GPU, and show that the PRF outperforms the GPU for mask sizes
of 9× 9 elements and larger.

Finally, we present our conclusions and suggest some future work directions
in Chapter 7.



2
Background and Related Work

IN this Chapter, we first review related multidimensional Single Instruction
Multiple Data Architectures (SIMD). Some architectures provide efficient
ways of processing multidimensional matrices stored directly in memory

without the need for storing data in register files. Other approaches employ 2D
register files optimized for matrix processing. Some notable features include
high level instruction sets, indirection tables for addressing large register files,
and the ability to physically adjust the size of the physical register file using
partial reconfiguration on the FPGA. Our approach, presented later in this the-
sis, is suitable for efficient multidimensional vector processing. We employ a
2D register file and an indirection table. We consider the overall register file
size fixed, but provide a high degree of freedom for partitioning the register file
in registers of different dimensions. The number of registers as well as their
shapes and sizes can be adjusted on demand during runtime. Our high-level in-
struction set uses a small number of opcodes, provides an easier programming
interface and eliminates many overhead data manipulation instructions.

Furthermore, we provide the background information on the Scalable com-
puter ARChitecture (SARC) [43]. This clustered heterogeneous multi-core
architecture is designed assuming the master-worker programming and execu-
tion models, and it is composed of multiple processor types designed to accel-
erate workloads from specific application domains. A Network on Chip (NoC)
connects multiple tiles (or clusters) of Workers, the Master processors, the
Memory Interface Controllers (MICs) and the shared L2 cache. Each tile may
contain multiple Worker processors interconnected by a bus. The main com-
putational tasks are off-loaded to the worker processors, which have access
to a private Local Store (LS) and use DMAs to transfer data from the global
shared memory or from other worker’s LS. The Master processors are high-
performance, out-of-order superscalars which handle the dispatch of tasks to
the workers and the control parts of the program. Multiple MICs provide ac-

11
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cess to the off-chip DRAMs, with each MIC supporting multiple DRAM chan-
nels. Fine-grain interleaving assures that when accessing consecutive memory
addresses, the data is provided from multiple MICs and multiple DRAM chan-
nels in order to increase the effective bandwidth utilization. In order to exploit
data locality, a shared multi-banked L2 cache is connected to the NoC, which
also uses fine grain interleaving. The workers may be general purpose or spe-
cialized. The application domains targeted by SARC are media, bioinformatics
and scientific. This thesis focuses on the SARC Scientific Vector Accelerator.

We then position our proposal against the related parallel access memory
schemes. The key to high-performance vector processing consists in the abil-
ity to access the data at very high rates. This is usually achieved by employing
parallel memory schemes, which use multiple memory modules (also known
as banks) to allow access to multiple data elements in parallel. Each mem-
ory module is linearly accessible and produces one data element per access.
The memory scheme performs a mapping between the input address space of
the register file or parallel storage unit and the memory modules. Each input
address is assigned to a position in one of the memory banks. When access-
ing a block of elements, conflict-free access is achieved when each input data
element is mapped to a different memory module. If the memory scheme as-
signs two or more elements to the same memory module, the available memory
bandwidth is under utilized, and performance can be potentially reduced.

2.1 Related SIMD Architectures

Efficient processing of multidimensional matrices has been targeted by other
architectures, as well. One approach is using a memory-to-memory archi-
tecture, such as the Burroughs Scientific Processor (BSP) [23, 24]. The BSP
machine was optimized for the Fortran programming language, having the ISA
composed of 64 very high level vector instructions, called vector forms. BSPs
vector forms had a large number of parameters: up to five source and one desti-
nation arrays (defined by their address, starting index, length and stride), up to
four operation types, and bit-vectors for conditional execution. A single vector
form is capable of expressing operations performed on scalar, 1D or 2D arrays
of arbitrary lengths. In order to store intermediate results, each BSP arithmetic
unit includes a set of 10 registers which are not directly accessible by the pro-
grammer. These registers are allocated by the vector forms. Our proposal also
creates the premises for a high level instruction set. However, while BSP has
a limited number of automatically managed registers which can be used for
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storing intermediate results, our approach, presented later in this thesis, is able
to reuse data directly within the register file. This offers additional control and
flexibility to the programmer, the compiler and the runtime system and can
potentially improve performance.

The Complex Streamed Instructions (CSI) approach does not use data regis-
ters at all [44, 45]. CSI is a memory-to-memory architecture which allows the
processing of two-dimensional data streams of arbitrary lengths. One of the
main motivations behind CSI is to avoid having the Section Size as an archi-
tectural constraint. Through a mechanism called auto-sectioning, our proposal
allows designers to arbitrarily chose the best section size for each workload by
resizing the vector registers, greatly reducing the disadvantages of a fixed sec-
tion size as in CSI. To exploit data locality, CSI has to rely on data caches. As
also noted for the BSP, our approach can make use of the register file instead,
avoiding high speed data caches.
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The concept of Vector Register Windows (VRW) [46], illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.1(a), consists of grouping consecutive vector registers to form register
windows. The most significant bits of the address of a vector register are in-
terpreted as the window index. This offers a more flexible way of accessing
long vectors or consecutive rows of matrices, as a register window is effec-
tively a 2D vector register. The programmer can arbitrarily choose the number
of consecutive registers which form a window, defining one dimension of the
2D register. However, contrary to our proposal, the second dimension is fixed
to a pre-defined section size. Furthermore, all the register windows must con-
tain the same number of vector registers, and the total number of windows
cannot exceed the number of vector registers. The latter severely limits the
granularity to which the register file can be partitioned. Such restrictions are
not present in our Polymorphic Register File (PRF) Architecture, providing a
much higher degree of freedom for partitioning the register file. Therefore, our
vector instructions can operate on matrices of arbitrary dimensions, reducing
the overhead for resizing the register windows.

Two-dimensional register files have been used in several other architectures,
such as the Matrix Oriented Multimedia (MOM). MOM is a matrix ori-
ented ISA targeted at multimedia applications [47–49]. It also uses a two-
dimensional register file in order to exploit the available data-level parallelism,
as shown in Figure 2.1(c). The architecture supports 16 vector registers, each
containing sixteen 64-bit wide, elements. By using sub-word level parallelism,
each MOM register can store a matrix containing at most 16×8 elements. The
Polymorphic register file proposed in this thesis also allows sub-word level
parallelism, but doesn’t restrict the number or the size of the two-dimensional
registers, bearing additional flexibility.

Another architecture which also uses a two-dimensional vector register file is
the Modified MMX (MMMX) [50], depicted in Figure 2.1 (b). This modi-
fication to the MultiMedia eXtensions (MMX) [35, 36] supports eight 96-bit
wide, multimedia registers and special load and store instructions which pro-
vide single-column access to the subwords of the registers. Our Polymorphic
Register File architecture does not limit the matrix operations to only loads and
stores and allows the definition of multi-column matrices of arbitrary sizes.

Based on Altivec (also known as the Vector Multimedia eXtension or VMX),
the Indirect VMX (iVMX) architecture [51] employs a large register file con-
sisting of 1024 registers of 128 bits. Four indirection tables, each with 32
entries, are used to access the iVMX register file. The register number in
the iVMX instructions, with a range from 0 to 31, is used as an index in the
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corresponding indirection table. Compatibility with existing Altivec code is
supported by a special configuration in which all indirection tables point to the
same 32 physical registers. In this compatibility mode, each indirection reg-
ister points to its own index (e.g., indirection register x points to the physical
register x) . The PRF also uses indirection to access a large register file, but
does not divide the available RF storage in a fixed number of equally sized
registers, therefore allowing a higher degree of control when dynamically par-
titioning the register file.

The Register Pointer Architecture (RPA) [52] focuses on providing additional
storage to a scalar processor thus reducing the overhead associated with the up-
dating of the index registers while minimizing the changes to the base instruc-
tion set. The architecture extends the baseline design with two extra register
files: the Dereferencible Register File (DRF) and the Register Pointers (RP).
In essence, the DRF increases the number of available registers to the proces-
sor. The RPs provide indirect access to the DRF and are composed from three
fields: a DRF index and two addresses (Begin and End) for wrap around circu-
lar addressing. RPA is similar to our proposal as it also facilitates the indirect
accessing to a dedicated register file by using dedicated indirection registers.
However, the parameters stored in the indirection registers are completely dif-
ferent. Using RPA, each indirection register maps to a scalar element. In our
proposal, one indirection register maps to a sub-matrix in the 2D register file,
being more suitable for multidimensional (matrix) vector processing by better
expressing the available data-level parallelism.

A VLIW processor which is able to use a variable number of registers depend-
ing on the workload is presented in [53]. In this design, the number of available
registers is adjusted by modifying the size of the physical register file by using
partial reconfiguration on the FPGA. However, the width of each individual
register remains fixed. Our proposal considers that the total size of the physi-
cal register file is fixed, but the number of registers as well as their shapes and
dimensions can be arbitrarily configured on demand. This offers a higher-level
view of the available storage and potentially reduces the number of instruc-
tions required to process the data. This in turn can improve performance by
eliminating many overhead data manipulation instructions.

Besides the improved performance and storage space utilization efficiency, the
Polymorphic RF proposed in this thesis provides an easier programming inter-
face compared to previous work. By customizing the register dimensions and
location during runtime, the programmer can potentially improve the RF uti-
lization on one hand, but can also reduce the number of overhead instructions
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(e.g., address arithmetic) on the other. The ability to resize registers during
runtime implies that there is no unique section size defined for a PRF imple-
mentation. Our low overhead auto-sectioning mechanism mitigates the need
for explicit references to the section size in the assembly code and in addi-
tion allows data accesses in the register file as arbitrary shaped blocks, and
hides the complexity of pointers and index manipulation. The productivity of
a programmer writing vector code is further improved by defining a minimal
instruction set extension with a small number of extra opcodes. This can be
achieved as the same binary instructions can be used regardless the dimen-
sions and the data type of the registers. Such an approach holds both for nor-
mal vector instructions execution but also for selective data processing during
conditional execution using bit vectors. We believe that such techniques and
mechanisms can potentially reduce the time and effort required to transform
algorithms which manipulate matrix and vector data, as for example linear
algebra equations, into a high-performance vector program.

2.2 The SARC Heterogeneous Multi-core Architecture
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In this section, a brief description of the SARC multi-core architecture is pre-
sented. In addition, the specialized accelerators and the programming model
are also discussed.
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2.2.1 An Asymmetric Chip Multiprocessor

Figure 2.2 shows a block diagram of the SARC machine organization. It is an
asymmetric Chip Multi Processor (CMP) that includes a few high-performance
master processors and clusters of worker processors that are customized to a
target application domain. For example, the SARC instance for the H.264
advanced video codec features different accelerator processors for the execu-
tion of Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) [54], an entropy
coding method used in the H.264 standard [55], and the macroblock decoding
(inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT), motion compensation, deblocking
filter, and so on). A Network on Chip connects multiple tiles (or clusters) of
Workers, Master processors, the Memory Interface Controllers and the shared
L2 cache. Each cluster typically contains multiple Worker processors inter-
connected by a bus.

Master processors (M) execute the control threads. They are responsible for
starting up the application at the programs main() subroutine. From there,
the application can spawn multiple parallel threads that will be allocated to
other master processors. Because these processors’ main functionality is to
sequentially spawn tasks for execution to the workers, their single-threaded
performance is critical to the system as a whole. They, therefore, have a high-
performance out-of-order design.

Because master processor threads data-access patterns are unknown to the run-
time system, the masters can only access memory through the cache hierarchy.
All masters have coherent level-one (L1) instruction and data caches that rely
on the replacement policy and the coherency protocol to exploit locality.

Worker processors (W) off-load task execution from the masters. In addition
to the regular cache hierarchy provided to the masters, workers feature a local
scratchpad memory. The scratchpads are mapped into the applications logical
address space, and are accessed through regular load/store instructions. This
means that memory accesses from a worker must go through the translation
look-aside buffer (TLB) in their memory controller to be steered toward their
local scratchpad, a remote scratchpad on another worker, or through the cache
hierarchy to the off-chip memory.

To avoid coherency problems between the distributed scratchpad memories
and the cache hierarchy, the L1 caches in both masters and workers can only
capture addresses in the DRAM physical range. That is, the memory addresses
mapped to any of the scratchpad memories are not cacheable. In addition,
each worker features a DMA controller that allows the runtime to overlap data
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transfer and computation. The DMA controller can copy data from the local
memory to off-chip memory or to a remote local memory (and vice versa).

Shared L2 cache All off-chip memory traffic goes through a distributed (or
banked) shared L2 cache that captures both misses from the L1 caches and
DMA transfers to and from off-chip memory. The L2 caches distributed struc-
ture eliminates the need to maintain coherency across L2 blocks, because a
datum is mapped to a particular bank based on its physical address. In addi-
tion, the cache structure enables the use of fine-grained interleaving to increase
cache bandwidth on consecutive address access. Because the architecture re-
lies on DMAs to transfer data to and from workers, the L2 cache typically
encounters coordinated accesses to multiple cache lines. Fine-grained inter-
leaving lets the cache serve multiple parts of a single DMA request in parallel,
and increases the effective bandwidth experienced by the request.

The caches distributed nature leads to a nonuniform cache access time. How-
ever, as we show later, the architecture handles long (and variable) latencies
without impacting performance. The runtime management of data transfers al-
lows applications running on the SARC architecture to exploit the distributed
caches size and bandwidth benefits without suffering any of the latency penal-
ties. Because the local memory addresses are not cached on the L1, the L2
cache only needs to maintain coherency with the L1 caches. Such a coherency
engine is simplified because:

• The shared L2 cache is inclusive of all L1 caches, thus directory state is
kept in L2, and is only needed per L2 line; and

• The directory only keeps per-cluster presence bits (not per-L1 bits), and
invalidations are broadcast inside each concerned cluster.

Memory interface controllers The on-chip memory interface controllers
(MICs) connect the chip to the off-chip DRAM modules. Each MIC sup-
ports several DRAM channels. Internally, each MIC maintains a per-channel
request queue, and uses a simple first-in, first-out (FIFO) scheduler to issue
requests to the DRAMs. Therefore, requests to a given channel are handled
in order, but they can execute out of order with respect to requests sent to an-
other channel. Given that the MIC will interleave requests from many worker
processors, the DRAM bank page buffer will likely not be reused for two con-
secutive requests. For this reason we use a closed-page DRAM policy. Similar
to the shared cache design, the global address space is interleaved across the
different MICs in a fine-grained manner. Given the bulk nature of memory
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accesses caused by the common use of DMA transfers, such a fine-grained in-
terleaving provides better memory bandwidth because it parallelizes a typical
DMA transfer both across MICs and across channels inside each MIC.

2.2.2 Application Specific Accelerators

The three specialized SARC worker processors are based on different designs,
targeting different application domains: video processing, bioinformatics and
scientific computations.

Media accelerator The SARC Media Accelerator (SARC MA) [56, 57] is an
application-specific instruction set processor (ASIP) based on the Cell Syner-
gistic Processor Element (SPE), which is already optimized for computation-
intensive applications but not for H.264 video decoding. The additions to the
SPE Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) include several useful scalar opera-
tions such as load-scalar (into the preferred slot) and add-scalar-to-vector ele-
ment. Another deficiency of the Cell SPE is that it does not support clipping
operations that saturate an operation’s result. The SARC MA supports clip,
saturate-and-pack, and add-saturate-and-pack. Furthermore, the SARC-MA
supports several collapsed operations such as add-and-shift, multiply-truncate
and multiply-add.

Bioinformatics Accelerator The SARC Bioinformatics Accelerator (SARC-
BA) [58] is also an ASIP based on the Cell SPE, targeting the most time-
consuming kernels of ClustalW and Smith-Waterman. Additions to the SPE
ISA include custom instructions which compute the maximum of two or more
operands in a single instruction.

Scientific Vector Accelerator This thesis focuses on the SARC Scientific Vec-
tor Accelerator (SARC-SVA). The Polymorphic Register File (PRF) plays a
central role in the SARC-SVA: given a physical register file, the SARC-SVA
lets us define 1D and 2D logical vector registers of different sizes and shapes.
When defining a logical vector register, we need to specify its base address,
horizontal length, and vertical length. The register file organization (RFOrg)
special-purpose registers (SPRs) store the logical registers parameters.

The SARC-SVA microarchitecture supports both 1D and 2D register opera-
tions simultaneously using the same instructions. Conditional execution is im-
plicitly supported by defining a bit mask register for each logical register. Each
RFOrg entry specifies the data type (32/64-bit floating-point or 8/16/32/ 64-bit
integer) stored in the logic register, therefore avoiding the need to duplicate the
instructions for each supported data type.
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As mentioned earlier, however, the PRF can be efficiently employed for the
Media and Bioinformatics accelerators, as well.

2.2.3 Programming Model

The SARC architecture targets a new class of task-based data-flow program-
ming models addressed by several academic and industrial groups, including
StarSs [59], Cilk [60], Sequoia [61], and OpenMP 3.0 [62]. These program-
ming models let programmers write efficient parallel programs by identifying
candidate functions to be off-loaded to worker processors. StarSs also allows
annotating the task input and output operands, thereby enabling the runtime
system to reason about intertask data dependencies when scheduling tasks and
data transfers.

StarSs, the programming model used in the SARC project [9], is supported
by a toolset, which consists of a source-to-source compiler and a supporting
runtime library. The compiler translates C code, with annotations of the tasks
inputs and outputs, into a common C code with calls to the supporting runtime
library. We chose a software runtime manager to avoid tying the architecture
to a particular programming model and its runtime system.

In StarSs, the runtime system manages both data and task scheduling, which do
not require explicit programmer intervention. This is similar in spirit to out-of-
order processors that automatically detect data dependencies among multiple
instructions, build the dynamic data-flow graph, and dispatch instructions to
multiple functional units. However, in this case, the data-flow graph is not
bounded by the instruction window, the granularity of instructions is much
larger, and it does not require in-order commit to support precise exceptions.

2.3 Parallel Access Memory Schemes

The problem of designing memories capable of providing multiple data ele-
ments per cycle has been studied in the context of data caches for superscalar
processors in [63]. This classification is also relevant to our work, even if vec-
tor processors exhibit different memory access patterns and typically do not
require caches. The authors of [63] classified the solutions in four categories:
true multi-porting, virtual multi-porting, data replication, and multi-banking.

True multi-porting is the ideal solution, but is expensive in terms of chip area
because of the prohibitive cost of multi-ported SRAM cells. Virtual multiport-
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ing consists of running the memory modules at a higher clock frequency than
the CPU, and therefore providing multiple data elements per CPU clock cy-
cle via time multiplexing. Virtual multiporting is used in the Power2 and the
Alpha 21264 [63].

By replicating the data in n memory modules, n read operations may be per-
formed in parallel. However, this method reduces the useful storage space, and
does not improve memory write performance, as stores need to be broadcasted
to all memory modules. The DEC 21164 duplicates the data in its cache [63]
in order to increase the number of ports.

The design objective of multi-bank memories, referred in this thesis as parallel
memory schemes, is to increase the memory bandwidth (the number of data
elements that can be read or written into the memory system per unit of time)
by arranging several memory modules in parallel [64], connected by crossbars
or specialized permutation networks. The performance of this approach, also
used in vector processors, is limited by bank conflicts and the performance
of the interconnect. Parallel memory schemes may use a number of memory
modules equal to the number of accessed data points (i.e., non-redundant) or
exceeding that number (i.e., redundant).

As the PRF is part of the SARC architecture, scalability is a major design
goal. The total number of PRF ports is expected to be small, with a minimum
of 2 read (R) and 1 write (W) ports (P). The number of elements produced by
each register file port is equal to the number of connected vector lanes, and is
expected to scale up to tens of data elements per clock cycle.

Using true multi-port memory to implement the PRF offers unrestricted access
to any access pattern. Let’s assume that the PRF has L vector lanes and R read
and W ports. This would require a memory with L · R read and L ·W ports.
Multiport memories do not scale to tens of ports, and their cost is expected to
be high. Furthermore, memories with a high number of ports are not always
available in the target technology (e.g., FPGA devices).

The Polymorphic Register File does not require parallel access to random lo-
cations within the parallel memory, each port accesses the storage in dense,
rectangular patterns. However, the position of the accessed blocks is unre-
stricted, so the read and write ports should access the storage independently.
Therefore, in this thesis we use a hybrid approach. Each PRF port is imple-
mented using a parallel memory scheme. In order to provide multiple PRF
ports, either multi-port memories or data replication can be used.

In order to support more conflict-free access patterns, redundant memory
schemes have been proposed in [65, 66]. However, using such memory
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schemes may lead to poor utilization of the available storage space due to
memory holes - unused locations in the memory modules. All the schemes
proposed in this work are non-redundant. For our PRF implementation, we
consider a 2D array of p × q linearly addressable memory banks and propose
four multi-view parallel access schemes. In this thesis, we will use ”×” to
refer to a 2D matrix, and ”·” to denote multiplication. The schemes place no
restrictions on the coordinates of the 2D accesses, and conflict-free accesses
are provided for two or more of the following shapes: p × q rectangle (RE),
q× p transposed rectangle (TR), p · q row (RO), p · q column (CO), p · q main
(forward) diagonal (MD) and p · q secondary (backward) diagonal (SD).

2.3.1 Comparison to Related Memory Schemes

In this subsection, we compare the related memory schemes with the set of
schemes proposed in this thesis in terms of supported conflict-free access pat-
terns and potential drawbacks and limitations.

In [67], the authors propose two distinct sets of parallel memory schemes
which provide conflict-free access to p · q data elements: the first set of non-
redundant schemes use m = p · q memory modules, while the second set of
redundant schemes uses at least one additional memory module. We will refer
to the former as [67]-NR (for Non Redundant) and to the latter as [67]-R (for
Redundant). Some access patterns can be accessed conflict-free regardless the
coordinates of the accessed block (unrestricted), while others place restrictions
on these coordinates (restricted).

In [67]-NR, three memory schemes are proposed, which support the following
conflict-free access patterns: 1) unrestricted p × q rectangles and unrestricted
p · q rows; 2) unrestricted p · q rows, restricted p · q columns and restricted
p× q rectangle accesses; 3) unrestricted p · q rows, unrestricted p · q columns
and restricted p × q rectangle accesses. However, simultaneous unrestricted
conflict-free access to p× q rectangles and p · q columns is not supported.

In [67]-R, the authors propose three memory schemes using p ·q+1, 2 ·p ·q or
p · q2 memory modules. These schemes support unrestricted conflict-free ac-
cesses to p× q rectangles, p · q rows and p · q columns, but require at least one
redundant memory module, which may increase implementation complexity
and cost. Compared to the memory schemes we propose in Chapter 4, none
of the schemes proposed in [67] supports unrestricted conflict-free access to
p · q diagonals or to p× q and q× p rectangles. Furthermore, in [67] the mem-
ory modules are organized as a 1D array. Therefore, their module assignment
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functions require large %m computations, m = p · q, with dlog2me-bit wide
arithmetic units. In the schemes proposed in this thesis, we organize the mem-
ory modules as a 2D matrix, and only need smaller %p and %q computations.

The memory scheme presented in [68] arranges the memory modules in aN×
N two-dimensional array, with p = q = N . Conflict-free access to N × N
squares and N · N rows is supported. However, the authors of [68] did not
provide any formal proof for their memory scheme, their proposal does not
support conflict-free diagonals and requires that p = q, a limitation not present
in any of our schemes.

A redundant scheme using a prime number of memory modules is proposed
in [69], supporting conflict-free access to p × q rectangle & p · q row & p · q
column & p · q main and secondary diagonals. While this scheme supports
a very complete set of access patterns, it uses more memory modules than
our schemes. Furthermore, because a prime number of memory modules is
required, either expensive modulo operations or large numbers of LUTs are
required for the hardware implementation. Furthermore, this scheme does not
support conflict free accesses to p× q and q × p rectangles.

The memory scheme proposed in [70], referred to as the rectangle only
scheme in this thesis, organizes the memory module in a 2D matrix, and sup-
ports unrestricted conflict-free access to p × q rectangles. By simultaneously
supporting at least two different access patterns, the schemes introduced in this
thesis mitigate the single access pattern limitation of this memory scheme.

The redundant parallel memory scheme proposed in [71] supports conflict-free
access to p×q rectangles, p ·q rows, p ·q columns and p ·q main and secondary
diagonals. However, the implementation cost is expected to be higher since
twice the number of modules are required compared to the memory schemes
proposed in this thesis.

In [72], the authors propose a parallel memory scheme for video coding, which
provides unrestricted conflict-free access to p · q rows and p · q columns. How-
ever, their proposal requires that a power-of-2 number of memory modules is
used, a limitation not present in the schemes proposed in this thesis.

Redundant parallel access schemes (i.e., with a number of memory modules
exceeding the number of accessed data points) offer very complete sets of both
dense and strided conflict-free patterns, however they are costly in terms of
area and implementation complexity. In this thesis, we do not support strided
patterns, since our approach relies on a dedicated scatter-gather controller that
places the data with unit-stride in the PRF. All non-redundant memory schemes
have theoretical limitations regarding incompatible access patterns (e.g., it has
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RE & RE & RO & RE &

# of modulesMem. RO & CO & CO & TR Drawbacks &
Scheme MD & MD &. restricted (trans- limitations

SD SD RE position)
[67]-NR partial 5 no yes no m = p · q %m

[67]-R partial 6 partial 6 yes no m ≥ p · q + 1 ≥ 1 additional
modules, %m

[68] partial 5 no no no m = p2 p = q

[69] yes yes yes no prime ≥ 1 additional
m > p · q modules, big LUTs

[70] no no no no m = p · q p× q rect. only
[71] yes yes yes no m = 2 · p · q m = 2 · p · q, %m
[72] no no partial 7 no m = p · q m is power-of-2

ReRo yes no no no m = p · q None of the above,
proposal with conditions 1

ReCo no yes no no m = p · q None of the above,
proposal with conditions 2

RoCo no no yes no m = p · q None of the above,
proposal with conditions 3

ReTr no no no yes m = p · q None of the above,
proposal with conditions 4

PRF yes yes yes yes m = p · q None of the above,
combined with conditions 1,2,3,4

Special conditions for our memory schemes:
1 Unrestricted accesses, the pairs (p, q+1) and (p, q−1) are co-prime for conflict-free main

an secondary diagonals
2 Unrestricted accesses, the pairs (p+1, q) and (p−1, q) are co-prime for conflict-free main

an secondary diagonals
3 Unrestricted access for p · q rows and p · q columns. Restricted accesses for p× q rectangle,

either i%p = 0 or j%q = 0
4 Unrestricted accesses if q%p = 0 or p%q = 0

Conflict free access patterns supported by related memory schemes:
5 Unrestricted accesses only for p× q rectangles and p · q rows
6 Unrestricted accesses only for p× q rectangles, p · q rows and p · q columns
7 Unrestricted accesses only for p · q rows and p · q columns

Table 2.1: Comparison to related parallel schemes

been proven impossible for any single memory access scheme with only p · q
memory modules to provide unrestricted conflict-free access for p× q rectan-
gles, p · q rows and p · q columns simultaneously in [67]). However, because
the PRF allows arbitrary positioning of the vector registers, multiple non-
redundant schemes can be simultaneously utilized by partitioning the address
space of the PRF, and hence breaking this barrier. Combined, the schemes
proposed in Chapter 4, match the non-strided patterns available in state of the
art redundant schemes [69].

We consider five parallel access schemes suitable for the implementation of the
PRF: the single-view Rectangle Only (ReO) scheme, which supports conflict-
free accesses shaped as p × q rectangles, suggested in [70], and a set of four
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well selected, non-redundant memory schemes, which combined match the
non-strided patterns available in state of the art redundant schemes, as shown
in more detail in Chapter 4. The multi-view parallel access schemes are de-
noted as ReRo, ReCo, RoCo and ReTr, each of them supporting at least two
conflict-free access patterns:

1) Rectangle Row (ReRo): p× q rectangle, p · q row, p · q main diagonals if p
and q+ 1 and co-prime, p · q secondary diagonals if p and q− 1 are co-prime;

2) Rectangle Column (ReCo): p×q rectangle, p·q column, p·q main diagonals
if p+1 and q are co-prime, p·q secondary diagonals if p−1 and q are co-prime;

3) Row Column (RoCo): p ·q row, p ·q column, aligned (i%p = 0 or j%q = 0)
p× q rectangle;

4) Rectangle Transposed Rectangle (ReTr):p× q, q × p rectangles (transposi-
tion) if p%q = 0 or q%p = 0.

Conflict-free access is therefore supported for all of the most common vec-
tor operations for scientific and multimedia applications. Rectangular shaped
accesses are common in matrix processing (e.g., blocked matrix multiplica-
tion) [65], but also in digital signal processing (e.g., 2-D convolution). Row
and column accesses are useful in solving partial differential equations us-
ing the alternating direction implicit relaxation method [73]. Diagonal access
patterns are common in vectorized implementations of the bioinformatics se-
quence alignment algorithm SmithWaterman [58].

Table 2.1 compares the schemes proposed in this work with related art. We
have organized our comparison with respect to 2D accesses patterns required
by PRFs. Therefore, we do not consider multistride accesses. If a related work
scheme provides conflict-free access to at least two, but not all access patterns
of a column, it is marked as partial.

As it can be observed from Table 2.1, none of the previous works supports
unrestricted conflict-free accesses to p × q and q × p rectangles, which in
essence allows efficient matrix transpositions. This access pattern is supported
by the ReTr scheme. The ReRo and ReCo schemes also support access to
main and secondary diagonals of size p ·q. In order to support transposed q×p
rectangles and p · q diagonals, some restrictions on the horizontal and vertical
dimensions of the memory module matrix (p and q) have to be satisfied. In
practice, these restrictions do not limit the applicability of the schemes. For
efficient practical implementations, p and q are usually chosen to be powers of
two to facilitate the division and modulo operations.

It has been shown in [67] that the addressing function also used in our pro-
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posed memory schemes allocates different addresses to elements which are
allocated to the same memory module by the MAF, as long as the MAFs allow
conflict-free accesses to aligned Bp×q(i, j) rectangular blocks, with i%p = 0
and j%q = 0. All four parallel access schemes in this thesis satisfy this con-
dition and are therefore compatible with this addressing function.

Because no single scheme exists for all strides and dimensions of the parallel
access, in [74] the authors propose to partition the problem in a number of
cases. For the PRF, all the rectangular accesses support unit stride and a Block
Length of 1, corresponding to Case II in [74]. However, the approach in [74]
uses dedicated address routing circuitry, which has a potential negative impact
on the area and clock cycle. Therefore, we use a similar approach as [70], and
avoid the need for address routing circuits by embedding the Module Assign-
ment Functions (MAFs) into the addressing function.

Note. The content of this Chapter is partially based on the following paper:

A. Ramirez, F. Cabarcas, B.H.H. Juurlink, M. Alvarez, F. Sanchez, A. Azevedo,
C.H. Meenderinck, C.B. Ciobanu, S. Isaza Ramirez, G.N. Gaydadjiev, The
SARC Architecture, IEEE Micro, volume 30, issue 5, pages 16-29, 2010



3
Polymorphic Register Files

IN classic vector architectures such as the IBM System/370 [30], all vec-
tor registers were of equal sizes and the number of data elements which
can be stored in one vector register was a micro-architectural parameter,

termed as the section size of the machine. The Instruction Set Architecture
(ISA) did not specify the value of the section size, which could be chosen as
any power of two between 8 and 512 at design time. This allowed for high end
and low end machines to share the same architecture at different cost and per-
formance levels. More recently, the Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD)
extensions of General Purpose Processors (GPP) used fixed width vector reg-
isters which can store multiple data elements. In the case of Altivec, the width
was 128 bits. This is also the case with the Cell Broadband Engine proces-
sor [75], which has one PowerPC Processor Unit (PPU) and eight Synergistic
Processor Units (SPUs): both the PPU and the SPU use 128-bit wide SIMD
registers. The number of available vector registers is clearly defined in the ar-
chitecture. More precisely, it is 16 vector registers for the IBM/370, 32 Altivec
registers for the Cell PPU and 128 registers for the Cell SPU.

In this Chapter, we propose a register file organization referred to as a Poly-
morphic Register File (PRF), which targets the efficient processing of multidi-
mensional data arrays. The total size of the register file amounts up to a fixed
volume, while the actual number of registers as well as their dimensions and
sizes can be defined by the programmer and adjusted at runtime. As a result,
multiple register sizes and dimensions can be used simultaneously. Currently,
only 1D and 2D rectangular matrices are supported by the architecture but our
proposal can be extended to any number of dimensions and even for some
special data access patterns. In this Chapter, we do not analyze any micro-
architectural implementations, as this will be done in Chapters 4 and 5.

Furthermore, we investigate the scalability of an envisioned PRF-augmented

27
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vector accelerator when integrated in a multi-processor system. Our study fo-
cuses on the achievable performance with respect to the number of processors
when employed in two complex computational problems, namely Floyd and
Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication (SMVM), the main kernel of the Conju-
gate Gradient (CG) method. Floyd finds the shortest paths between all pairs
of nodes in a graph. CG is one of the most commonly used iterative meth-
ods for solving systems of linear equations [76]. The iterative nature of CG
makes it a good option for solving sparse systems that are too large for direct
methods. The scalability of this application is critical, as it determines the
maximum problem size which can be processed within a reasonable execution
time. In this Chapter, we analyze the performance of PRF-augmented accel-
erators in a heterogeneous multi-core processor with specialized workers - the
SARC architecture [43]. Moreover, we consider critical parameters such as the
available memory bandwidth and the memory latency.

More specifically, the main contributions of this Chapter are the following:
First, we define the Polymorphic Register File architecture. Next, we introduce
a simple programming interface, which potentially reduces programming ef-
fort compared to traditional methods. We evaluate both single-core and multi-
core systems based on the Polymorphic Register File. For the single-core eval-
uation, we use kernels from real applications. The experiments show a signif-
icant reduction in the number of executed instructions compared to a baseline
PowerPC scalar processor: 3000 times for Floyd with a maximum Section Size
of 64 × 64 elements, and 2000 times for Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication
with a maximum Section Size of 128×128 elements. In terms of performance,
the results suggest speedups of up to 3 times for Floyd compared to the Cell
SPU and up to 2 times compared to one dimensional vectorized version of the
sparse matrix vector multiplication kernel. For the multi-core evaluation, we
study the SMVM kernel, comparing a vector processor using a Polymorphic
Vector Register File implementation against the Cell BE and the PowerXCell
8i [75]. The Polymorphic vector register file system achieved speedups of up
to 8 times compared to the Cell PowerPC Processor Unit (PPU). We perform
a scalability analysis of the SMVM kernel: simulation results suggest that a
system comprising of 256 PRF accelerators can reach absolute speedups of
up to 200 times compared to a single Cell PPU worker. The system scales
almost linearly for up to 16 workers, and more than 50% of the single core rel-
ative speedup is preserved when using up to 128 PRF cores. We also evaluate
the impact of memory latency and shared cache bandwidth on the sustainable
performance of the SMVM kernel. We consider scenarios of up to 128 PRF
workers and target at least 80% of their theoretical peak speedups. The pre-
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sented memory latency study indicates that the system can tolerate latencies up
to 64 cycles while sustaining performance. The cache bandwidth experiments
suggest that such a configuration requires 1638.4 GB/s.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.1, we provide
motivation for the Polymorphic Register Files. The proposed architecture is
presented in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we present the targeted applications,
and experimental set-up and simulation data are presented in Section 3.4. Fi-
nally, the Chapter is concluded by Section 3.5.

3.1 Vector Register Files Limitations

In order to get an indication of the impact of the Register File (RF) used in
a processor architecture in terms of the static code size and the number of
executed instructions when performing matrix multiplication, we analyze three
different cases: a scalar and two vector processors types, one equipped with
one dimensional (1D) vector RF and the second - with two-dimensional (2D)
RF. Furthermore, we illustrate the advantages of a polymorphic RF.
Motivating example: Assuming the product computation of two double pre-
cision floating-point matrices: A[2][4] and B[4][3] with the result stored in
C[2][3]. By compiling the C code of this matrix multiplication for the Cell
PPU, the scalar PowerPC assembly code contains 41 instructions, as follows:

#Init, Addr gen & looping - 9 instructions
.L1: #i-loop

#Addr gen & looping - 7 instructions
.L2: #j-loop

#Addr gen, memory & looping - 10 instructions
.L3: #k-loop

lfd 13,0(10) #Memory (ld A[i][k])
lfd 0,0(8) #Memory (ld B[k][j])
fmadd 12,13,0,12 #Processing
stfdx 12,6,31 #memory (st C[i][j])
#Looping & Addr gen - 11 instructions

Total: 41 instructions / 269 committed

By performing a 1D vectorization of the above kernel using the ijk form [77],
the inner most loop can be replaced with a vector dot product instruction, de-
creasing the static code size to 26 instructions:

v.setvl 4 #set Vector Length
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#Addr gen & looping - 7 instructions
.L1: #i-loop

#Addr gen & looping - 7 instructions
.L2: #j-loop

v.ld $V0, &A[i][0] #Memory (ld A[i][*])
v.ldstrided $V1, &B[0][j], 3 #Memory (ld B[*][j])
v.vdot 0, $V0, $V1 #Processing
stfd 0,0(10) #Memory (st C[i][j])
#Looping & Addr gen - 7 instructions

Total: 26 instructions / 72 committed

By storing each matrix in an assumed 2D vector register, we can possibly
replace all three loops with a single matrix multiplication instruction:

#Addr gen - 6 instructions
v.vdefvr $V0, 2, 4, 0 #def 2D reg A
v.vdefvr $V1, 4, 3, 4 #def 2D reg B
v.vdefvr $V2, 2, 3, 16 #def 2D reg C
v.setxvl 4 #set Vector Length
v.setyvl 4
v.ld2d $V0, 10 #memory (ld A)
v.setyvl 3
v.ld2d $1, 11 #memory (ld B)
v.mul2d $V2, $V0, $V1 #Processing (C = A * B)
v.st2d &C[0][0], $V2 #memory (st C)

Total: 16 instructions / 16 committed

Rough estimations suggest that for this simple matrix multiplication example,
by using a 1D vector processor and a 1D-organized storage, the number of as-
sembly instructions is reduced by 1.5 times and by utilizing a 2D RF we can
further shrink the static code length required to perform the same computation
by a factor of 2.5. The difference is even higher if we consider the commit-
ted instructions for the chosen matrix sizes: the 1D vector processor executes
3.7 times less instructions than the GPP by eliminating the inner-most loop,
while a 2D vector processor could execute 16 times less instructions than the
baseline scalar machine by replacing all three loops with a single matrix mul-
tiplication instruction. This indicates that by using a 2D vector register file,
we can vectorize the code on a second axis and eliminate two or more nested
loop levels. Code size is potentially reduced as well as the number of executed
instructions, as all the overhead instructions related to looping and the majority
of address generation instructions are eliminated. The single matrix multipli-
cation instruction is only executed once, so even if it has a higher latency than
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the 1D dot product, the total execution time is expected to be lower when us-
ing the 2D RF. Furthermore, fewer overhead instructions are executed and the
data-level parallelism is captured using a single, higher-level vector instruction
which will be executed using a highly optimized hardware functional unit.
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Figure 3.1: Storing the three matrices in a 2D RF

Traditionally, all the vector registers defined by an architecture are of the same
size. With the example above we illustrated how a 2D RF and appropriate
code vectorization can potentially improve performance. Hereafter, we fur-
ther investigate the possibilities for optimization in terms of RF space utiliza-
tion. The minimum size of the two-dimensional registers required to store
the three matrices of 2x4, 4x3 and 2x3 elements from the motivating example
assuming uniform register size is 4x4 elements. Figure 3.1a suggests how a
two-dimensional register file of eight by eight elements can be statically parti-
tioned into fixed size registers to store the two operands and the result from our
example. The shaded portions indicate the unused space inside the individual
registers: 50% of register A, 25% of register B and 62.5% of register C do
not contain useful data, yet increase read and write power consumption due to
their non optimal size. The result is a waste of more than 45% of the allocated
register file capacity if 2D registers with fixed size are used.

Problem statement: Based on the motivating example above, three problems
can be identified, which we address in this Chapter, namely:

1. Overhead instructions limit the performance of matrix operations op-
erations in scientific code. For scalar architectures, these instructions
consist of memory transactions and address arithmetic operations.

2. Excessive number of committed instructions required for 2D matri-
ces operations when a scalar register file organization is implemented.
When 1D and 2D register files are assumed, a potential reduction of
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the static code size and the number of committed instructions can be
achieved.

3. Inefficient utilization of the available storage space imposed by fixed
size 2D register files. Fixed size 2D register files they can potentially
alleviate problems 1 and 2.

Proposed solution: With the above problems in mind, we propose a
Polymorphic Register File to solve them at the architectural level.

Definition: a Polymorphic Register File is a parameterizable register file,
which can be logically reorganized by the programmer or the runtime system
to support multiple register dimensions and sizes simultaneously.

An illustration of how a polymorphic register file with the same total storage
capacity, as in the motivating example, can be repartitioned is provided in Fig-
ure 3.1b. The programmer’s target is that each matrix fits exactly into its log-
ical register, so that the storage waste is minimized and hence more registers
can be simultaneously instantiated. It is further proposed that the dimensions
of the logical registers can be changed during runtime therefore all the vectors
and matrices stored in the PRF can fit and be processed more efficiently.

Based on the motivation example above, we can clearly identify several poten-
tial benefits from using a 2D polymorphic register file:

• Due to the 2D register organization:

– Performance gains - reduced number of committed instructions.
For the motivation example, the reduction by a factor of 4.5 of
the committed instructions compared to the 1D vector processor,
which in turn further reduces the Flynn bottleneck [11].

– Static code compression - the assembly code using the 2DPRF
consists of less instructions compared to a vector processor with
1D register organization and even lesser compared to a machine
with a scalar RF;

• Due to the polymorphism of the register file:

– Improved Storage efficiency - the registers are defined to contain
exactly as many elements as required, completely eliminating the
potential storage waste inherent to organizations with fixed register
sizes and maximizing the available space for subsequent use;
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– Customizable number of registers - the number of register is no
longer an architectural limitation, contributing to the PRF runtime
adaptability. Unlike the traditional fixed number of registers of
predefined size, the unallocated space can be further partitioned
into an arbitrary number of registers of arbitrary (1D or 2D) shapes
and dimensions.

We envision the occurrence of data fragmentation problems in the register file,
which could be handled dynamically by the Operating System, or statically
by the compiler. The problem is similar to ordinary memory fragmentation,
with the additional complexity for a 2D space, rather than for a linear 1D case.
However, these problems are out of the scope of this thesis.

In the rest of this Chapter we will focus on describing the 2D Polymorphic
Register File in more detail and evaluating the potential performance benefits
due to its use for matrix operations.

3.2 The Polymorphic Register File Architecture

Figure 3.2 illustrates the organization of the proposed Polymorphic Register
File. The overall size of the PRF is fixed, containing N ×M data elements.
In Figure 3.2, the left side depicts an example of 128 × 128 64-bit elements
PRF (N = M = 128). The register file can be arbitrarily partitioned during
run-time into multiple logical registers of different shapes, sizes and data types.

The logical registers visible to the ISA are defined during runtime using the
Register File Organization (RFORG) Special Purpose Registers (SPR), shown
on the right side of Figure 3.2. The total number of available logical registers is
RN. Each RFORG row defines one logical register using the following fields:

• A Defined (D) tag indicating whether the logical register is defined;

• The Base of the logical register, indicating the position of the upper left
corner of the logical register. Assuming a N ×M elements PRF, and
that the upper left coordinate is situated on line i, column j in the PRF,
the Base = i ·M + j. The upper left RF corner has the Base 0;

• The Shape of the logical vector register, which can be:

– Rectangle (RE);

– Main Diagonal (MD);
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Figure 3.2: The Polymorphic Register File

– Secondary Diagonal (SD);

• The dimensions, expressed in number of data elements: Horizontal
Length (HL) and Vertical Length(VL);

• The data types of the logical register elements and their width. The
supported data types are Integer (INT) and Floating Point (FP), and the
supported widths are 8, 16, 32 and 64 bits.

In the simple example shown in Figure 3.2, only part of the storage space is
allocated. The remaining space can be used for additional logical registers
during run-time. The six example logical registers are defined as follows:

• R0 and R1 are 64×64 matrices containing 64 bit floating point numbers
(64× 64× 64-bit);

• R2 and R3 are 64 element 1-D vectors containing 64 bit integers (1 ×
64× 64-bit);

• R4 is a 128 element 1-D vector of 64 bit integers (1× 128× 64-bit);

• R5 is a 96 element 1-D vector of 64 bit integers (1× 96× 64-bit).

Both 1D and 2D register operations are supported simultaneously, using the
same vector instructions, avoiding opcode duplication and hence exploding
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instruction encoding space. Furthermore, the same instructions are used re-
gardless the types of data stored in the logical registers.

The microarchitecture will check if the dimensions and data types of the
operands are compatible with the semantics of the instruction (for example,
the number of columns of the first register must be equal to the number of
rows of the second register when performing matrix multiplication). In case
a mismatch is detected, an exception is raised, processed either by the spe-
cial exception handler or by the GPP. There is also a special instruction that
can re-partition the register file if needed. For example, the PRF depicted in
FIgure 3.2 can be re-partitioned in 16 logical registers, each containing 32x32
64-bit elements.

A Bit Mask register is implicitly defined for each logical register, offering
support for conditional processing. A special instruction enables or disables
the masked execution mode, therefore the same instruction opcodes are used
for both masked and non-masked mode.

We have identified the following instruction formats concerning the proposed
PRF: Vector Register to Memory (VR-M), Vector Register to Vector Regis-
ter (VR-VR), Vector Register to Scalar reg (VR-SR), Vector Register to Bit
Vector (VR-BV) and Scalar Register to Special Purpose Register (SR-SPR).

The VR-M format is used by the memory instructions such as load and store,
and the instruction prototype is Vmem <dest>, <src>, <offset>. The mem-
ory address (<src> for loads or <dest> for stores) and the offset are provided
in scalar registers, while the third argument is a logical vector register de-
fined in the PRF. The VR-VR format is used by the arithmetic instructions
such as add or multiply, with an instruction prototype Varith <dest>,<src1>
,<src2>. All thre arguments are logical registers defined in the PRF. The VR-
SR format is used by reduction operations (such as compute the maximum
value). The format is Vreduction <dest>, <src> where the first argument is a
scalar register and the second is a logical PRF register. The VR-BV format is
used by the operations which produce a bit vector as a result, such as compar-
ing two vector registers. The format is Vbit <dest>, <src1>, <src2> where
the first argument is the destination bit vector PRF register and the others are
logical PRF vector registers. The SR-SPR format is used by instructions which
write in the SPRs. The format is Vspr [<src1>, <src2>, <src3>, <src4>].
A subset1 of the supported instructions is presented in Table 3.1.

One important advantage of vector architectures is the reduced number of ad-
1The complete list of instructions is to be found in Appendix A
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Table 3.1: Polymorphic RF - a subset of the supported instructions

Instruction Format
ld2d VRT, RA, RB VR-M
st2d RT, VRA, RB VR-M
add2d VRT, VRA, VRB VR-VR
mul2d VRT, VRA, VRB VR-VR
max2d RT, VRA VR-SR
vcompare2d gt BVT, VRA, VRB VR-BV
set 2dmask RT SR-SPR
resetconf SR-SPR
vdefvr RT, RC, RA, RB SR-SPR
setxvl RT SR-SPR
setyvl RT SR-SPR
update2d RT, VRA, RB SR-SPR

dress generation instructions required to process data of any size and to allow
code portability on machines sharing the same architecture but constructed
with different section sizes. Sectioning is a technique used for processing vec-
tors with sizes larger than the machine section size in batches equal to to the
number of elements which can be stored into a vector register (called sections).
The very last section may be shorter if the size of the data is not a multiple of
the section size.

We have extended the sectioning mechanism presented in the IBM/370 vector
architecture [32] in order to support two-dimensional vector registers of arbi-
trary sizes. The polymorphic nature of our proposal implies that there is no
unique section size defined for an implementation of the architecture. Since
at the moment the proposed Polymorphic Register File architecture supports
unidimensional and bi-dimensional vectors, we define the notion of horizontal
and vertical section sizes corresponding to the dimensions of a logical vector
register in the X and Y directions.

In order to define the dimensions of the data processed from the external mem-
ory, the Polymorphic Register File Architecture defines two SPRs, the X Vec-
tor Length(XVL) and Y Vector Length (YVL) registers. The setxvl and setyvl
instructions are used to set the values in those registers. Both the Horizontal
Size (HSIZE) and Vertical Size (VSIZE) registers limit the number of ele-
ments processed by vector instructions when sectioning is used.

The update2d instruction is used at the end of a sectioning loop and has three
parameters: 1) the number of instructions, which comprise the sectioning loop;
2) a logical vector register (the model register), which is used as a reference
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to how many elements are processed in the current section in each dimension;
and 3) a scalar offset register, which is used to keep track of the position of the
current section in the two-dimensional data being processed as well as being
used by the load and store instructions as an offset to the memory addresses.
The update2d instruction performs three tasks:

• Increment the offset register so that, by being added to the memory
pointers, the result points to the first element of the next section;

• Update HSIZE and VSIZE taking into account how much data has been
already processed in the X and Y directions. This is done by comparing
the dimensions of the model register with the difference between XVL,
YVL and the offset register;

• Decide if the current sectioning loop is completed by comparing the
current offset with the XVL and YVL. If the loop is not done, branch to
the first instruction of the sectioning loop. The number of instructions
needed to jump is a parameter of the instruction.

3.3 Targeted Algorithms and Optimizations

In this Section, we first introduce the algorithms used in our single-core eval-
uation. We then discuss the algorithms used in the multi-core study.

3.3.1 Single-Core Algorithms

For our single-core study, we consider two target algorithms, namely Floyd
and the Conjugate Gradient (CG) Method.

Floyd: This algorithm finds the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices in
a weighted, directed graph [78, 79]. Given a graph G = (V,E) with N nodes
and a N × N weight matrix W, Floyd computes the cost matrix d, where dij
is the shortest path from node i to node j and path, the predecessor matrix.

The algorithm uses a dynamic programming approach in which the result is
refined over N steps. For each step, the two inner loops update each element
of the weight matrix d at most once. The algorithm compares the current cost
(dij) with the cost of using k as an intermediate node in the path (dik + dkj).

In order to update all the cost matrix d at step k, we only need to use the
k-th line and the k-th column of d - the pivot row and column. For line k,
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∀j, dkj = min(dkj , dkk + dkj) and for column k, ∀i, dik = min(dik, dik +
dkk). Because dkk is always 0, the pivot row and column are not updated in
step k and therefore the code doesn’t have read after write dependencies for
the two inner loops and vectorization is possible on both dimensions of d.

Figure 3.3 presents the reduction in the number of steps required to compute
the two inner loops of the algorithm, assuming no data segmentation is re-
quired. When executed on the scalar processor, each step requires N2 itera-
tions to complete the algorithm. When we vectorize the code on a 1D vector
machine, each line of the cost matrix can be processed with one set of vec-
tor instructions. In the third case, we can store the whole cost matrix in a 2D
register and we only need one iteration to complete a step of the algorithm.

Scalar

1 edge / iteration

1D vector

N edges / iteration

2D Vector

N2 edges / iteration

Figure 3.3: 1D and 2D vectorization of Floyd

When the cost matrix doesn’t fit in the 2D register, we can process it in
blocks [80]. In Figure 3.4, the data required to process a block of the cost
matrix is highlighted with dark gray. Apart from the block itself, we also ac-
cess the corresponding part of the pivot row and column.

k

k

Figure 3.4: Floyd: cost matrix segmentation

Conjugate Gradient Method: The CG version we have used is part of the
NAS Parallel Benchmarks [81]. CG is an iterative method used for solving sys-
tems of linear equations whose matrix is symmetric and positive definite [76].
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By profiling the code we have found that the main computational kernel in CG
is the double precision Sparse Matrix - Dense Vector Multiplication (SMVM),
accounting for 87.32% of the execution time in the scalar version of CG. The
format used to store the sparse matrices is Compressed Sparse Row (CSR).
Two-dimensional vectorization is possible in this case by either processing
multiple rows of the input matrix with the same instruction (which is useful
especially when the number of non zeros per row is small) or by splitting a
long row of the input matrix into multiple lines of a 2D register.

The Register File polymorphism is useful in this kernel, because we are able
to resize the logical registers during runtime. Unlike Floyd, where each row
had a constant number of elements, the number of non zeros in each row of
the sparse matrix is not constant. We added two specialized instructions to the
ISA in order to facilitate 2D vectorization: a zero padding instruction which
is able to map a 1D register containing multiple rows of the sparse matrix to
a dense 2D register by padding with zeroes, and a row dot product instruction
which performs the dot product of the input registers row by row.

Typical for this kernel is that the register file has to accommodate multiple data
types at the same time: the sparse matrix and the dense vector contain 64-bit
floating-point numbers, but the CSR format is composed of two extra vectors
storing the index of the non-zeroes as well as the length of each row of the
matrix, which are saved as 32-bit integers.

In the single-core implementation, we assume that a gather instruction is avail-
able in the architecture. Furthermore, we assume that all necessary data to
perform SMVM is available in the LS of the accelerator before the computa-
tion is initiated.

3.3.2 Multi-Core Algorithms

For our multi-core study, our target algorithm is the CG Method.

The Multi-core Conjugate Gradient Method: We provide a detailed descrip-
tion of the modified CG algorithm, optimized for high performance multi-core
execution on the SARC machine.
The CSR format is used to store the sparse matrices. The following pseudo
code sequence presents the SMVM kernel, where a is a one-dimensional array
storing all the non-zero elements of the sparse matrix, p is the dense vector and
w stores the result of the multiplication. colidx and rowstr contain the extra
information required by the CSR format.

for (j = 1; j <= number_of_rows; j++) {
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w[j] = 0.0;
lowk = rowstr[j]; upk=rowstr[j+1];
for (k = lowk; k < upk; k++) {
w[j] += a[k]*p[colidx[k]];
}

}

By using the CSR format, the access to the vector p becomes irregular, making
it difficult to vectorize the kernel unless a gather instruction is available in the
architecture. Therefore, in order to vectorize the kernel, we first partitioned
the code into an inspector and executor loop [82], effectively transforming
the kernel into number of Dense Vector multiplications. The inspector loop
(shown below) gathers the data required to process a number of consecutive
rows of the sparse matrix from the global shared memory and places it into the
Local Store of the worker, using DMAs.

In order to access a full row of the sparse matrix, a single DMA is sufficient
as the non zeroes are stored at consecutive positions in vector a. However,
in order to fetch the elements of the dense vector p using the positions stored
into the column index array, multiple DMA requests are necessary as there is
no predefined pattern of the positions of the non zero elements within a row
of the matrix. Issuing a DMA for each element of the dense vector would
be inefficient, requiring the issue of tens or hundreds of DMAs in order to
multiply one row of the sparse matrix with the dense vector. Therefore, we
have chosen to transfer the complete vector p to each worker before the actual
computation of the SMVM. This way, the inspector loop always accesses the
Local Store when accessing the dense vector. We have used a binomial tree
broadcast algorithm, in which only the root node transfers the vector from
main memory to its Local Store, and all the other transfers are Local Store to
Local Store. At each step, all the workers which already have a copy of the
vector will participate in the transfers as sources. For P workers, log2(P ) steps
are required to complete the broadcast.

The executor loop can be first vectorized in one dimension by performing each
dot-product operation with one instruction. In order to vectorize the code
on the second axis, multiple dense vectors are placed in a 2D vector regis-
ter. Therefore, we have blocked the outer loop so that block size rows of the
matrix are processed at each step. The following pseudo code presents the re-
organization of the kernel, with the apriv and priv buffers being allocated in
the LS of the accelerator:

for (jj = 1; jj <= num_rows; jj+=block_size) {
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//inspector loop
for (j = jj; j < jj+block_size; j+=1) {
lowk = rowstr[j], upk = rowstr[j+1];
kp=0;
for (k = lowk; k < upk; kp++, k++) {
priv[j-jj][kp] = p[colidx[k]];
apriv[j-jj][kp] = a[k];
}

}
//executor loop
for (j = jj; j < jj+block_size; j+=1) {
w[j] = 0.0;
lowk = rowstr[j], upk = rowstr[j+1];
for (k = lowk; k < upk; k++)
w[j] += apriv[j-jj][k-lowk] * priv[j-jj][k-lowk];

}
}

In the single core experiments, we assumed that all the necessary data to per-
form SMVM are available in the LS of the accelerator before the computation,
a limitation not present in our multi-core study. However, we do assume that
the size of the LS is sufficient to store a full copy of the dense vector p.

3.4 Simulation Setup and Results

In this section, we introduce the single-core and multi-core simulation envi-
ronments and we analyze the experimental results.

3.4.1 Single-Core Results

We have implemented the Polymorphic Register File as part of the Scientific
Vector Accelerator (SVA) within the SARC architecture using a cycle accu-
rate simulator described in Unisim [83], an extension of SystemC. Figure 3.5
presents a block diagram of the simulator, where: P represents the scalar Pro-
cessor, LS = Local Store, LSC = Local Store Controller and SVA = Scientific
Vector Accelerator.

The Processor module implements the instruction set of the PowerPC Proces-
sor Unit (PPU) in the Cell processor [8] and it is based on the PPU model
found in CellSim [84]. Because the Processor can access both cacheable and
non cacheable data, it uses a dedicated connection to the Arbiter Bus when
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accessing the LS, which only contains non cacheable data. We assume each
scalar instruction is executed in one cycle. We further assume perfect Instruc-
tion and Data caches having one cycle latency.

The Vector Accelerator is designed as a loosely coupled coprocessor. The
communication between the Processor and the Accelerator is facilitated by
a number of memory-mapped control and data exchange registers which are
accessed via the Arbiter Bus. The parallel execution of the Processor and the
SVA modules is not supported. The processor is responsible for starting the
SVA when the vectorized section of code is reached. The SVA assumes that
all data is available in the Local Store, and the performance results do not
measure the data transfer overhead between the main memory and the Local
Store. The execution model assumes that two fully pipelined arithmetic units,
with 5 stages for the addition operations and 12 stages for multiplication, are
available for each vector lane. When accessing the vector register file, we
assume that the address generation is done in a single cycle, but in a general
case it could be pipelined in multiple cycles. This assumption is realistic as
shown later by the implementation results, in Chapter 5. We further assume
that the number of ports available to the register file is sufficient to provide
data to all vector lanes.

The SVA sends complex memory requests such as 1D/2D contiguous and
strided accesses to the LSC. The LSC is responsible for splitting these requests
into smaller, simpler ones, which are sent to the LS as well as simulating the
appropriate latencies, which occur during complex memory accesses.

P SVA

I$ D$

Arbiter Bus

LSC

LS

Figure 3.5: The simulator block diagram
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We assumed the latency of a memory access from the vector accelerator to the
Local Store as 16 cycles in order to take into account the overhead incurred
by the 2D memory accesses. Because all the modules connected to the Arbiter
Bus must have the same bus width of 4 bytes, the SVA bypasses the Arbiter
Bus when accessing the LS by using a dedicated 16 bytes wide link to the LSC,
equal to the bus width used in the Cell processor between the SPU and the LS.

We have simulated the matrix multiplication example presented in Section 3.1
in order to quantify the number of extra instructions required to send the pa-
rameters from the GPP to the Vector Accelerator as well as the reduction of
the number of executed instructions when using the 2D PRF compared to the
baseline scalar processor. In Section 3.1, we have estimated that by using a 2D
PRF, the exemplary matrix multiplication can be performed with 16 instruc-
tions, out of which 6 performed address generation. As it can be observed in
Table 3.2, sending the required parameters from the GPP to the co-processor
requires 12 address generation, 16 initialization and 2 co-processor control in-
structions, so the total number of instructions becomes 40. The static code size
including the parameter passing overhead is then similar to the static code size
for the GPP, but the number of committed instructions is more than 6 times
lower. The reason is that the looping instructions are completely eliminated
and the vectorization along the second axis allowed us to encode the loading,
storing and the matrix multiplication as just one instruction each.

Because our proposal mainly targets high-performance execution of scientific
workloads in which the amounts of data processed are significantly higher
compared to the small data set used in our matrix multiplication example, we
consider that our choice of a loosely coupled co-processor is feasible. For an
embedded design, a tightly coupled or completely integrated approach might
be more suitable.

In the Floyd benchmark, the data type for the cost matrix is 32-bit integer.
The instruction compression rates without taking into consideration the initial
parameter passing and the outer loop overhead are presented in Table 3.3a.
The number of instructions committed by the vector accelerator is significantly
lower compared to the same benchmark running on the PPU, used in order to
show the advantage as compared to a scalar cpu, with estimated compression
rates of more than 3000 times for a maximum Section Size of 64×64 elements.
Performance results will also be rated against the SPU.

Figure 3.6 presents the speedups obtained by using the 2D Polymorphic Reg-
ister File compared to the PowerPC processor. The configuration employing
16 vector lanes and 1D vector registers of 1× 64 elements provides a speedup
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Table 3.2: Static code size and committed instructions for Matrix Mul.

ISA PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC
+ 2D PRF + 2D PRF

Category (static) (committed)
Memory 6 3 72 3

Processing 1 1 24 1
Address 21 12 108 12generation
Looping 11 0 63 0
Initialize 2 16 2 16
Setup RF 0 6 0 6
Control 0 2 0 2coprocessor

Total 41 40 269 40
Compression rate - 1X - 6.7X

Table 3.3: Code compression rates

(a) Floyd 64x64

Maximum Code
Section comp.
Size rate
1x8 6
1x16 13
1x32 27
1x64 55
2x64 110
4x64 219
8x64 434
16x64 853
32x64 1646
64x64 3073

(b) 1D SMVM

Maximum Code
Section comp.
Size rate
1x8 11
1x16 18
1x32 26
1x64 34
1x128 37
1x256 37

of 9 times. However, a 16-lane PRF partitioned in 2D logical registers each
storing 64×64 elements achieves speedups of 16 times. This suggests that 2D
logical registers improve performance compared to implementations limited
to 1D vector registers. It can be observed that 4 vector lanes are sufficient to
sustain 89% of the peak performance. The scalability of the vector accelerator
is limited mainly by the available Local Store bandwidth.

Benchmark results against Cell SPU execution using a Playstation3 (PS3) in-
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Figure 3.6: 2D vectorized Floyd speedup over the scalar implementation

dicate that our register file architecture is around 3 times faster when running
Floyd 64x64 with 16 vector lanes (Figure 3.7). We assumed equal clock fre-
quency, which according to the implementation results from Chapter 5 should
be achievable in a highly pipelined implementation with optimized permuta-
tion networks. In order to make a fair comparison we limited the total size
of the Polymorphic Register File and the Local Store used by our Scientific
Accelerator to 256KB - the size of the SPU Local Store. The choice to allo-
cate 50% of the space to the LS is just the starting point, not a recommended
configuration. We expect that real designs will fall in one of the two extremes:
either completely remove the LS or have a much larger LS compared to the
PRF. As confirmed by our synthesis results in Chapter 5, the size of the PRF
mainly impacts area, not clock frequency. We note that 4 vector lanes x 32 bits
require the same throughput as the Cell 128-bit SPU interface. Thus, assum-
ing identical bandwidth for our proposal as the Cell SPU, we obtain 2.7 times
higher performance. The main reason the 4-lane PRF is faster than the SPU
is that most of the overhead instructions are eliminated, as the PRF is able to
match the size of the logical vector registers with the size of the data structures
involved in the computation.

The PS3 SPU code runs the benchmark 4.33 times faster compared to the 32-
bit scalar PS3 PPU, without considering the DMA transfer time to the Local
Store (this represents an upper bound on SPU performance; however, double
buffering can be used to hide the DMA latency).
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Figure 3.7: Speedup of the 2D vectorized Floyd over the Cell SPU

Table 3.4: Code compression rates for 2D SMVM

(a) Group short rows

Maximum Code
Section comp.

Size rate
1x16 6
2x16 7
3x16 9
4x16 11
5x16 13
6x16 13
8x16 13
12x16 13
16x16 13

(b) Split long rows

Maximum Code
Section comp.

Size rate
1x128 16
2x128 32
4x128 65
8x128 131
16x128 260
32x128 518
64x128 1029

128x128 2024

By performing a one-dimensional vectorization of the Sparse Matrix Vector
Multiplication (SMVM) kernel of CG, we can obtain a speedup of approxi-
mately 4.9 times compared to the scalar processor for the CG class S test (Fig-
ure 3.8). The experiments indicate that 94% (or more) of the peak performance
can be obtained by using just 4 vector lanes. The performance saturates for a
section size of 128 elements or more. The reason is that the average row length
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in CG is 56, with a minimum of 8 and a maximum of 127. Figure 3.9 presents
the distribution of the row lengths in the sparse matrix. The one dimensional
vectorization leads to committed instructions reduction of up to a factor of 37
(Table 3.3b) for a maximum Section Size of 1×256. One additional advantage
of the SVA is that it allows us to switch off the unused lanes and/or physical
registers, therefore saving power.
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Figure 3.8: CG SMVM Speedup 1D vs. scalar, class S
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Our first strategy to perform 2D vectorization of SMVM is to split a long row
of the matrix into multiple lines of the 2D register. As it can be observed in
Figure 3.10, this doesn’t improve the performance over the 1D vectorization.
The executed code compression rates are also smaller (Table 3.4 (a)). The main
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reason is that there are not sufficient long rows to compensate for the number
of overhead instructions needed to fit the long rows into the 2D registers. In
order to get similar performance as the 1D vector accelerator with a section
size of 16 we need to have a register with 5 lines of 16 elements each and use
4 vector lanes, which can sustain around 94% of the peak performance.
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Figure 3.10: CG SMVM 2D Speedup vs. scalar, hsize=16, class S

The second strategy is to store multiple consecutive rows of the sparse matrix
in a two-dimensional vector register. As it can be seen in Figure 3.11, we
can increase the performance of our PRF-enabled vector accelerator to around
10.6 times, twice as fast as the 1D vector implementation. Using 4 vector
lanes is sufficient to sustain 80% of the peak performance. The instruction
compression rates are also significantly higher, reaching more than a factor
of 2000 for a maximum Section Size of 128 × 128 elements (Table 3.4 (b)).
Even if the number of independent elements, which can be processed with
a single instruction, is significantly increased by using a 2D register file, the
overhead operations required to arrange the data in rectangular registers (the
zero padding instructions) partially offset the potential reduction in execution
time. In Figure 3.11, it can be observed that this algorithm scales up 16 vector
lanes, a substantial improvement compared to the 1D vectorized version or the
strategy which splits long rows into multiple lines of the 2D register file.
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Figure 3.11: CG SMVM 2D Speedup vs. scalar, hsize=128, class S

3.4.2 Multi-Core Results

We have used the Mercurium source-to-source compiler infrastructure [85] to
obtain a parallel version of the CG benchmark. In this parallel version, each of
the parallel loops annotated with directives is transformed in a set of parallel
tasks, each task executing a subset of the loop iterations. Examples of how the
loops are annotated can be found in [86]. The resulting code contains calls to
an instrumented runtime system that generates a trace with the relevant events,
like task spawning, joining, and starting and ending of DMA transfers. While
running the benchmark, the runtime system generates a file with the traced
events, which is later analyzed to obtain the execution times of tasks, and the
latencies added by the DMA transfers. The traces can be obtained using any
sequential, single-core system.

Traces are later used as input to our simulation environment (Tasksim [87], a
trace driven simulator developed by BSC) to simulate the SARC architecture,
described in Section 2. Using Tasksim, the events are analyzed, and replayed,
and the simulation environment changes timestamps according to the charac-
teristics of the simulated architecture. Tasksim accurately simulates the timing
of memory transfers, but the duration of the computational phases needs to
be provided separately. Therefore, we have optimized the executor loop of
the kernel for each accelerator type assuming that the required data is already
present in the Local Store of the processor.
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Figure 3.12: CG - Normalized single core performance

The normalized performance of the CG executor loop on a single core is pre-
sented in Figure 3.12, using the Cell PPU as the baseline processor. The re-
sults for the Cell and PowerXCell Synergistic Processor Units (SPUs) were
obtained using the hardware counters in IBM QS21 and QS22 blades, compi-
lation being performed using GCC 4.1.1 and IBM XLC 9.0 (optimization flags
used are -O3 for GCC and -O5 for IBM XLC). In order to evaluate the PRF
we used SARCSIM, a cycle accurate simulator, with a Section Size of 10x320
elements. We observed that the best CG kernel performance is obtained by
compiling our code using IBM XLC, with speedups between 68% and 259%
compared to GCC. Therefore, throughout the Chapter, we will only refer to the
results obtained using the XLC compiler. The Cell SPU is twice as fast com-
pared to the Cell PPU, with the PowerXCell SPU providing a speedup of more
than 4 times compared to the baseline, thanks to the improved double precision
floating-point arithmetic units. By using a PRF-augmented vector processor
with 2 vector lanes or with 32 lanes accelerates the execution by more than
6 and respectively 8 times. The PRF implementation uses the updated kernel
which uses the inspector/executor paradigm presented in Section 3.3.2.

The multi-core simulations target the SARC architecture (Figure 2.2) and use
the system parameters as presented in Table 3.5a. In our experiments we as-
sumed a single Master Processor, a Cell PPU (PowerPC), and between 1 and
512 Workers. We used five type of Workers: Cell PPU, Cell SPU, PowerX-
Cell SPU, and PRF-augmented Scientific Vector Accelerator with 2 and with
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Table 3.5: Tasksim simulation parameters

(a) Baseline configuration

Parameter Value
Clock Frequency 3.2GHz
Mem. Interface Contr. (MIC) 16
Memory channels 2 DDR3 channels / MIC
Memory channel bandwidth 12.8GB/s (DDR3 1600)
Aggregate mem. bandwidth 409.6 GB/s
Memory latency Realistic DDR3
L2 cache size 128MB (128 banks)
L2 cache bandwidth 25.6 GB/s / bank
L2 cache associativity 4
L2 cache latency 9 cycles
Local Store size 256KB
Local Store latency 6 cycles

(b) L2 cache

Bank size Latency
(KB) (cycles)
256 7
512 8
1024 9
2048 11
4096 13
8192 15

16384 20
32768 30
65536 50

131072 100

32 vector lanes. Multiple Memory Interface Controllers (between 16 and 256)
connect the chip to the off-chip DRAM modules.

We have focused on three scenarios with our experiments: the general scal-
ability of the kernel, the impact of the memory latency and shared L2 cache
bandwidth on the sustainable speedups. Our simulation results only include
the Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication kernel, which has been accelerated
for the different worker types. We have used the Class A input data from the
NAS Parallel Benchmark suite, with sparse matrix size of 14000 rows.

In our study, we investigate the scalability of the proposed system with respect
to performance. Furthermore, we analyze the impact of the memory latency
and L2 cache bandwidth on the overall performance of the PRF-enabled sys-
tem by comparison to base-line configurations.

Scalability results of the SMVM kernel are presented in Figure 3.13, for five
types of workers: Cell PPU, Cell SPU, PowerXCell SPU, PRF-augmented
Vector Accelerator with 2 vector lanes (PRF-2l) and with 32 vector lanes (PRF-
32l). Figure 3.13a presents the absolute speedups when the baseline perfor-
mance is represented by a system with one Master and 1 Cell PPU worker
processor, while Figure 3.13b shows the relative speedup obtained by each
specialized worker type compared to a baseline system which uses an equal
number of Cell PPUs. The baseline in Figure 3.13b corresponds to the lowest
set of bars in Figure 3.13a.
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Figure 3.13: SMVM scalability

The system performance scales almost linearly for up to 16 workers, increas-
ing the absolute speedup by more than 85% each time the number of proces-
sors doubles, regardless of the worker category considered. For less than 16
workers, the PRF systems maintain a relative speedup of around four, and the
PowerXCell SPUs a relative speedup of around three.

For 32 worker processors or more, the difference between the relative speedups
of the worker types becomes smaller: the PRF accelerators maintain 50% of
their relative speedup advantage up to 128 workers, compared to 256 proces-
sors in the case of the Cell and PowerXCell SPUs. The absolute speedup
saturates when using more than 256 Cell SPUs or more than 128 PRF cores,
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due to the limited bandwidth available.

The highest absolute speedups of the SMVM kernel are obtained when em-
ploying 256 PRF accelerators: the execution is accelerated by a factor of 200
with 32 lanes and 194 for 2 lanes. For 512 PPUs workers, the peak absolute
speedup compared to the baseline single-worker system is 140, lower than the
absolute speedup of 149 delivered by 64 PRF-32 lanes workers.

By analyzing the results with Paraver [88], we noticed that an important factor
which prevents the system from achieving higher speedups when 512 workers
were employed is the relatively small size of the input data. The number of
tasks available for each processor is reduced by increasing the worker count.
It then becomes increasingly difficult for the system to balance the workload
between processors, because the number of non zero elements in each row of
the sparse matrix is quite different. The small number of rows allocated to each
worker also increases the relative cost of the broadcast of the dense vector. The
duration of this operation is determined by the characteristics of the memory
system, not by the worker type - even simple accelerators are sufficient for the
broadcast operation.

The simulation results suggest that using the PRF for this application is indeed
scalable, as more than 50% of the single core relative speedup is preserved
when using up to 128 cores, and the maximum absolute speedup obtained by
512 Cell PPU workers can be exceeded by 64 PRF-augmented Vector Accel-
erators, potentially saving area and power for a target performance level.

Memory latency: In order to evaluate the impact of memory latency on the
performance of the SMVM kernel, an idealized, conflict-free, high bandwidth
system featuring 256 Memory Interface Controllers (MICs) with 2 DRAM
channels each, with a total memory bandwidth of 6553.6 GB/s is simulated.
The L2 cache is disabled so that all memory accesses reach the DRAMs, and
the memory latency is artificially fixed to a value between 1 and 16384 cy-
cles. The speedups for each worker type are normalized to the theoretical peak
speedup delivered by that processor type, which is determined by assuming a
perfect memory system with single clock cycle latency.

In the single worker scenario (Figure 3.14a), all the worker types can sustain
more than 90% of the theoretical peak speedups for memory latencies smaller
than or equal to 64 cycles. While the PPU can sustain 80% of its theoreti-
cal peak performance for a memory latency of 512 cycles, the SPU can only
achieve this for a latency of 256 cycles, and 128 cycles in the case of the PRF.
When fixing the latency to 512 cycles, the normalized speedups drop to 78% of
their theoretical peak for the Cell PPU, 65%-for the Cell SPU, and to 45%-for
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(a) 1 Worker
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(b) 128 Workers

Figure 3.14: Memory latency impact on the performance of the SMVM kernel

the processor using the 32-lane PRF.

When 128 workers are employed (Figure 3.14b), for a fixed memory latency
of 32 cycles or less, the normalized speedups stay above 90% regardless of
the type of cores. A minimum of 80% of its theoretical peak speedups can be
sustained for a memory latency of up to 128 cycles for the slowest worker type,
the Cell PPU and up to 64 cycles for the PRF. A 512 cycles memory latency
reduces the normalized speedup to 54% in the case of the PPU and to 20% in
the case of the PRF.
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(b) 128 Workers

Figure 3.15: L2 cache bandwidth impact on the SMVM performance

Our simulation results suggest that using multicore configurations and/or faster
workers require lower memory latency in order to sustain a fixed proportion of
their own theoretical peak speedup.

L2 cache bandwidth: In order to evaluate the influence of the available L2
cache bandwidth, the total size of the L2 cache is fixed to 128MB, and the
number of cache banks is varied between 1 and 512. The latencies used for
the cache according to the size of the banks are presented in Table 3.5b. As
in the scalability test, realistic memory latencies are assumed. The speedups
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reported are normalized to the theoretical peak speedup of each worker type,
achieved in this case for a very high L2 cache bandwidth of 13107.2 GB/s for
512 banks configuration.

When a single worker is employed, a cache bandwidth of 51.2 GB/s is suf-
ficient to sustain 99% of the PPU’s and 97% of the PRF’s peak speedups, as
suggested by Figure 3.15a. For higher cache bandwidth, the speedups saturate
regardless how fast is the worker. For consistency with the other figures, we
present the results for bandwidths up to 13107.2 GB/s in Figure 3.15a.

Figure 3.15b suggests that for 128 workers to sustain 80% of their peak
speedup, 16 cache banks providing 409.6 GB/s are required for the PPUs, and
64 banks for the PRFs. In order to perform within 5% of their peak speedup,
the PPUs require the use of 32 cache banks supplying 819.2 GB/s, while 128
banks are need by the PRFs to deliver 95% of their peak speedup. The results
also suggest that for a fixed bandwidth, (e.g., 409.6 GB/s) faster workers such
as the PRF deliver a lower percentage of their peak speedup compared to the
slower ones. This difference becomes less pronounced for higher bandwidths
such as 1638.4 GB/s. Multi-core configurations as well as fast workers demand
more memory bandwidth in order to deliver peak performance. Therefore, it is
important to provide sufficient memory bandwidth for fast workers, otherwise
much of their potential performance is wasted.

3.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we proposed a polymorphic register file architecture, which
provides the system programmer with powerful means to organize the register
file storage efficiently. Using cycle accurate simulations we have performed an
evaluation of the proposed polymorphic register file in terms of performance
acceleration. For the single-core versions of CG and Floyd, our experiments
suggest a significant reduction in the number of executed instructions com-
pared to the Cell PPU. For the Floyd 64x64 benchmark, simulation results
suggest potential performance gains compared to an idealized scalar proces-
sor. Speedups of up to 9 times for the 1D vectorized version and 16 times for
the 2D vectorized one suggest that for the same number of vector lanes, using
2D registers is faster than 1D vector implementations. The results also suggest
that the 2D vectorized Floyd kernel is up to 3 times faster compared to the Cell
SPU. For the sparse matrix vector multiplication kernel, simulation results in-
dicate that by performing a two-dimensional vectorization we can achieve a
speedup of up to 11 times compared to the scalar reference processor and up
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to 2 times compared to a one-dimensional vector machine.

Furthermore, we evaluated the scalability of a system facilitated by a Poly-
morphic Register File, using the CG method as a case study. We analyzed the
impact of memory latency and cache bandwidth on the sustainable speedups of
the system considered. Our experiments show that multi-core configurations
and/or fast workers put more pressure on the memory system, requiring lower
memory latency and higher bandwidth in order to sustain a fixed proportion of
their theoretical peak speedup. Therefore, when designing a system, a balance
needs to exist between the individual speed and the number of workers on one
side, and the memory latency and bandwidth on the other side. Otherwise, the
performance of the memory system can become the bottleneck, preventing the
workers from reaching their full potential. Furthermore, our simulation results
suggested that compared to a single Cell PPU, significant speedups could be
achieved for the SMVM kernel when integrating the PRF in a competitive het-
erogeneous multi-core architecture employing up to 256 cores. Moreover, a
target performance level could be achieved using fewer PRF cores compared
to a Cell PPU-based system, potentially saving both area and power. This
strongly indicates that the PRFs are suitable for not only small scale systems
with few processing elements, but can also be successfully embedded in high-
performance many-core implementations.

Note. The content of this Chapter is based on the following papers:

C. Ciobanu, G. K. Kuzmanov, A. Ramirez, and G. N. Gaydadjiev, A Polymor-
phic Register File for Matrix Operations, Proceedings of the 2010 Interna-
tional Conference on Embedded Computer Systems: Architectures, Modeling
and Simulation (SAMOS 2010), pages 241 – 249, July 2010.

C. Ciobanu, X. Martorell, G. Kuzmanov, A. Ramirez, and G. N. Gaydadjiev,
Scalability Evaluation of a Polymorphic Register File: a CG Case Study,
Proceedings of the 2011 Conference on Architecture of Computing Systems
(ARCS 2011), pages 13 – 25, February 2011.





4
Parallel Access Schemes

IN this Chapter, we propose a set of efficient and scalable access schemes
which cover only the most widely used in practice access patterns found
in scientific and multimedia workloads. We assume a PRF implemen-

tation using p × q memory modules, organized in a 2D matrix with p rows.
Throughout this Chapter, we will use ”×“ to refer to a 2D matrix or matrix
multiplication and ”·“ to denote scalar multiplication. Depending on the paral-
lel memory scheme employed, such an organization allows the efficient use of
up to p · q parallel vector lanes. This Chapter provides a complete theoretical
study of PRF feasibility in terms of hardware area and complexity, considering
different requirements for the data arrangement.

More specifically, in this Chapter we first propose four sets of Module As-
signment Functions (MAFs) suitable for the implementation of a 2D PRF. We
provide formal proof of the conflict-free access condition among the following
patterns: 1) p × q rectangle, p · q row, p · q main and secondary diagonals; 2)
p× q rectangle, p · q col., p · q main and secondary diagonals; 3) p · q row, p · q
col. and aligned p× q rectangle; 4) p× q and q× p rectangles (transposition).
Next, we introduce customized addressing functions for the selected MAFs.
We also provide a technology independent evaluation of the hardware imple-
mentation complexity of the proposed Module Assignment Functions and the
customized addressing functions.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.1, we
show the importance of conflict-free access patterns for PRFs. In Section 4.2,
we propose our multi-view parallel access schemes. In Section 4.3, we math-
ematically prove that the proposed memory access schemes are conflict-free,
perform a technology independent evaluation of the area and critical path of the
MAFs and customized addressing functions. Finally, the Chapter is concluded
in Section 4.4.

59
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(a) A Polymorphic Register File, N=14, M=8
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Figure 4.1: The required number of parallel memory accesses

4.1 The Importance of Conflict-Free Access Patterns

In Chapter 3, up to 32 vector lanes were used, proving that the key to obtaining
high-performance lies in the ability of the PRF to provide high data rates to
multiple parallel vector lanes. Hereafter we propose a set of four well selected,
non-redundant memory schemes which provide conflict-free access for all of
the most common vector operations for scientific and multimedia applications.

Motivating example: Fig. 4.1(a) provides an example of a two-dimensional
PRF with a physical register size of 14 by 8 elements. The available storage has
been logically divided into 12 registers, each with different size and location.
We assume five basic matrix multiplications: matrix× row vector (R9 = R1×
R2), matrix × column vector (R5 = R0 × R3), row vector × column vector
(R6 = R1 × R3), main diagonal vector × secondary diagonal vector (R6 =
R10 ×R11) and matrix × transposed matrix (R7 = R8 ×R4).

The PRF contains N × M data elements, stored in a 2D matrix consisting
of p × q linearly addressable memory modules. Each memory bank can pro-
duce one data element per clock cycle. Without loss of generality, in our ex-
ample we assume matching dimensions between the PRF dimensions and the
number of memory modules (N%p = M%q = 0). By applying the scheme
presented in [70], referred hereafter as to the rectangle only scheme, we ob-
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i/
j

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
1 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
2 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
4 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
5 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
6 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
7 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
8 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
9 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3

10 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
11 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
12 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
13 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3

(a) The rectangle only scheme
i/

j

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
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2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
3 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
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5 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7
7 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7
8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9
9 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9
10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11
11 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11
12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13
13 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13

(b) The linear address assignment
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(c) Number of required parallel memory accesses

Table 4.1: The Rectangle Only Scheme Mapping

tain the mapping shown in Table 4.1(a) (p = 2, q = 4). In this scheme, a
couple (x, y) represents the particular memory module coordinates where the
data element is stored. The intra-module linear address is presented in Ta-
ble 4.1(b). Ideally, p · q = 8 useful elements can be accessed at each cycle.
The rectangle only scheme provides conflict-free accesses, shaped as p × q
rectangles, meaning that registers R0, R2, R5, R6, R7, R8, and R9 can be ac-
cessed for the corresponding optimal number of parallel accesses. However,
due to mismatches with the single conflict-free access pattern supported by
the rectangle only scheme, registers R1, R4, R10 and R11 require 2 accesses
each and R3 requires 4 accesses, although all contain 8 data elements. This is
due to memory bank conflicts, penalizing the memory bandwidth utilization.
The shaded blocks in Fig. 4.1(b) represent data, which are transfered to the
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Scheme Conflict-Free Conflict-Free
mv(i, j, p, q) mh(i, j, p, q)Operation Parallel Accesses

ReRo
R9 = R1 ×R2

p× q RE & (
i+

⌊
j
q

⌋)
%p j%q(p, q + 1) & p · q RO &

(p, q − 1) p · q MD &
co-prime R6 = R10 ×R11 p · q SD

ReCo
R5 = R0 ×R3

p× q RE &
i%p

(⌊
i
p

⌋
+ j
)
%q(p+ 1, q) & p · q CO &

(p− 1, q) p · q MD &
co-prime R6 = R10 ×R11 p · q SD

RoCo R6 = R1 ×R3
p · q RO & (

i+
⌊
j
q

⌋)
%p

(⌊
i
p

⌋
+ j
)
%q

p · q CO &
p× q RE

(i%p = 0 or j%q = 0)
ReTr

R7 = R8 ×R4 p× q and q × p REs
i%p (i− i%p+ j)%q

p < q, q%p = 0
ReTr

(i+ j − j%q)%p j%q
q < p, p%q = 0

Table 4.2: Module Assignment Functions overview

processing units using the rectangle only scheme, but are not needed for the
actual computations. Therefore, only 50% (R1, R4, R10 and R11) and 25%
(R3) of the available memory bandwidth of 8 data elements per cycle could be
used with the rectangle only scheme. The same registers,R1, R3, R4, R10 and
R11, however, could be accessed in a single cycle as suggested by Fig. 4.1(c)
if suitable access schemes were available.

Problem statement: Assuming that a PRF imposes no restrictions on the
dimensions or the coordinates of the vector registers, an incomplete set of
conflict-free patterns leads to poor bandwidth utilization.

4.2 Proposed Solution: Multi-View Storage Schemes

In this Section, we address a subset of the general parallel memory access
problem, namely: we consider non-strided patterns only, which are relevant
to the PRF architecture. As indicated in Chapter 2, multiple non-redundant
memory schemes cam be simultaneously utilized by partitioning the address
space of the PRF, mitigating the theoretical limitations regarding incompati-
ble access patterns. Therefore, in order to improve bandwidth utilization for
cases similar to the ones demonstrated in Fig. 4.1(b), we propose four, instead
of one, non-redundant, multi-view parallel access memory schemes, which in
combination fully utilize the available memory bandwidth for each of the con-
sidered cases. Each of the proposed multi-view schemes provides conflict-free
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i/
j

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
1 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
2 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
4 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
5 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
6 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
7 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
8 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
9 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3

10 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
11 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
12 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
13 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3

(a) The ReRo scheme

i/
j

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
1 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
2 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0
3 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0
4 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1
5 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1
6 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2
7 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2
8 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
9 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
10 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0
11 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0
12 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1
13 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1

(b) The ReCo scheme

i/
j

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
1 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
2 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0
3 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0
4 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1
5 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1
6 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2
7 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2
8 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
9 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3

10 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0
11 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0
12 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1
13 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1

(c) The RoCo scheme

i/
j

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
1 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
2 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1
3 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1
4 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
5 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
6 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1
7 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1
8 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
9 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3
10 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1
11 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1
12 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
13 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3

(d) The ReTr scheme

Table 4.3: Mappings for the Proposed Memory Schemes

parallel accesses for at least two rectangular shape types, as opposed to being
limited to only the p× q rectangle supported by the rectangle only scheme.

The additional schemes we propose are hereafter denoted as Rectangle Row
(ReRo), Rectangle Column (ReCo), Row Column (RoCo) and ectangle Trans-
posed Rectangle (ReTr), presented in Table 4.2. mv() and mh() are the Mod-
ule Assignment Functions, and i and j are the data coordinates. Numerical
examples of the MAFs are shown in Table 4.3. All proposed schemes share the
same intra-module address assignment presented in Table 4.1(b). For our mo-
tivating example in Section 4.1, it can be observed in Table 4.3 that the ReRo
scheme provides conflict free access for R9 = R1×R2 and R6 = R10×R11,
ReCo for R5 = R0 × R3 and R6 = R10 × R11, RoCo for R6 = R1 × R3
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and ReTr for R7 = R8 × R4, fully utilizing the available memory bandwidth.
For this choice of p = 2, q = 4, the ReRo and ReCo schemes also provide
conflict-free access to primary and secondary diagonals of size p · q.

Table 4.1(c) provides the number of parallel memory accesses required per reg-
ister for the motivating example, as well as the optimal case. It can be observed
that each multi-view scheme can optimally utilize the memory bandwidth for
at least one of the four matrix multiplications, potentially reducing the number
of accesses for similarly shaped registers. We first provide several definitions,
equations and lemmas, used later in the rest of this Chapter. In Section 4.3,
we present the mathematical study of the four storage access functions briefly
depicted in Table 4.2.

Definition 1 The floor function (round to −∞) is defined as:

bxc = max {z ∈ Z|z ≤ x}

And has the following property:

bx+ zc = bxc+ z,∀z ∈ Z (4.1)

Definition 2 The “%” modulo operator is defined as:

x%n = x− n ·
⌊x
n

⌋
, n ∈ N, x%n < n (4.2)

Lemma 1 (x+ y)%z = (x%z + y%z)%z

Proof.

(x+ y)%z = (x+ y)− z ·
⌊
x+ y

z

⌋
(from(4.2)) =

x− z ·
⌊x
z

⌋
+ z ·

⌊x
z

⌋
+ y − z ·

⌊y
z

⌋
+ z ·

⌊y
z

⌋
− z ·

⌊
x+ y

z

⌋
=

z ·

(⌊x
z

⌋
+
⌊y
z

⌋
−

⌊
z ·
⌊
x
z

⌋
+ x%z + z ·

⌊y
z

⌋
+ y%z

z

⌋)
+ x%z + y%z

(from (4.2)) = x%z + y%z − z ·
⌊
x%z + y%z

z

⌋
= (x%z + y%z)%z

(from (4.1),(4.2))
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Lemma 2 (a+ b)%z = a%z iff b%z = 0

Proof.

1 : b%z = 0⇒ (a+ b)%z = a%z :

(a+ b)%z = (a%z + b%z)%z = (a%z)%z = a%z(Lemma 1);

2 : (a+ b)%z = a%z ⇒ b%z = 0 :

(a+ b)%z = a%z ⇒ (a%z + b%z)%z = a%z (Lemma 1)⇒

a%z + b%z − z ·
⌊
a%z + b%z

z

⌋
= a%z (from (4.2))

but b%z < z ⇒ b%z = 0 (4.4)

Theorem 1

(x1 + x2 + . . .+ xn) %z = (x1%z + x2%z + . . .+ xn%z) %z, ∀n ∈ N+

Proof. By mathematical induction.

Basis. For n = 1, Theorem 1 is trivial due to (4.2): x1%z = (x1%z)%z. For
n=2, the formula holds due to Lemma 1.

Inductive step. n > 2: Assuming Theorem 1 holds for n, prove that Theo-
rem 1 holds for n+ 1.

((x1 + x2 + . . .+ xn) + xn+1) %z =

((x1 + x2 + . . .+ xn) %z + xn+1%z) %z (Lemma 1)

= ((x1%z + x2%z + . . .+ xn%z) %z + xn+1%z) %z ( assumption)

=

(
x1%z + . . .+ xn%z − z ·

⌊
x1%z + . . .+ xn%z

z

⌋
+ xn+1%z

)
%z

(from (4.2)) = (x1%z + x2%z + . . .+ xn%z + xn+1%z) %z

(from Lemma 2)

Discussion: The rectangle only scheme supports conflict-free accesses of p×
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q rectangles only, identified by the address of their upper left element (i, j):

Bp×q rectangle(i, j) = {I(i+ α, j + β)|i, j, α, β ∈ N; i ∈ [0 . . . N − p] ,
j ∈ [0 . . .M − q] , α ∈ [0 . . . p− 1] , β ∈ [0 . . . q − 1]} (4.5)

We use the same linear address assignment function as [67, 70]:

A(i, j) =

⌊
i

p

⌋
·
(
M

q

)
+

⌊
j

q

⌋
, j < M (4.6)

As each proposed memory scheme provides conflict-free access for Blocks
(B) containing p · q elements, each memory module will be accessed exactly
once. Therefore, it is possible to determine the corresponding linear address
needed for the element located in the PRF at the address (i + α, j + β) in
the (k, l) memory module by only examining (i, j) - the upper left corner of
the B(i, j) block which is being accessed and (k, l), the coordinates of the
memory module in the p × q memory modules array. This approach allows
read operations to proceed in two steps: 1) read a single element from each
memory module, and 2), reorder the data according to the MAFs, eliminating
address routing.

In order to access a block of elements B(i, j) starting at position (i, j), we
have to compute the addresses of all the elements relative to (i, j):

A(i+ α, j + β) =

⌊
i+ α

p

⌋
·
(
M

q

)
+

⌊
j + β

q

⌋
;α, β ∈ N =(⌊

i

p

⌋
+

⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋)
·
(
M

q

)
+

⌊
j

q

⌋
+

⌊
j%q + β

q

⌋
(from (4.2), (4.1))

Therefore, A(i+ α, j + β) =

(⌊
i

p

⌋
+ ci

)
·
(
M

q

)
+

⌊
j

q

⌋
+ cj (4.7)

ci =

⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋
and cj =

⌊
j%q + β

q

⌋
(4.8)

Note, (4.7) has the same form as in ( [70]). However, the formulas for ci
and cj depend on the MAFs and are, therefore, different for each of the four
schemes proposed here. To determine ci and cj , the inverse function of the
MAF is required: (α, β) = m−1(i, j, k, l). Assuming MAFs mv and mh, the
following equations should be solved with respect to α and β:

mv(i+ α, j + β, p, q) = k and mh(i+ α, j + β, p, q) = l (4.9)

An important observation is that ci and cj are determined not only by the MAFs
mv and mh, but also by the shape and dimensions of the block access, rep-
resented by α and β. The consequence is that if a MAF supports multiple
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Table 4.4: Customized addressing function - ReRo scheme

Acc.
Customized addressing function

Type

p
×
q

ci,ReRo,p×q =

⌊
i%p+

(
k−
⌊
j
q

⌋
%p−cj,ReRo,p×q−i%p

)
%p

p

⌋

cj,ReRo,p×q =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise

ci,ReRo,1×p·q = 0

1
×
p
·q

cj1 =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise

cj,ReRo,1×p·q = cj1 +
(
k − i%p−

⌊
j
q

⌋
%p− cj1

)
%p

M
ai

n
D

ia
g.

cj1 =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise

δm.d. = k − i%p− ((l − j%q)%q)%p− cj1 −
⌊
j
q

⌋
%p

cj2 = ((δm.d.%p) · ωq+1) %p

ci,ReRo,md =
⌊
i%p+(l−j%q)%q+q·cj2

p

⌋
cj,ReRo,md = cj1 + cj2

Se
c.

D
ia

g.

cj1 =

{
−1, l > j%q

0, otherwise

δs.d. = k − i%p− ((j%q − l) %q)%p− (cj1%p)−
⌊
j
q

⌋
%p

cj2 = ((δs.d.%p) · ωq−1) %p

ci,ReRo,sd =
⌊
i%p+(j%q−l)%q+q·cj2

p

⌋
cj,ReRo,sd = cj1 − cj2

conflict-free access patterns, ci and cj need to be determined for each specific
access pattern type.

The ci and cj coefficients are unique for each memory scheme and parallel
access shape, and for the multi-view schemes they are defined in Tables 4.4,
4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. The coefficients for the ReO scheme [70] are defined as:

ci,ReO =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise
cj,ReO =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise
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Table 4.5: Customized addressing function - ReCo scheme

Acc.
Customized addressing function

Type

p
×
q

ci,ReCo,p×q =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise

cj,ReCo,p×q =

⌊
j%q+

(
l−j%q−

⌊
i
p

⌋
%q−ci,ReCo,p×q

)
%q

q

⌋

p
·q
×

1 ci1 =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise

ci,ReCo,p·q×1 = ci1 + (l −
⌊
i
p

⌋
%q − j%q − ci1)%q

cj,ReCo,p·q×1 = 0

M
ai

n
D

ia
g.

ci1 =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise

δm.d = l − j%q − ((k − i%p) %p)%q − ci1 −
⌊
i
p

⌋
%q

ci2 = ((δm.d%q) · ωp+1) %q
ci,ReRo,md = ci1 + ci2

cj,ReCo,md =
⌊
j%q+(k−i%p)%p+p·ci2

q

⌋

Se
c.

D
ia

g.

ci1 =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise

δs.d. = ci1 +
⌊
i
p

⌋
%q + j%q − ((k − i%p) %p)%q − l

ci2 = ((δs.d.%q) · ωp−1) %q
ci,ReCo,sd = ci1 + ci2

cj,ReCo,sd =
⌊
j%q−(k−i%p)%p−p·ci2

q

⌋
4.3 Feasibility Proofs of the Proposed Schemes

For each proposed scheme, we first define the MAFs, then we formally prove
the supported patterns. In a straight-forward hardware design, both the data
and the memory module addresses need to be reordered according to the MAF.
In this Section, we customize the addressing functions such that the addresses
do not need to be reordered. In Chapter 5, we will explain in detail how
customized addressing functions simplify the hardware design. For each cus-
tomized addressing function we determine a set of coefficients denoted as ci
and cj . In Subsection 4.3.1, we present the ReRo scheme, in Subsection 4.3.2 -
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Table 4.6: Customized addressing function - RoCo scheme

Acc.
Customized addressing function

Type
p
·q
×

1 ci,RoCo,1×p·q = 0

cj1 =

⌊
j%q+

(
l−
⌊
i
p

⌋
%q−j%q

)
%q

q

⌋
cj2 =

(
k − i%p−

⌊
j
q

⌋
%p− cj1

)
%p

cj,RoCo,1×p·q = cj1 + cj2

1
×
p
·q

ci1 =

⌊
i%p+

(
k−
⌊
j
q

⌋
%p−i%p

)
%p

p

⌋
ci2 =

(
l − j%q −

⌊
i
p

⌋
%q − ci1

)
%q

ci,RoCo,p·q×1 = ci1 + ci2
cj,RoCo,p·q×1 = 0

p
×
q

ci,RoCo,p×q =

⌊
i%p+

(
k−i%p−

⌊
j
q

⌋
%p
)
%p

p

⌋

cj,RoCo,p×q =

⌊
j%q+

(
l−j%q−

⌊
i
p

⌋
%q
)
%q

q

⌋

the ReCo, in Subsection 4.3.3 - the RoCo, and in Subsection 4.3.4 - the ReTr.

4.3.1 The Rectangle Row Scheme

The Rectangle Row (ReRo) scheme supports unrestricted conflict-free ac-
cesses shaped as both p × q rectangles described by (4.5) as well as rows of
size p · q:

Bp·q row(i, j) = {I(i, j + β)|i, j, β ∈ N, i ∈ [0 . . . N − 1] ,

j ∈ [0 . . .M − pq] , β ∈ [0 . . . pq − 1]} (4.10)

The MAFs for the ReRo scheme are defined as follows:

mv,ReRo(i, j, p, q) =

(
i+

⌊
j

q

⌋)
%p and

mh,ReRo(j, q) = j%q (4.11)
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Table 4.7: Customized addressing function - ReTr scheme

Acc.
Customized addressing function

Type

p
×
q

ci,ReTr,p<q,p×q =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise

δp×q = l − (ci,ReTr,p<q,p×q · p)%q −
(⌊

i
p

⌋
· p
)

%q − j%q

cj,ReTr,p<q,p×q =
⌊
j%q+δp×q%q

q

⌋

q
×
p

ci1 =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise

ci2 =

(
l−ci1·p−

(⌊
i
p

⌋
·p
)
%q−j%q−(l%p−j%p)%p

)
%q

p

ci,ReTr,p<q,q×p = ci1 + ci2

cj,ReTr,p<q,q×p =
⌊
j%q+(l%p−j%p)%p

q

⌋
Theorem 2 The MAFs for the ReRo scheme provide unrestricted conflict free
access for any rectangular access of size p× q or row access of length p · q.

Proof. We prove the conflict-free access by showing that the distance between
two equal values of the MAFs is either≥ p on the vertical dimension or≥ q on
the horizontal when accessing a p× q rectangle, and ≥ p · q for row accesses:

∀α, β ∈ N, α+ β > 0,mv,ReRo(i, j) = mv,ReRo(i+ α, j + β)

and mh,ReRo(j) = mh,ReRo(j + β, q)

⇔

{(
i+
⌊
j
q

⌋)
%p =

(
i+ α+

⌊
j+β
q

⌋)
%p

j%q = (j + β)%q
(
i+
⌊
j
q

⌋)
%p =

(
i+ α+

⌊
q·
⌊
j
q

⌋
+j%q+q·

⌊
β
q

⌋
+β%q

q

⌋)
%p

β%q = 0⇒
⌊
β
q

⌋
= β

q

(Using Lemma 2, (4.2))
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(
i+
⌊
j
q

⌋)
%p =

i+
⌊
j
q

⌋
+ α+

⌊
β
q

⌋
+

⌊
j%q

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

%p

β%q = 0

(Using (4.1)); Using Lemma 2 ⇒{(
α+ β

q

)
%p = 0

β%q = 0
⇔

{
α = n1 · p− n2, n1 ∈ N
β = n2 · q, n2 ∈ N

Case 1 - the p× q rectangular access, we show that α ≥ p or β ≥ q :

Case 1A: if β > 0⇒ n2 > 0⇔ n2 ≥ 1⇔ β ≥ q
Case 1B: if α > 0⇒ n1 · p− n2 > 0, but n2 ≥ 0⇒ n1 · p > 0⇔ n1 > 0

⇔ n1 ≥ 1; Depending on β, either β < q or β ≥ q :

if β < q ⇒ n2 = 0⇒ α = n1 · p, n1 ≥ 1⇒ α ≥ p
Case 2 - the p · q row access, we show that α = 0⇒ β ≥ pq : α = 0⇒
n1 · p = n2 ⇒ β = n1 · p · q and since β > 0⇒ n1 > 0⇒ β ≥ p · q

Theorem 3 If p and q+ 1 are co-prime, the ReRo MAFs provide unrestricted
conflict-free access for any main diagonal of size p · q.

Proof. We prove the conflict-free access by showing that the distance between
two equal values of the MAFs is ≥ p · q. The proof is similar to Theorem 2 by
replacing β with α, with (4.12) becoming:

{(
α+ α

q

)
%p = 0

α%q = 0
⇔

{
(n1 · q + n1) %p = 0

α = n1 · q, n1 ∈ N
⇔{

(n1 · (q + 1)) %p = 0

α = n1 · q
;α > 0⇒ n1 > 0. Since p and q + 1 are

co-prime and (n1 · (q + 1)) %p = 0 using Euclid’s lemma ⇒ n1%p = 0⇔
n1 = n2 · p, n2 ∈ N; since n1 > 0⇒ n1 · n2 > 0⇒ α = n1 · q
⇔ α = n1 · n2 · p · q ⇒ α ≥ p · q (4.12)
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Theorem 4 If p and q− 1 are co-prime, the ReRo MAFs provide unrestricted
conflict-free access for any secondary diagonal of size p · q.

Proof. The proof follows similar steps as for Theorem 3 by replacing β with
−α and showing that since p and q−1 are co-prime and (n1 · (q − 1)) %p = 0,
using Euclid’s lemma⇒ n1%p = 0⇒ α ≥ p · q

Corollary 1 If p = q, the MAFs for the ReRo scheme provide unrestricted
conflict-free access for any main or secondary diagonal of size p · q.

Proof. Using Theorems 3 and 4, we only need to prove that the pairs (p, p+1)
and (p, p − 1) are co-prime, ∀p ∈ N+. Let us assume that a is any common
divider of p and p + 1 and b is any common divider of p and p − 1. Then
p%a = 0, (p + 1)%a = 0, p%b = 0, (p − 1)%b = 0. From Lemma 2
⇒ 1%a = 0, 1%b = 0 ⇔ a = b = 1 ⇒ the only common divider of pairs
(p, p+ 1) and (p, p− 1) is 1, so they are co-prime.

Corollary 2 If p is a power-of-2, and q is an even number, the MAFs for
the ReRo scheme provide unrestricted conflict-free access for any main or
secondary diagonal of size p · q.

Proof. Using Theorems 3 and 4, we only need to prove that the pairs (p, q+1)
and (p, q − 1) are co-prime, ∀p ∈ N+. If q%2 = 0 ⇒ (q + 1)%2 = 1 and
(q − 1)%2 = 1. Since p = 2n, n ∈ N ⇒ the only common divider of pairs
(p, q + 1) and (p, q − 1) is 1, so they are co-prime.

Next, we customize the addressing function for the ReRo scheme.

The p× q rectangle access. We first consider the p× q rectangular accesses,
when α ∈ [0 . . . p− 1] and β ∈ [0 . . . q − 1]. The range of ci and cj can be
computed from (4.8):

ci,ReRo,p×q =

⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋
∈ {0, 1}; Similarly, cj,ReRo,p×q ∈ {0, 1}.

In order to determine ci and cj for the ReRo scheme, we have to solve (4.9).

mh,ReRo(j + β, p, q) = l⇔ (j%q + β)%q = l (Lemma 1)

⇔ j%q + β = q · n1 + l, n1 ∈ N⇔ β = q · n1 + l − j%q︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[−q+1...q−1]

,

β ∈ [0 . . . q − 1]⇒ n1 ∈ {0, 1}
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From (4.8)⇒ cj,ReRo,p×q =

⌊
q · n1 + l

q

⌋
= n1 (because l < q)

if l − j%q < 0⇒ n1 = 1; if l − j%q ≥ 0⇒ n1 = 0

mv,ReRo(i+ α, j + β, p, q) = k ⇔i+ α+

q ·
⌊
j
q

⌋
+ j%q + β

q

%p = k

i+ α+

⌊
j

q

⌋
+

⌊
j%q + β

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

cj

%p = k (from (4.1))

i%p+ α+

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p+ cj,ReRo,p×q = n2 · p+ k, n2 ∈ N

α =

(
k −

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p− cj,ReRo,p×q − i%p

)
%p (4.13)

ci,ReRo,p×q =

 i%p+
(
k −

⌊
j
q

⌋
%p− cj,ReRo,p×q − i%p

)
%p

p

 ∈ {0, 1}
(4.14)

cj,ReRo,p×q =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise
(4.15)

The 1× p · q row access. The p · q row access is described by (4.10): α = 0,
β ∈ b0 · · · p · q − 1].

From (4.8)⇒ ci,ReRo,1×p·q = 0 because p+ α ∈ [0 . . . p− 1] (4.16)

cj,ReRo,1×p·q =

⌊
j%q + β

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[0...p]

=

⌊
j%q + β%q

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

cj1∈{0,1}

+

⌊
β

q

⌋
︸︷︷︸

cj2∈[0...p−1]

(4.17)

(from (4.8), (4.2), (4.1))

In order to determine ci and cj for the p · q row access, we have to solve (4.9)

mh,ReRo(j + β, q) = l, β ∈ [0 . . . pq − 1]⇔ (j%q + β%q)%q = l

j%q︸︷︷︸
∈[0...q−1]

+ β%q︸︷︷︸
∈[0...q−1]

= n2 · q + l, n2 ∈ N⇒ n2 ∈ {0, 1},

β%q = n2 · q + l − j%q
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if l − j%q ≥ 0⇒ n2 = 0⇒ cj1 = 0; if l − j%q < 0⇒ n2 = 1⇒ cj1 = 1

mv,ReRo(i+ α, j + β, p, q) = k, α = 0, β ∈ [0 . . . pq − 1]

By using a similar approach as the one used for obtaining (4.13), we obtain:

cj2 = n1 · p+ k − i%p−
⌊
j

q

⌋
%p− cj1 ⇒

cj2 =

(
k − i%p−

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p− cj1

)
%p (4.18)

cj1 =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise
(4.19)

cj,ReRo,1×p·q = cj1 +

(
k − i%p−

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p− cj1

)
%p (4.20)

The p · q diagonal accesses. We first consider the main diag., α = β ∈
[0 . . . p · q − 1] and q + 1 and p are co-prime.

ci,ReRo,md =

⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[0...q]

cj,ReRo,md =

⌊
j%q + β

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[0...p]

=

⌊
j%q + β%q

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

cj1∈{0,1}

+

⌊
β

q

⌋
︸︷︷︸

cj2∈[0...p−1]

(4.21)

mv,ReRo(j + β) = l⇔ (j + β)%q = l⇔ (j%q + β%q) %q = l

⇔ β%q = n1 · q + l − j%q, n1 ∈ N; if l < j%q ⇒ n1 = 1; if l ≥ j%q

⇒ n1 = 0⇒ cj1 =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise
;β%q = (l − j%q)%q (4.22)

mh,ReRo(i+ α, j + β) = k ⇔(
i+ α%q + q ·

⌊
α

q

⌋
+ cj1 + cj2 +

⌊
j

q

⌋)
%p = k (from (4.2),(4.1));

α = β ⇒
(
i%p+ (β%q)%p+ ((q + 1) · cj2) %p+ cj1 +

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p

)
%p

= k (Theorem 1)⇔ ((q + 1) · cj2) %p = n2 · p+ k − i%p−

(β%q)%p− cj1 −
⌊
j

q

⌋
%p, n2 ∈ N
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⇒ ((q + 1) · cj2) %p =

(
k − i%p− (β%q)%p− cj1 −

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p

)
%p

(4.23)

Using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm we find s, t ∈ Z

(q + 1) · s+ p · t = GCD(q + 1, p) = 1⇔ (q + 1) · s+ p · t = 1⇔
((q + 1) · (s+ i · p)) %p = 1, i ∈ N; Let ω = s+ i · p, i selected so ω ≥ 0

⇒ ((q + 1) · ω) %p = 1⇔ ((q + 1) · ω − 1) %p = 0

⇒ (cj2 · ((q + 1) · ω − 1)) %p = 0⇔ (cj2 · (q + 1) · ω − cj2) %p = 0⇔
(cj2 · (q + 1) · ω) %p = cj2%p = cj2; Let ((q + 1) · cj2) %p = y ⇒
(cj2 · (q + 1)− y) %p = 0⇒ (ω · (cj2 · (q + 1)− y)) %p = 0⇒
(cj2 · (q + 1) · ω − y · ω) %p = 0⇒ (cj2 · (q + 1) · ω) %p = (y · ω)%p

⇒ cj2 =

((
k − i%p− (β%q)%p− cj1 −

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p

)
%p · ω

)
%p

cj,ReRo,md = cj1 +

((
k − i%p− (β%q)%p− cj1 −

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p

)
%p · ω

)
%p

(4.24)

α = β = β%q + q ·
⌊
β

q

⌋
= β%q + q · cj2 ⇒

ci,ReRo,md =

⌊
i%p+ β%q + q · cj2

p

⌋
(4.25)

For the secondary diagonal, α = β ∈ [0 . . . p · q − 1], and p and q are selected

such that q − 1 and p are co-prime.

ci,ReRo,sd =

⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[0...q]

;

cj,ReRo,sd =

⌊
j%q − β

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[−p...0]

=

⌊
j%q − β%q

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

cj1∈{−1,0}

−
⌊
β

q

⌋
︸︷︷︸

cj2∈[0...p−1]

(4.26)

Using similar steps as for (4.22), (4.23)⇒

cj1 =

{
−1, l > j%q

0, otherwise
;β%q = (j%q − l) %q

((q − 1) · cj2) %p =

(
k − i%p− (β%q)%p− (cj1%p)−

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p

)
%p
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Using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm we find s, t ∈ Z; (q− 1) · s+ p · t =
GCD(q − 1, p) = 1. Let ω = s + i · p, i selected so ω ≥ 0. Using similar
steps as for ((4.24), (4.25),

⇒ cj2 =

((
k − i%p− (β%q)%p− (cj1%p)−

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p

)
%p · ω

)
%p;

ci,ReRo,sd =

⌊
i%p+ β%q + q · cj2

p

⌋
; cj,ReRo,sd = cj1 − cj2

4.3.2 The Rectangle Column Scheme

The Rectangle Column (ReCo) scheme supports unrestricted conflict-free ac-
cesses shaped as both the p×q rectangle described by (4.5) as well as columns
of size p · q:

Bp·q col(i, j) = {I(i+ α, j)|i, j, α ∈ N; i ∈ [0 . . . N − pq] ,
j ∈ [0 . . .M − 1] , α ∈ [0 . . . p · q − 1]} (4.27)

The MAFs for the ReCo scheme are defined as follows:

mv,ReCo(i, p) = i%p and mh,ReCo(i, j, p, q) =

(⌊
i

p

⌋
+ j

)
%q (4.28)

Theorem 5 The ReCo scheme MAFs provide unrestricted conflict free access
for any rectangular access of size p× q or a column access of length p · q.

Proof. Given the fact that the MAFs for the ReCo scheme are similar to the
ones for the ReRo scheme, just by replacing i with j and p with q to transform
(4.28) into (4.11), the proof follows the same steps as for Theorem 2. Using
the same notations as in Theorem 2, we obtain:{

α%p = 0(⌊
i
p

⌋
+ j
)

%q =
(⌊

i
p

⌋
+ j + α

p + β
)

%q
(4.29)

Using Lemma 2⇒

{
α%p = 0(
α
p + β

)
%q = 0

(4.30)

Using the same reasoning as in Theorem 2 it can be shown that in the case of
the p × q rectangular access, if α = 0 ⇒ α ≥ p and if β > 0 either α ≥ p or
β ≥ q, and in the case of the p · q column access if β = 0⇒ α ≥ p · q.

Theorem 6 If p+ 1 and q are co-prime, the ReCo MAFs provide unrestricted
conflict-free access for any main diagonal of size p · q.
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Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 5 by replacing β with α, (4.30) be-
comes:{

α%p = 0(
α
p + α

)
%q = 0

⇔

{
(n1 · p+ n1) %q = 0

α = n1 · p, n1 ∈ N
⇔{

(n1 · (p+ 1)) %q = 0

α = n1 · p
; But α > 0⇒ n1 > 0. Since p+ 1 and q

are co-prime and (n1 · (p+ 1)) %q = 0. Using Euclid’s Lemma ⇒
n1%q = 0⇔ n1 = n2 · q, n2 ∈ N; since n1 > 0⇒ n1 · n2 > 0

⇒ α = n1 · p⇔ α = n1 · n2 · p · q ⇒ α ≥ p · q (4.31)

Theorem 7 If p− 1 and q are co-prime, the ReCo MAFs provide unrestricted
conflict-free access for any secondary diagonal of size p · q.

Proof. The proof follows similar steps as for Theorem 5, by replacing β with
−α and then as the proof for Theorem 6 show that since p − 1 and q are co-
prime and (n1 · (p− 1)) %q = 0 using Euclid’s lemma⇒ n1%q = 0⇒ α ≥
p · q

Corollary 3 If p = q, the MAFs for the ReCo scheme provide unrestricted
conflict-free access for any main or secondary diagonal of size p · q.

Proof. The proof is identical to the one presented for Corollary 1

Corollary 4 If q is a power-of-2, and p is an even number, the MAFs for
the ReCo scheme provide unrestricted conflict-free access for any main or
secondary diagonal of size p · q.

Proof. As Theorems 6 and 7 prove the conditions for the general case of
conflict-free diagonals, we only need to prove that the pairs (p + 1, q) and
(p − 1, q) are co-prime, ∀p ∈ N+. If p%2 = 0 ⇒ (p + 1)%2 = 1 and
(p − 1)%2 = 1. Since q = 2n, n ∈ N, the only common divider of pairs
(p+ 1, q) and (p− 1, q) is 1, so they are co-prime.

Next, we customize the addressing function for the ReCo scheme.

The p × q rectangular access. As mv,ReCo(i, p) = mh,ReRo(i, p) and
mh,ReCo(i, j, q) = mv,ReRo(j, i, q) a similar approach as the one used for
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obtaining (4.15) and (4.14) can be used to show that:

cj,ReCo,p×q ∈ {0, 1} =

j%q +
(
l − j%q −

⌊
i
p

⌋
%q − ci,ReCo,p×q

)
%q

q


(4.32)

ci,ReCo,p×q =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise
(4.33)

The p · q × 1 column access. A similar approach as the one used for
obtaining (4.16), (4.19) and (4.20), as mv,ReCo(i, p) = mh,ReRo(i, p) and
mh,ReCo(i, j, q) = mv,ReRo(j, i, q). It can be shown that cj,ReCo,p·q×1 = 0
and

ci1 =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise
;

ci,ReCo,p·q×1 ∈ [0 . . . q] = ci1 + (l −
⌊
i

p

⌋
%q − j%q − ci1)%q (4.34)

The p · q diagonal accesses. We first consider the main diag., α = β ∈
[0 . . . p · q − 1] and p+ 1 and q are co-prime.

ci,ReCo,md =

⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[0...q]

=

⌊
i%p+ α%p

p

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ci1∈{0,1}

+

⌊
α

p

⌋
︸︷︷︸

ci2∈[0...q−1]

; (4.35)

cj,ReCo,md =

⌊
j%q + β

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[0...p]

(4.36)

mv,ReCo(i+ α, p) = k ⇒ α%p = (k − i%p) %p; ci1 =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise
(4.37)

mh,ReCo(i+ α, j + β) = l⇒

((p+ 1) · ci2) %q =

(
l − j%q − (α%p)%q − ci1 −

⌊
i

p

⌋
%q

)
%q

Using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm we find s, t ∈ Z;

(p+ 1) · s+ q · t = GCD(p+ 1, q) = 1. Let ω = s+ σ · q, σ selected so

ω ≥ 0. Using similar steps as for (4.24), (4.25)⇒
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ci2 =

((
l − j%q − (α%p)%q − ci1 −

⌊
i

p

⌋
%q

)
%q · ω

)
%q

cj,ReCo,md =

⌊
j%q + α%p+ p · ci2

q

⌋
For the secondary diagonal, α = β ∈ [0 . . . p · q − 1], p− 1 and q

are co-prime. ci,ReCo,sd = ci1 + ci2 (See (4.35)). The expressions for

ci1 and α%p are identical to (4.37).

mh,ReCo(i+ α, j − β) = l⇒ ((p− 1) · ci2) %q =(
ci1 +

⌊
i

p

⌋
%q + j%q − (α%p)%q − l

)
%q

Using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm we find s, t ∈ Z;

(p− 1) · s+ q · t = GCD(p− 1, q) = 1. Let ω = s+ σ · q, σ selected so

ω ≥ 0. Using similar steps as for (4.24), (4.25)⇒

ci2 =

((
ci1 +

⌊
i

p

⌋
%q + j%q − (α%p)%q − l

)
%q · ω

)
%q

ci,ReCo,sd ∈ [0 . . . q] = ci1 + ci2;

cj,ReCo,sd ∈ [−p . . . 0] =

⌊
j%q − α%p− p · ci2

q

⌋

4.3.3 The Row Column Scheme

The Row Column (RoCo) scheme supports unrestricted conflict-free accesses
to rows (4.10) and columns (4.27), both of size p ·q. The MAFs are defined as:

mv,RoCo(i, j, p, q) =

(
i+

⌊
j

q

⌋)
%p and (4.38)

mh,RoCo(i, j, p, q) =

(⌊
i

p

⌋
+ j

)
%q (4.39)

Theorem 8 The MAFs for the RoCo scheme provide unrestricted conflict free
access for any row or column access of size p · q.
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Proof. We prove the conflict-free access by showing that the distance between
two equal values produced by the MAFs is ≥ p · q for row and column access.{

mv,RoCo(i, j) = mv,RoCo(i+ α, j + β)

mh,RoCo(i, j) = mh,RoCo(i+ α, j + β)
⇔

(
i+
⌊
j
q

⌋)
%p =

(
i+ α+

⌊
j+β
q

⌋)
%p(⌊

i
p

⌋
+ j
)

%q =
(⌊

i+α
p

⌋
+ j + β

)
%q

⇔


(
i+
⌊
j
q

⌋)
%p =

(
i+ α+

⌊
q·
⌊
j
q

⌋
+j%q+q·

⌊
β
q

⌋
+β%q

q

⌋)
%p

(⌊
i
p

⌋
+ j
)

%q =

(⌊
p·
⌊
i
p

⌋
+i%p+p·

⌊
α
p

⌋
+α%p

p

⌋
+ j + β

)
%q

(using (4.2))

⇔


(
i+
⌊
j
q

⌋)
%p =

(
i+
⌊
j
q

⌋
+
⌊
j%q+β%q

q

⌋
+ α+

⌊
β
q

⌋)
%p(⌊

i
p

⌋
+ j
)

%q =
(⌊

i
p

⌋
+ j +

⌊
i%p+α%p

p

⌋
+
⌊
α
p

⌋
+ β

)
%q

(using (4.1)). Using Lemma 2⇒
(⌊

j%q+β%q
q

⌋
+ α+

⌊
β
q

⌋)
%p = 0(⌊

i%p+α%p
p

⌋
+
⌊
α
p

⌋
+ β

)
%q = 0

(4.40)

Case 1 - the p · q row access, we show that α = 0⇒ β ≥ p · q:

α = 0⇒




=0︷ ︸︸ ︷⌊

j%q + β%q

q

⌋
+
⌊
β
q

⌋%p = 0

⌊ i%pp
⌋

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+β

%q = 0⇒
⌊
β
q

⌋
= β

q

⇔ β

q
%p = 0⇔ β

q
= n1 · p

⇔ β = n1 · q · p, but β > 0⇒ n1 > 0⇔ n1 ≥ 1⇔ β ≥ p · q
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Case 2 - the p · q column access, we show that β = 0⇒ α ≥ p · q:

β = 0⇒




=0︷ ︸︸ ︷⌊
j%q

q

⌋
+α

%p = 0⇒
⌊
α
p

⌋
= α

p

⌊ i%p+ α%p

p

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+α
p

%q = 0

⇔ α

p
%q = 0⇔ α

p
= n1 · q

⇔ α = n1 · p · q, but α > 0⇒ n1 > 0⇔ n1 ≥ 1⇔ α ≥ p · q (4.41)

Theorem 9 The MAFs for the RoCo scheme provide conflict-free access for
any aligned rectangle access of size p × q of the form Bp×q(i, j) if either
i%p = 0 or j%q = 0

Proof. We prove that the distance between two equal values of the MAFs is
either ≥ p on the vertical dimension or ≥ q on the horizontal when accessing
an aligned p × q rectangle. The first part of the proof is similar to (4.40),
Theorem 8.

∀α, β ∈ N, α+ β > 0. Case I: α > 0 and β > 0. If i%p = 0, (4.40) is(⌊
α

p

⌋
+ β

)
%q = 0. According to the values of α, we have two situations:

α ≥ p or α < p. If α < p ⇒ β%q = 0⇔ β = n1 · q, n1 ∈ N
However, we assummed β > 0⇒ β ≥ q.

Similarly, if j%q = 0, from (4.40) it follows that
(
α+

⌊
β

q

⌋)
%p = 0

⇒ β ≥ q or α%p = 0, but α > 0⇒ α ≥ p
Case II: α = 0, β > 0. From (4.40) ⇒
β%q = 0⇔ β = n1 · q, n1 ∈ N, β > 0⇒ β ≥ q.
Case III: α > 0, β = 0. From (4.40) ⇒
α%p = 0⇔ α = n2 · p, n2 ∈ N, α > 0⇒ α ≥ p. (4.42)
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Next, we customize the addressing function for the RoCo scheme.

The 1 × p · q row access. We first consider the p · q row access, when α =
0 and β ∈ [0 . . . p · q − 1]. The range of ci and cj can be computed from
( 4.8) using a similar approach as for obtaining (4.16) and (4.17). Therefore,
ci,RoCo,1×p·q = 0 and by applying (4.2), (4.1)

cj,RoCo,1×p·q =

⌊
j%q + β

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈[0...p]

=

⌊
j%q + β%q

q

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
cj1,RoCo,1×p·q∈{0,1}

+

⌊
β

q

⌋
︸︷︷︸

cj2,RoCo,1×p·q∈[0...p−1]

In order to compute cj1,RoCo,1×p·q, we apply (4.9):

mh,RoCo(i+ α, j + β) = l⇒ β%q =

(
l −
⌊
i

p

⌋
%q − j%q

)
%q

⇒ cj1,RoCo,1×p·q =

j%q +
(
l −
⌊
i
p

⌋
%q − j%q

)
%q

q


Using the same steps used for deducing (4.18), we obtain

mv,RoCo(i+ α, j + β) = k ⇒ cj2 =

(
k − i%p−

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p− cj1

)
%p

The p · q × 1 column access. The p · q column access is described by
(4.27). Therefore, α ∈ b0 · · · p · q − 1] and β = 0. Since mv,RoCo(i, j, p, q) =
mh,RoCo(j, i, q, p), it can be shown that cj,RoCo,p·q×1 = 0 and ci,RoCo,p·q×1 ∈
[0 . . . q] = ci1 + ci2

ci1 =

 i%p+
(
k −

⌊
j
q

⌋
%p− i%p

)
%p

p


ci2 =

(
l − j%q −

⌊
i

p

⌋
%q − ci1

)
%q

The p × q rectangular accesses. α ∈ [0 . . . p− 1] , β ∈ [0 . . . q − 1] and
i%p = 0 or j%q = 0. The range of ci and cj can be computed from (4.8):

ci,RoCo,p×q, cj,RoCo,p×q ∈ {0, 1}.If i%p = 0⇒ ci,RoCo,p×q = 0;

if j%q = 0⇒ cj,RoCo,p×q = 0 (from (4.8)).
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mv,RoCo(i+ α, j + β) = k ⇒

α =

(
k − i%p−

⌊
j

q

⌋
%p− cj,RoCo,p×q

)
%p

If j%q = 0⇒ cj,RoCo,p×q = 0⇒

ci,RoCo,p×q =

 i%p+
(
k − i%p−

⌊
j
q

⌋
%p
)

%p

p

 (4.43)

mh,RoCo(i+ α, j + β) = k ⇒

β =

(
l − j%q −

⌊
i

p

⌋
%q − ci,RoCo,p×q

)
%q

If i%p = 0⇒ ci,RoCo,p×q = 0⇒

cj,RoCo,p×q =

j%q +
(
l − j%q −

⌊
i
p

⌋
%q
)

%q

q

 (4.44)

4.3.4 The Rectangle Transposed Rectangle Scheme

Assuming q%p = 0 if p < q and p%q = 0 if q < p, the Rectangle Transposed
Rectangle (ReTr) scheme supports unrestricted conflict-free accesses shaped
as both the p× q rectangles described by (4.5) as well as a q × p rectangle:

Bq×p rectangle(i, j) = {I(i+ α, j + β)|i, j, α, β ∈ N; i ∈ [0 . . . N − q] ,
j ∈ [0 . . .M − p] ;α ∈ [0 . . . q − 1] , β ∈ [0 . . . p− 1]} (4.45)

Two sets of MAFs are defined for the ReTr scheme, for p < q and q < p :

mv,ReTr,p<q,q%p=0(i, p) = i%p and

mh,ReTr,p<q,q%p=0(i, j, p, q) = (i− i%p+ j)%q (4.46)

mv,ReTr,q<p,p%q=0(i, j, p, q) = (i+ j − j%q)%p and

mh,ReTr,q<p,p%q=0(j, q) = j%q (4.47)

Theorem 10 Assuming q%p = 0 if p < q and p%q = 0 if q < p, the
MAFs for the ReTr scheme provide unrestricted conflict-free access for any
rectangular access of size p× q or q × p.

Proof. We prove the conflict-free access by showing that the distance between
two horizontal values produced by the MAFs is either ≥ p on the vertical di-
mension or≥ q on the horizontal dimension when accessing a p× q rectangle,
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or ≥ q on the vertical dimension or ≥ p on the horizontal dimension when
accessing a q × p rectangle.

We first consider the p < q, q%p = 0 case:{
mv,ReTr,p<q(i, p) = mv,ReTr,p<q(i+ α, p)

mh,ReTr,p<q(i, j, q) = mh,ReTr,p<q(i+ α, j + β, q)

⇔

{
i%p = (i+ α)%p

(i− i%p+ j)%q = (i+ α− (i+ α)%p+ j + β) %q

Using Lemmas 1 and 2⇒
α%p = 0

(i− i%p+ j)%q =

= (i− (i%p+ α%p)%p+ j + α+ β) %q

Using Lemma 2 ⇒

{
α%p = 0

(α+ β)%q = 0
⇔{

α = n1 · p, n1 ∈ N
β = n2 · q − n1 · p, n2 ∈ N

Case 1 - the p× q rectangular access, we show that α ≥ p or β ≥ q:

If α > 0⇒ n1 > 0⇔ n1 ≥ 0⇒ α ≥ p
If α = 0, β > 0⇒ n1 = 0⇒ n2 > 0⇔ n2 ≥ 1⇒ β ≥ q
Case 2 - the q × p rectangular access, we show that α ≥ q or β ≥ p:

q%p = 0⇒ q = ∆ · p,∆ ∈ N⇒ β = n2 ·∆ · p− n1p = (n2 ·∆− n1) · p
If β > 0⇒ n2 ·∆− n1 > 0⇔ n2 ·∆− n1 ≥ 1⇒ β ≥ p
If α > 0, β = 0⇒ n2 · q = n1 · p⇒ α = n2 · q ⇒ n2 > 0⇔
n2 ≥ 1⇒ α ≥ q

Given that mv,ReTr,p<q(i, p) = mh,ReTr,q<p(j, q) and mh,ReTr,p<q(i, j, p) =
mv,ReTr,q<p(j, i, p), the proof for the q < p, p%q = 0 follows the same steps
as the p < q, q%p = 0 one. It can be shown that α ≥ p or β ≥ q when
accessing a p × q rectangle and α ≥ q or β ≥ p when accessing a q × p
rectangle, proving the conflict-free condition.

Lemma 3 If p < q and q%p = 0⇒ (x%q)%p = x%p,∀x, q, p ∈ N
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Proof. x%p =
(

(x%q)%p+
(
q ·
⌊
x
q

⌋)
%p
)

%p (from (4.2) and Lemma(1)).

Since
(
q ·
⌊
x
q

⌋)
%p = 0 (from hypothesis)⇒ x%p = (x%q)%p

Next, we customize the addressing function for the ReTr scheme.

The p× q rectangle access. We first consider the p× q rectangular accesses,
when α ∈ [0 . . . p− 1] and β ∈ [0 . . . q − 1]. As mv,ReTr,p<q is identical to
mrow,ReCo, it follows that

ci,ReTr,p<q,p×q =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise
; (4.48)

By using (4.8) it can be proven that

cj,ReTr,p<q,p×q ∈ {0, 1}. In order to compute its values, we use (4.9):

mh,ReTr,p<q(i+ α, j + β) = l⇔ (i+ α− (i+ α)%p+ j + β) %q = l

⇔
(⌊

i+ α

p

⌋
· p+ j + β

)
%q = l (from (4.2))

⇔


⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ci

·p+

⌊
i

p

⌋
· p+ j + β

%q = l (from (4.2) and (4.1))

(4.49)

⇒ β =

(
l − (ci,ReTr,p<q,p×q · p)%q −

(⌊
i

p

⌋
· p
)

%q − j%q
)

%q

cj,ReTr,p<q,p×q =j%q +
(
l − (ci,ReTr,p<q,p×q · p)%q −

(⌊
i
p

⌋
· p
)

%q − j%q
)

%q

q


(4.50)

When p > q, using a similar approach as the one used for obtaining

(4.48), (4.50) we obtain:
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ci,ReTr,p>q,p×q︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈{0,1}

=

 i%p+
(
k − (cj,ReTr,p>q,p×q · q) %p−

(⌊
j
q

⌋
· q
)

%p− i%p
)

%p

p


cj,ReTr,p>q,p×q =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise

The q × p rectangle access. When considering the q × p rectangular access,
α ∈ [0 . . . q − 1] and β ∈ [0 . . . p− 1]. Let q = φ · p, φ ∈ N. We first compute
the ranges of ci,ReTr,p<q,q·p and cj,ReTr,p<q,q·p using 4.8:

ci,ReTr,p<q,q·p =

⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋
∈ [0 · · ·φ] ;

cj,ReTr,p<q,q·p =

⌊
j%q + β

q

⌋
∈ {0, 1}

In order to compute the values of ci,ReTr,p<q,q·p, we use (4.8) :

ci,ReTr,p<q,q×p =

⌊
i%p+ α

p

⌋
=

⌊
i%p+ α%p

p

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ci1∈{0,1}

+

⌊
α

p

⌋
︸︷︷︸

ci2∈[0...φ−1]

(from (4.1), (4.2))

mv,ReTr,p<q,q%p=0(i+ α, p) = k ⇔ (i+ α) %p = k ⇔
α%p = n1 · p+ k − i%p
k − i%p ∈ [−p+ 1 . . . p− 1]⇒ n1 ∈ {0, 1}
if k < i%p⇒ n1 = 1⇒ ci1 = 1;

if k ≥ i%p⇒ n1 = 0⇒ ci1 = 0⇒ ci1 =

{
1, k < i%p

0, otherwise
(4.51)

mh,ReTr,p<q(i+ α, j + β) = l⇔(⌊
i+ α

p

⌋
· p+ j + β

)
%q = l (from (4.2))

⇔


⌊
i%p+ α%p

p

⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ci1

·p+

⌊
α

p

⌋
︸︷︷︸
ci2

·p+

⌊
i

p

⌋
· p+ j + β

%q = l
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(from (4.1), (4.2))

⇔
(
ci1 · p+ ci2 · p+

(⌊
i

p

⌋
· p
)

%q + j%q + β

)
%q = l

(from Theorem 1 and p < q )

⇔ ci2 · p = n3 · q + l − ci1 · p−
(⌊

i

p

⌋
· p
)

%q − j%q − β (4.52)

ci2 =

(
l − ci1 · p−

(⌊
i
p

⌋
· p
)

%q − j%q − β
)

%q

p
(4.53)

mh,ReTr,p<q(i+ α, j + β) = l;

Using similar steps as used for obtaining (4.49):(
ci,ReTr,p<q,q·p · p+

⌊
i

p

⌋
· p+ j + β

)
%q = l

⇒
((

ci,ReTr,p<q,q·p · p+

⌊
i

p

⌋
· p+ j + β

)
%q

)
%p = l%p

⇔
(
ci,ReTr,p<q,q·p · p+

⌊
i

p

⌋
· p+ j + β

)
%p = l%p (from Lemma 3)

⇔ (j%p+ β) %p = l%p (from Lemma 1)⇒ β = (l%p− j%p) %p
(4.54)

cj,ReTr,p<q,q×p =

⌊
j%q + (l%p− j%p) %p

q

⌋
(4.55)

When p > q, p = σ · q, σ ∈ N, using a similar approach as for (4.54),
(4.52),(4.51), (4.53), (4.55):

ci,ReTr,p>q,q×p ∈ {0, 1} =

⌊
i%p+ (k%q − i%q) %q

p

⌋
;

α = (k%q − i%q) %q

cj,ReTr,p>q,q×p ∈ [0 . . . σ] = cj1 + cj2; cj1 =

{
1, l < j%q

0, otherwise

cj2 =

(
k − cj1 · q −

(⌊
j
q

⌋
· q
)

%p− i%p− α
)

%p

q
(4.56)
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Discussion. We presented the mathematical foundations for four parallel
schemes, each consisting of MAFs and customized addressing functions. Each
scheme supports a minimum of two conflict-free access patterns relevant for
PRF implementations. For arbitrary p and q, the ReRo MAFs provide unre-
stricted conflict-free access for p × q rectangles and rows of size p · q (Theo-
rem 2). If p and q + 1 are co-prime, the ReRo scheme supports unrestricted
conflict-free access for main diagonals of size p · q (Theorem 3). Theorem 4
proves that if p and q − 1 are co-prime, the ReRo scheme also supports unre-
stricted conflict-free access for secondary diagonals of size p · q. The ReCo
MAFs provide unrestricted conflict-free access for p× q rectangles, as well as
conflict-free columns of size p · q (Theorem 5). If p + 1 and q are co-prime,
the ReCo scheme also supports unrestricted conflict-free access to main di-
agonals of size p · q (Theorem 6). The condition for the ReCo scheme to
support conflict-free secondary diagonals is that p−1 and q are co-prime (The-
orem 7). The RoCo scheme supports unrestricted conflict-free access to rows
and columns of size p · q for arbitrary values of p and q (Theorem 8). RoCo
also supports conflict-free access to a restricted set of p · q rectangles, namely
when the accesses are aligned (Theorem 9). We proved in Theorem 10 that
when either p%q = 0 or q%p = 0, the ReTr scheme supports unrestricted
conflict-free access to p×q and q×p rectangles. This brings potential benefits
to matrix transpositions. For clarity, the customized addressing functions are
shown in Tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.

From a hardware implementation perspective, Corollaries 1, 2, 3 and 4 demon-
strate that when 1) p = q and 2) p and q are powers of 2, the ReRo and ReCo
schemes support unrestricted conflict-free access to both the main and sec-
ondary diagonals of size p ·q, and as p%q = 0 or q%p = 0 in both cases 1) and
2), the ReTr scheme may also be applied. This is important for the hardware
implementation complexity, as in 2) the cost of division and modulo operations
by p and q can be greatly reduced.

Technology independent evaluation of the area and critical path. Assume
a practical design where N,M, p, and q are powers of 2, N = 2n,M =
2m, a = log2p and b = log2q. Therefore, the multiplications, divisions, and
modulo operations are simplified to shifts or bit select operations. The regular
addressing function (4.6) consists of a 2-operand addition, (n + m − a − b)-
bits wide. The customized addressing function (4.7) consists of a 4-operand
addition, MAX(n+m− a− b,m+ 2)-bits wide. Table 4.8 provides an eval-
uation of the module assignment functions as well as the coefficients for the
customized addressing function in terms of design area and critical path. We
use a triple Quantity / Bits / Inputs to identify the number of units (adders)
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/ number of bits / and number of inputs of the corresponding design respec-
tively. The boldfaced items are part of the critical path of the module. Since
each scheme supports more than one access patterns, an additional multiplexer
is required for the coefficients of the customized addressing functions, with
the number of inputs equal to the number of access patterns supported - ReRo
and ReCo support four, RoCo - three and ReTr - two patterns. The area of
the module assignment functions consists of one or two adders, with only one
adder on the critical path regardless of the access scheme. The critical path of
the most complex coefficient for the customized addressing functions consists
of 3 adders and one constant-value multiplier. The latter can be easily replaced
by a multi-operand adder or a lookup table at design time. The hardware com-
plexity of the coefficients presented in Table 4.8 is expected to be low: for a
64-lane PRF, the adders and multipliers would be at most 7-bits wide.

4.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we considered a 2D array of p × q memory modules and a
parallel access memory scheme for a PRF implementation, connected to mul-
tiple vector lanes. We proposed a set of four complementary, non-redundant
Module Assignment Functions suitable for implementations of a PRF and for-
mally proved the following, widely used in scientific and multimedia work-
loads, conflict-free patterns: 1) p × q rectangle, p · q row, p · q diagonals if
(p, q + 1) and (p, q − 1) are co-prime; 2) p × q rectangle, p · q column, p · q
diagonals if (p + 1, q) and (p − 1; q) are co-prime; 3) p · q row, p · q column,
aligned p × q rectangle; 4) mutually transposed p × q, q × p rectangles. We
also presented a theoretical study on the feasibility of the above mentioned
schemes for a prospective multi-lane PRF design, showing that the hardware
implementation complexity of these schemes is very promising. We proposed
an addressing function and customized it so that address reordering can be
completely avoided. We provided a technology independent analysis of the
proposed Module Assignment Functions and customized addressing functions
in terms of area and critical path length. This Chapter provided the theoretical
support required before the hardware implementation was attempted. Next, we
will provide an implementability study of multi-lane, multi-port PRFs.

Note. The content of this Chapter is based on the following paper:

C. Ciobanu, G. K. Kuzmanov, and G. N. Gaydadjiev., On Implementability
of Polymorphic Register Files, Proc. of 7th Int. Workshop on Reconfigurable
Communication-centric Systems-on-Chip (ReCoSoC), pages 1 – 6, 2012.



5
Polymorphic RF Implementation Results

THIS Chapter provides an implementability study of multi-module,
multi-lane PRFs featuring two read and one write ports targeting both
FPGAs and ASICs. Reconfigurable hardware was chosen for the im-

plementation due to its potential in enhancing the runtime adaptability of the
PRF by adjusting the total storage size and number of vector lanes during
runtime. We also investigated the scalability using ASIC technology, which
typically provides the best performance. Targeting TSMC 90nm ASIC tech-
nology, we consider three storage capacities - 32KB, 128KB and 512KB along
with four multi-lane configurations - 8 / 16 / 32 and 64 lanes.

More specifically, in this Chapter we propose a generic design of multi-lane,
multi-port PRFs suitable for hardware implementations in FPGAs and ASICs.
We study the implementability using FPGA technology as a proof of concept
implementation. We evaluate the impact of the customized addressing func-
tions on our hardware implementation properties. We show that LUT usage is
reduced by up to 29% and the maximum clock frequency is increased by up
to 77% compared to the baseline, suboptimal implementation. Furthermore,
we study the scalability using ASIC technology. Finally, we determine the
throughput delivered by our Polymorphic Register File when implemented in
FPGA and ASIC technologies.

We synthesize a prototype with 2 read and 1 write ports with 64-bit data path
using the selected Module Assignment Functions (MAFs) targeting a Virtex-7
XC7VX1140T-2 FPGA. We consider four sizes for the 16-lane PRFs and three
multi-lane configurations for the 128×128 PRF. Results suggest that PRFs are
implementable in modern FPGAs with reasonable LUT usage (less than than
10% of the available LUTs), and a maximum clock frequency between 111
MHz and 326 MHz.

For the ASIC implementation, the cycle time analysis suggests that the max-

91
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imum clock frequency varies between 500MHz for a 512KB PRF with 64
vector lanes and 970MHz for a 32KB, 8-lane PRF. Relative combinational
hardware and total area analysis indicate that for the 32KB and 128KB capac-
ities, the combinational area grows quadratically when increasing the number
of vector lanes. For 512KB PRF, the combinational area difference between
the 8 and 16-lane versions is approximately 50%. We study the dynamic and
leakage power trends of our design as well. Dynamic power varies between
approximately 300mW for an 8-lane, 32KB, 877 MHz PRF and 8.7W for a
64-lane 512KB, 502 MHz configuration. Leakage power is between 10mW
for a 32KB, 8-lane PRF and 276mW for a 512KB, 64-lane PRF instance. Fi-
nally, we analyze the customized module addressing functions. Experimental
results suggest clock frequency and combinational area improvements of up
to 21% and 39%, with 10% decrease of total PRF area. Furthermore, we can
reduce dynamic power with 31% and leakage with nearly 24% compared to
our straightforward implementations.

Both our FPGA and ASIC implementations deliver high throughput in line
with practical designs. For 128KB configurations, our results suggest the PRF
delivers up to 34GB/s when implemented in FPGAs, and up to 351GB/s when
targeting ASIC technology.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows: the proposed design
is presented in Section 5.1.The evaluation methodology is described in Sec-
tion 5.2, and the experimental results are evaluated in Section 5.3. We deter-
mine the PRF throughput in Section 5.4. Finally, the Chapter is concluded by
Section 5.5.

5.1 Proposed Organization

In this Section, we propose a generic PRF design. We envision that the main
challenge when implementing the Polymorphic Register File in hardware is
the design of the parallel memory used instantiate the logical registers capable
of supplying multiple data elements at each clock cycle. Furthermore, a real-
istic implementation requires multiple register file ports. It is important that
our parallel memory design is implementable with practically feasible clock
frequency and power consumption in contemporary technologies. We envi-
sion that the extra logic required to resolve dependencies between instructions
does not contribute significantly to the total PRF area as compared to the 2D
memory complexity. Furthermore, this additional logic is not expected to ap-
pear on the critical path of the PRF hardware implementation. Therefore, we
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implement a parallel memory corresponding to the left part of Figure 3.2 (Sec-
tion 3) only. We have not implemented the Special Purpose Registers or other
additional logic needed in a complete PRF design.

The PRF contains N ×M data elements, distributed among p × q physical
memory modules, organized in a 2D matrix with p rows and q columns. De-
pending on the parallel memory scheme employed, such an organization al-
lows the efficient use of up to p · q lanes. The data width of each memory
module is sram width. The number of lanes is n lanes = p · q.

For simplicity, in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, we only show the signals required for 1
read and 1 write ports. In the actual design, the signals are replicated according
to the actual number of read and write ports. Figure 5.1(a) shows all inputs and
outputs of our PRF design, and specifies the bit-width of each signal. The solid
lines indicate the data signals, while the dashed lines are used for address and
control signals. The inputs and outputs of our top level module, depicted in
Figure 5.1(a), are:

1. prf data in and prf data out: the PRF input and output data, for n lanes
vector lanes and a data path sram width bits wide;

2. memory scheme: the parallel memory scheme, which can be one of the
following:

(a) Rectangle Only;

(b) Rectangle Row;

(c) Rectangle Col;

(d) Row Col;

(e) Rectangle Transposed Rectangle.

3. read / write: control signals enabling reads and writes to the PRF;

4. read / write i, j: the upper left coordinate of the read / write block, log2N
/ log2M bits wide;

5. read / write access type: the shape of the read / write block, which can
be one of the following:

(a) rectangle;

(b) row;

(c) column;
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Figure 5.1: PRF block modules

(d) main diagonal;

(e) secondary diagonal;

(f) transposed rectangle.

6. clock: the clock signal.

The Address Generation Unit (AGU) is shown in Figure 5.1(b). Starting from
i and j - the upper left coordinates of the block being accessed and the access
type (e.g., rectangle), the AGU computes the individual coordinates of all PRF
elements which are accessed. For example, if a p × q rectangle is accessed,
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Table 5.1: The ω constants

(a) ωq+1

p/q 2 4 8
2 1 1 1
4 3 1 1

(b) ωq−1

p/q 2 4 8
2 1 1 1
4 1 3 3

(c) ωp+1

p/q 2 4 8
2 1 3 3
4 1 1 5

(d) ωp−1

p/q 2 4 8
2 1 1 1
4 1 3 3

the AGU computes p · q pairs of values (i+ α, j + β) , α ∈ [0 . . . p− 1] , β ∈
[0 . . . q − 1].

A PRF data element with coordinates i+α, j+β is assigned to one of the mem-
ory modules using the Module Assignment Function (MAF) m (Figure 5.1(c)).
The MAF computes the vertical and horizontal indexes of the corresponding
memory module (select v and select h). The intra-module address is computed
using one of the two Addressing Function modules A:

• The Standard Addressing Function (Figure 5.1(e)) computes the intra-
module address using the individual coordinates of all the elements
which are being accessed (i+ α and j + β, computed by the AGU);

• The Customized Addressing Function (Figure 5.1(f)) only requires the
coordinates of the accessed block (i and j), and two additional coef-
ficients ci and cj . These coefficients are computed independently for
each memory module using the coordinates of the block (i and j), the
position of each memory module in the p × q matrix (denoted as k and
l in Figure 5.1(d)) and the access type (e.g., main diagonal). In order
to compute these coefficients for the main and secondary diagonals, the
ω constants are to be computed, which represent the multiplicative in-
verses of the pairs (q+1; p), (q−1; p), (p+1; q) and (p−1, q). Table 5.1
contains the ω constants for p = 2 . . . 4 and q = 2 . . . 8.

The Read and Write Shuffles (Figure 5.1(g)) rearrange the inputs according
to the select signals. The shuffle in inputs are sram width bits wide for each
lane. The select signals (select v and select h), computed using the Module
Assignment Function, specify the position of each output (shuffle out).

Figure 5.1(h) describes the Memory Modules. The input and output data sig-
nals (data in and data out) are sram width bits wide. The memories also re-
quire the clock signal as well as the read and write addresses and chip enables.

The block diagrams of the read path for an 8 vector lane PRF, with p = 2 and
q = 4, is shown in Figure 5.2(a). The inputs are the coordinates of the data
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Figure 5.2: PRF block diagrams, 8 lanes, p=2, q=4

block which is being read (i and j), and the shape of the block (Access Type).
The data output (PRF Data Out) consists of 8 elements. The AGU computes
the individual coordinates of all the data elements which are accessed and for-
wards them to the Module Assignment and the intra-module Addressing func-
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tions. The MAF m controls the read data shuffle, which reorders the data.
Since accessing the memory modules introduces a delay of one clock cycle,
the the select signals for the data Shuffle block should be also delayed. The
Address Shuffle is required to provide the correct address to memory modules.

Figure 5.2(b) depicts the PRF write path when using the customized Address-
ing Function. The data input (PRF Data In) has 8 elements. The same control
signals are supplied as in the standard case described above. In this case, the
address shuffle is avoided, as the customized addressing function provides the
correct address to each memory module using the coefficients ci and cj .

Figure 5.2(c) superimposes the standard and customized block diagrams. The
shaded blocks, part of the standard design, are replaced by the ci and cj coef-
ficients and the customized addressing function to simplify the organization.

5.2 Experimental Setup

In this Section, we describe the methodology used for the FPGA and ASIC
evaluations presented here-under .

The PRF mitigates some of the restrictions imposed by previous vector archi-
tectures, regardless of the implementation technology used, allowing variable
number of runtime adjustable vector registers of arbitrary shapes and sizes.
While ASIC implementation offer the highest performance, by using reconfig-
urable hardware the runtime adaptability may be further enhanced. ASIC PRF
will have the total storage size as well as its aspect ratio fixed. Using FPGAs,
this limitation may be removed by using runtime partial reconfiguration. Fur-
ther enhancements such as runtime adjustment of the number of vector lanes,
register file ports and data width may allow the PRF to scale with performance,
power and thermal constraints.

FPGA Set-Up: As a proof of concept, we implemented a PRF prototype de-
sign (excluding the Special Purpose Registers) with 2 read and 1 write ports
with 64-bit data path, using Synplify Premier F-2011.09-1, and targeting a
Virtex-7 XC7VX1140T-2. This prototype implementation uses full crossbars
as read and write address shuffle blocks. We have coupled two dual-port
BRAMs and duplicated the data in order to obtain 2 read and 1 write ports.
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ASIC Set-Up: We implemented a PRF prototype design with 2 read and 1
write ports with 64-bit data path using SystemVerilog. For synthesis, Synop-
sys Design Compiler Ultra version F-2011.09-SP3 in topographical mode was
used, which accurately predicts both leakage and dynamic power. As no par-
ticular workload was considered in this study, we did not use switching activity
traces for power estimations. In all experiments, the tool was programmed to
optimize for best timing, targeting the TSMC 90nm technology. In all consid-
ered designs, the shuffle networks have been implemented using full crossbars.

Using the Artisan memory compiler, a 1GHz 256x64-bit dual-port SRAM reg-
ister file was generated and used as the atomic storage element for our PRF.
When the required capacity of the memory modules exceeded the available
maximum of 256 64-bit elements, several SRAM modules were used together
to aggregate the overall capacity. We coupled two dual-port SRAMs and du-
plicated their data in order to obtain 2 read ports. For all considered configu-
rations, we label the straightforward designs which use the regular addressing
function as STD, and the ones using the custom addressing function and the ci
and cj coefficients as CST.

5.3 Synthesis Results

In this Section, we first present the synthesis results for the FPGA, considering
the maximum clock frequency and area utilization. We then present synthesis
results for ASIC technology, including static and dynamic power consumption.

5.3.1 Targeting FPGA Technology

The FPGA synthesis results for the Virtex-7 XC7VX1140T-2 device are pre-
sented in Table 5.2. We consider four sizes for the 16-lane PRFs - 16 × 16,
32 × 32, 64 × 64 and 128 × 128 and three multi-lane configurations for the
128 × 128 PRF - 8 / 16 / 32 lanes. We label the columns for the standard
designs as std., the custom ones as cust., and the difference - by ∆ [%].

The highest clock frequency for the ReO scheme is 326 MHz, and 246 MHz
for the multi-view schemes. The clock frequency and total area is mainly
influenced by the number of lanes. By increasing the capacity from 16 × 16
up to 128 × 128, area increases by up to 3095 LUTs and the clock frequency
is reduced by up to 38 MHz. For PRFs smaller than 64× 64, storage capacity
has little impact on the clock frequency. By doubling the number of lanes, the
total area increases by a factor of around four, a quadratical increase.
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Figure 5.3: Clock Frequency for 32KB and 128KB PRFs

By customizing the addressing function, we can increase the clock frequency
by up to 77% for ReO and 32% for the multi-view schemes. On average, the
frequency is increased by nearly 9% for 16-lane PRFs and up to almost 25%
for multi-view, 128 × 128 PRFs. The largest area savings are 29% for the
32-lane, 128× 128 ReO PRF and nearly 26% for the 32-lane ReRo scheme.

The results show that even without optimized shuffle blocks, PRFs are imple-
mentable on FPGAs using the selected parallel access schemes, with a min-
imum clock frequency of 111 MHz and reasonable area usage of less than
94000 LUTs (10% of the available LUTs).
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Size 64x64(32KB) 128x128(128KB) 256x256(512KB)
Scheme 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64Lanes

ReO +1.9 +0.9 +6.0 +21.1 0.0 +9.0 0.0 +21.3 -1.4 -14.3 +5.5 +11.6
ReRo +1.0 0.0 +7.6 +7.8 -0.9 +0.9 -0.8 +10 +9.4 -0.8 +0.7 +9.9
ReCo -4.5 -3.5 +7.9 +10.9 +7.3 +7.8 +2.2 +1.2 -10.4 -3.9 +15.4 +7.0
RoCo +2.7 0.0 +10.3 +6.1 -0.9 +6.8 +12.2 +7.4 +9.2 +1.7 +2.3 +9.3
ReTr +8.5 +1.9 +12.9 +14.9 +3.8 +3.3 +2.4 +10.5 -9 -9.1 +19.2 +12.4

(b) Clock Frequency Difference, CST vs. STD (%, − denotes decrease, + denotes increase)

Figure 5.4: Clock Frequency for 512KB PRFs and Frequency Difference

5.3.2 Targeting ASIC Technology

We study clock frequency, chip area and dissipated power.

Clock Frequency: The clock frequency evaluation results are presented in
Fig. 5.3 and 5.4. The first five configurations use the regular addressing func-
tion, while the last five use customized ones. As suggested by Fig. 5.3(a), for
a 32KB PRF, the highest clock frequency - 970MHz - is estimated for the 8-
lane ReO CST scheme. The clock frequency decreases as more vector lanes
are added to the design, and the slowest 32KB configuration is RoCo STD,
clocked at 574MHz. The difference between 8 and 16 vector lanes is less than
50MHz for all the configurations, increasing to around 100MHz - 150MHz be-
tween 16 and 32 lanes. The largest drop in clock speed, of approximately 200
MHz is when 64 lanes are available. The same trend holds for the 128KB and
512KB configurations (Fig. 5.3(b) and 5.4(a)), with the slowest design being
ReCo STD, which runs at 500MHz. For a 512KB PRF, the fastest STD scheme
is ReO, which has the simplest MAF and custom addressing functions, with
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Figure 5.5: Combinational Area for 32KB and 128KB PRFs

a minimum operating frequency of 578MHz, up to 15% faster than the multi-
view designs. The results suggest that the number of vector lanes influences
the clock frequency stronger than the storage size. Had larger SRAM modules
been utilized, storage size influence would probably be further reduced.

Fig. 5.4(b) depicts the relative difference when utilizing the customized ad-
dressing functions. Positive values indicate frequency increase, while negative
- frequency decrease. If 8 or 16 lanes are used, customizing the addressing
functions does not necessarily enhance performance. However, for 32 or 64
lanes, the increase in clock frequency is as high as 21% for the 32KB ReO
design, and 19.2% for the 512KB ReTr one. The shuffle networks are on the
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(a) 256x256(512KB) PRF

Size 64x64(32KB) 128x128(128KB) 256x256(512KB)
Scheme 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64/ Lanes

ReO -8 -29 -14 -18 -18 -21 -34 -21 -6 -23 -20 -20
ReRo +8 -20 -7 -15 -14 -16 -20 -14 -1 -17 -15 -17
ReCo +4 -23 -17 -22 +5 -22 -17 -18 +6 -14 -30 -22
RoCo -28 -20 -5 -10 -22 -28 -6 -19 -3 -17 -22 -20
ReTr -14 -18 -10 -14 -17 -21 -29 -17 -20 -18 -39 -18

(b) Combinational Area Difference, CST vs. STD (%,− denotes decrease, + denotes increase)

Figure 5.6: Combinational Area for 512KB PRFs and Area Difference

critical path of the design. For a small number of lanes, the increased com-
plexity of the customized addressing functions cancels out the advantage of
eliminating the address routing circuits. However, the complexity of the full
crossbars increases drastically for 32 and 64 ports and the elimination of the
address shuffles leads to reduced clock cycle times for 32 and 64-lane PRFs.
By analyzing the critical path, we identified the full crossbars as the main per-
formance bottleneck of our Polymorphic Register File implementation. In a
full custom design with optimized permutation networks, significantly higher
frequencies are expected.

Silicon Chip Area: Fig. 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 present the combinational and
total area of the PRF. When the number of lanes is increased, the combina-
tional area increases quadratically for the 32KB and 128KB configurations
(Fig. 5.5 (a) and 5.5 (b)), at a rate of approximately 4 times for doubling the
number of vector lanes. For the 512KB configuration (Fig. 5.6 (a)), the dif-
ference in terms of combinational area for the 8 and 16-lane versions is of
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(b) 128x128(128KB) PRF

Figure 5.7: Total Area for 32KB and 128KB PRFs

approximately 50%, significantly smaller than between 16 to 32 lanes. For the
32 and 64-lane versions, the quadratic trend is maintained.

In Fig. 5.6(b), the relative reduction of combinational area obtained by using
customized addressing functions is shown. For the ReTr scheme, savings of up
to 39% can be observed, while for the ReO scheme the highest combinational
area savings amount to 34% for the 128KB configuration.

When also factoring in the non-combinational area, for the 32KB configuration
(Fig. 5.7(a)), using 16 lanes consumes approximately 10% more total area than
the 8-lane version. However, when vector lanes are added a more pronounced
increase in total area is observed. Compared to the 16-lane configuration, total
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(a) 256x256(512KB) PRF

Size 64x64(32KB) 128x128(128KB) 256x256(512KB)
Scheme 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64/ Lanes

ReO -0.2 -3.6 -3.3 -7.3 -0.3 -0.8 -5 -8.5 -0.1 -0.4 -0.8 -3.2
ReRo +0.3 -2.5 -1.7 -6.2 -0.2 -0.6 -3.4 -5.9 0 -0.3 -0.7 -2.9
ReCo +0.2 -3.3 -4.1 -9.6 +0.1 -1.1 -2.5 -7.4 +0.1 -0.2 -1.8 -3.9
RoCo -1.4 -3 -1.1 -4.2 -0.4 -1.5 -1.2 -8.3 0 -0.3 -1.2 -3.4
ReTr -0.5 -2.4 -2.4 -5.8 -0.3 -1 -4.5 -7.1 -0.3 -0.3 -2.3 -3.1

(b) Total Area Difference, CST vs. STD (%, − denotes decrease), + denotes increase)

Figure 5.8: Total Area for 512KB PRFs and Area Difference

area more than doubles when using 32 lanes, and it increases by a factor of
approximately 6 for the 64-lane PRF.

If the storage capacity of the PRF is increased to 128KB (Fig. 5.7(b)), the
differences between the different multi-lane configurations are reduced. The
area overhead of the 16-lane configuration compared to one with 8 lanes is
less than 5%, while the 32-lane configuration consumes less than 20% more.
The total area of the 64-lane version is approximately 70% larger than the 8-
lane baseline. When the storage grows to 512KB (Fig. 5.8(a)), the difference
regarding total area between the 64-lane and 8-lane configurations is less than
22%. When correlating with the combinational and total area results, it is clear
that the relative area of the SRAM blocks becomes dominant as the total size
of the PRF increases. Therefore, our results suggest that it would be most
efficient to design a small (e.g., 32KB) PRF with a small number of vector
lanes (8 or 16). Moreover, if a large storage space is required, the relative cost
of additional vector lanes is significantly reduced.
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(a) 64x64(32KB) PRF
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Figure 5.9: Dynamic Power for 32KB and 128KB PRFs

Fig. 5.8(b) indicates that the quadratic growth of the combinational area when
the number of lanes is increased translates into higher total area savings if using
customized addressing functions: the largest total area savings are observed for
the 64 lanes versions: 7.3% for the 32KB ReO scheme, and 9.6% for the 32KB
ReCo one. As the total size of the PRF is increased and the proportion of the
combinational circuits is reduced, the total area savings also decrease: 3.2% of
the 512KB ReO scheme and 3.9% for the ReCo configuration.

Power: Dynamic power evaluation results are shown in Fig. 5.9 and 5.10.
For 32KB PRF (Fig. 5.9 (a)), the dynamic power increases quadratically from
less than 0.3W for 8 lanes up to 6.3W for the ReCo STD scheme - an in-
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(a) 256x256(512KB) PRF

Size 64x64(32KB) 128x128(128KB) 256x256(512KB)
Scheme 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64/ Lanes

ReO +4 -12.7 -9.4 -7 -4.8 +2.9 -16.7 -8.6 -6.4 -9.4 -3.5 -2.9
ReRo +1.5 -1.9 -7.1 -5.9 -2.9 -3.4 -14.1 -7.7 -2.1 -1.2 -2.9 -11.2
ReCo +4.8 -2.8 -11.9 -17.3 -0.3 -18.6 -5.6 -7.9 +5.4 +1 -30.9 -11.1
RoCo -12.4 -12.5 -5.4 -6.4 -12.9 -20.4 -7.7 -9.5 -17.2 -12.7 -11.6 -17.5
ReTr -4.7 -0.2 -17 -10.2 -2.3 -6.9 -9.5 -4.9 -7 -6.9 -30.7 -8.4

(b) Dynamic Power Difference, CST vs. STD (%, − denotes decrease, + denotes increase)

Figure 5.10: Dynamic Power for 512KB PRFs and Power Difference

crease of more than 20 times. When the PRF capacity is increased to 128KB
(Fig. 5.9 (b)), dynamic power consumption of 8-lane PRF increases by ap-
proximately 150mW, varying between 350mW to 443mW depending on the
memory scheme. The highest power consumption for the 128KB, 64-lane PRF
remains 6.3W (RoCo STD). For the 512KB PRF, dynamic power consumption
ranges from less than 1.2W for 8 lanes up to 8.7W for RoCo STD version, and
Fig. 5.10 (a) suggests that the dynamic power increases by approximately 35%
between 8 and 16-lane cases. The results show that for smaller PRFs (e.g.,
32KB), dynamic power increases quadratically with the vector lanes, while for
512KB, the dynamic power penalty between 8 and 16 vector lanes is moderate.

Fig. 5.10 (b) shows that dynamic power can be reduced by customizing the
addressing functions by up to 17.3% for the 32KB ReCo scheme with 64 lanes,
18.6% for the 128KB 16-lane ReCo scheme and 30.9% for 32-lane ReCo.

For the 32KB PRF, leakage power increases linearly between 8 and 32 lanes,
and quadratically between 32 and 64 lanes (Fig. 5.11 (a)), from less than
10mW for 8 vector lanes up to 178mW for 64 lanes. For larger capacity PRFs,
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Figure 5.11: Leakage Power for 32KB and 128KB PRFs

the leakage from the SRAM blocks has a larger impact (Fig. 5.11 (b) and (a)).
Therefore, there is a significant increase in leakage power for the 8-lane PRF,
which grows from less than 10mW for 32KB to approximately 30mW for
128KB and up to 125mW for the 512KB variant. However, the growth rate
for the 64-lane PRF is smaller: the highest leakage power for 32KB PRF is
178mW (STD ReCo), compared to 276mW for the 64-lane version. The re-
sults suggest a similar trend for the leakage as for the the dynamic power: the
penalty of adding more lanes reduces as the capacity of the PRF increases.

Fig. 5.12 (b) reveals that using customized addressing functions can reduce
leakage power by up to 23.5% for the 32KB PRFs with 64 lanes, 22.1% for the
128KB version with 32 lanes and 14.4% for the 512KB version with 32 lanes,
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(a) 256x256(512KB) PRF

Size 64x64(32KB) 128x128(128KB) 256x256(512KB)
Scheme 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64 8 16 32 64/ Lanes

ReO +0.3 -16.5 -8.1 -15.2 -1.7 -4.1 -22.1 -18 -0.3 -2.7 -4 -10.4
ReRo +3.4 -10.6 -2.3 -13.1 -2.2 -2.8 -12.5 -11.1 -0.2 -1.7 -2.6 -10.4
ReCo +2.6 -12.4 -10.5 -23.5 +0.8 -6.8 -8.2 -15.1 +1.1 -1 -11.9 -13.5
RoCo -9.3 -9.4 +1.5 -8.1 -2.9 -8.4 -1.8 -15.7 -0.5 -1.8 -6.5 -11.4
ReTr -1.3 -9.1 -5.1 -12.4 -2.1 -5.1 -15.8 -13.7 -3.1 -2.5 -14.4 -10.4

(b) Leakage Power Difference, CST vs. STD (%, − denotes decrease, + denotes increase)

Figure 5.12: Leakage Power for 512KB PRFs and Power Difference

the highest benefits being observed for the 32 and 64-lane configurations.

5.4 Throughput

While the clock frequency is an important implementation metric when evalu-
ating a hardware implementation, the main goal for our PRF design is to max-
imize the throughput. Figure 5.13 shows that high throughput can be obtained
for both FPGA and ASIC technologies in case of 128KB PRFs. For clarity, we
only present the single-port throughput for this particular PRF capacity and
two widely applicable customized memory schemes: ReRo CST and RoCo
CST. However, the throughput for multiple storage capacities, number of read
and write ports and for all other parallel memory schemes can be obtained in a
similar fashion outside of this thesis.

Ideally, the throughput increases linearly with the number of lanes. However,
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Figure 5.13: 128KB PRF single-port throughput

as shown in Section 5.3, the clock frequency decreases when additional vector
lanes are added to the design. However, Figure 5.13 shows the PRF throughput
still increases when supplementary vector lanes are added. Therefore, from the
throughput perspective, it makes sense to design lower clock frequency PRFs
which employ a higher number of vector lanes.

Due to prohibitively long FPGA synthesis times, we do not present results
for the 64-lane PRF. However, Figure 5.13 clearly shows that for our FPGA
implementation, the bandwidth already starts saturating with 32 lanes. For the
ReRo scheme, by doubling the number of lanes from 16 to 32, the bandwidth
only increases by 32%. This trend is more pronounced for the RoCo PRF:
the throughput of the 16-lane configuration is 71% higher than the 8-lane one.
However, the throughput of the 32-lane RoCo PRF is only 43% higher than
the 16-lane one. Both ReRo and RoCo 32-lane configurations can sustain a
bandwidth of approximately 28 GB/s for each read and write port. Our results
suggest that the ReO and ReTr 32-lane configurations deliver the highest data
throughput when targeting FPGAs, of up to 34GB/s.

Figure 5.13 suggests that for the ASIC implementation, the saturation starts
when 64 lanes are employed. For the RoCo scheme, a 32-lane PRF has a
throughput 92% higher than the 16-lane one, while doubling the number of
lanes to 64 only provide 51% more bandwidth. Using 64 lanes, the ReRo
scheme delivers 318GB/s and RoCo 293GB/s. The 64-lane ReO configuration
delivers the highest throughput when targeting ASICs, of up to 351GB/s.

Figure 5.13 suggests common trends of the throughput scalability for both
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FPGA and ASIC implementations.

5.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we proposed and implemented a design employing a 2D array
of p × q memory modules and a parallel access memory scheme for a PRF
implementation, connected to multiple vector lanes. We used a set of four
complementary, non-redundant multi-view Module Assignment Functions as
previously proposed in Chapter 4.

Synthesis results of a 2 read and 1 write ports PRF prototype for a Virtex-7
FPGA indicate feasible clock frequencies between 111 MHz and 326 MHz
and reasonable LUT usage (less than 10% of the available LUTs). Using cus-
tomized addressing functions further reduced the hardware area and the clock
cycle time by avoiding address routing circuits.

We also evaluated the scalability of 2D Polymorphic Register Files with 2 read
and 1 write ports, using TSMC 90nm technology. We considered one single-
view and four multi-view parallel memory schemes, three storage capacities:
32KB / 128KB / 512KB; and four versions in terms of parallel vector lanes
employed: 8 / 16 / 32 and 64. Synthesis results suggest practically feasible
clock frequencies, varying from 500MHz to 970MHz, and power consump-
tion within implementable limits, ranging from less than 300mW dynamic and
10mW leakage up to 8.7W dynamic and 276mW leakage. Our results also
indicate the correlation between the storage capacity, number of lanes and the
combinational and total area of our design. Using customized addressing func-
tions further increases the maximum clock frequency by up to 21% and reduces
by up to 39% the combinational area, and by nearly 10% the total PRF size.
We could reduce dynamic power with up to 31% and leakage with nearly 24%
compared to our straightforward implementations.

Both, our FPGA and ASIC implementations deliver high throughput. For
128KB, 32-lane PRFs, the synthesis results suggest the PRF delivers up to
34GB/s when implemented in FPGAs, and up to 351GB/s when targeting
ASIC technology in 128KB, 64-lane configurations. Even if the clock fre-
quency decreases when more vector lanes are added to the design, the PRF
throughput still increases when supplementary vector lanes are added.

The evaluation results suggest that the PRF can be employed in both embedded
and high-performance computing systems. We have identified the full crossbar
shuffle networks as the main bottleneck in both implementation studies. Much
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higher clock frequencies are envisioned for full custom designs with optimized
permutation networks. In the next Chapter, we will use the PRF implementa-
tion presented here to accelerate a widely used workload, the separable 2D
convolution.

Note. The content of this Chapter is based on the following papers:

C. Ciobanu, G. K. Kuzmanov, and G. N. Gaydadjiev., On Implementability
of Polymorphic Register Files, Proceedings of the 7th International Work-
shop on Reconfigurable Communication-centric Systems-on-Chip (ReCoSoC
2012), pages 1 — 6, 2012.

C. Ciobanu, G. K. Kuzmanov, and G. N. Gaydadjiev., Scalability Study of
Polymorphic Register Files, Proceedings of the 15th Euromicro Conference
on Digital System Design (DSD 2012), pages 803 — 808, 2012.



6
Separable 2D Convolution Case Study

THIS Chapter studies the implementation of a convolution algorithm us-
ing PRFs. More specifically, we present a vectorized matrix trans-
position algorithm, optimized for PRFs and a vectorized separable 2D

convolution algorithm utilizing our transposition, avoiding strided memory ac-
cesses while accessing column-wise input data. We also evaluate the perfor-
mance of the 2D convolution kernel, comparing the achieved throughput with
the NVIDIA Tesla C2050 Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The experimen-
tal results suggest that even in a bandwidth constrained system, the multi-lane
PRFs outperform the GPU starting from mask sizes of 9 × 9 elements. Fur-
thermore, we vary the available Local Store bandwidth and evaluate its impact
on the achieved throughput.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows: the 2D separable con-
volution kernel is introduced in Section 6.1. Our vectorized transposition and
2D convolution algorithms are described in Section 6.2, and the experimental
results are studied in Section 6.3. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes this Chapter.

6.1 Separable 2D Convolution

Convolution is used in digital signal processing, image processing and video
processing for filtering the signal values. For example, Gaussian blur filters
can be used to reduce the image noise and detail. Another good example is the
Sobel operator, used within edge detection algorithms. In addition, the Sobel
operator is a separable function, allowing the use of two consecutive 1D convo-
lutions to produce the same result as single, more computationally expensive,
2D convolution. The first 1D convolution filters the data in the horizontal di-
rection, followed by a vertical 1D convolution. This is an important property
which we will exploit later in this Chapter.

113
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In digital signal processing, each output of the convolution is computed as a
weighted sum of its neighbouring data items. The coefficients of the products
are defined by a mask (also known as the convolution kernel), which is used
for all elements of the input array. Intuitively, convolution can be viewed as
a blending operation between the input signal and the mask (also referred to
as aperture from some applications prospective). Because there are no data
dependencies, all output elements can be computed in parallel, making this
algorithm very suitable for efficient SIMD implementation.

The dimensions of a convolution mask are usually odd, making it possible to
position the output element in the middle of the mask. For example, consid-
ering a 10 element 1D input I = [ 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 ] and a 3 element
maskM = [ 2 5 11 ]. The 1D convolution output corresponding to the 3rd input
(the one with the value 24) is 2 · 22 + 5 · 24 + 11 · 26 = 450. Similarly, the
output corresponding to the 4th input (26) is obtained by shifting the mask by
one position to the right: 2 · 24 + 5 · 26 + 11 · 28 = 486.

When the convolution algorithm is used for the elements close to the edges
of the input, the mask should be applied to elements outside the input array
(to the left of the first element, and to the right of the last element of the in-
put vector). Obviously, some assumptions have to be made for these ”missing
elements”. In this thesis, we will refer to those as ”halo” elements. In prac-
tice, a convention is made for a default value of the halo elements. The halo
elements can be either zeros, or replications of the boundary elements values
or any other values, determined by the particular application algorithm. If we
consider all halo elements to be 0, the output corresponding to the 10th input
(38) is 2 · 36 + 5 · 38 + 11 · 0 = 262.

In the case of 2D convolution, both the input data as well as the mask are
2D matrices. For example, let us consider the case of the 9 × 9 input matrix

I =


3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19
13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29
23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39
33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49
43 45 47 49 51 53 55 57 59
53 55 57 59 61 63 65 67 69
63 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79
73 75 77 79 81 83 85 87 89
83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99

 and the 3 × 3 mask M =
[

4 6 8
9 11 13
14 16 18

]
. Fur-

thermore, the halo elements are assumed to be 0 in this example. In order
to compute the 2D convolution output on position (4, 7) we first compute the
point-wise multiplication of the 3 × 3 sub-matrix of the input

[
33 35 37
43 45 47
53 55 57

]
with

the mask, obtaining
[
132 210 296
387 495 611
742 880 1026

]
. By summing up all the elements of this

matrix, the value 4779 is obtained. Since we assume the halo elements to be 0,
they do not contribute to the result and can therefore be omitted from the com-
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putation. Therefore, the result on position (1, 9) is computed by the point-wise
multiplication of the corresponding sub-matrices from the input [ 17 19

27 29 ] and the
mask [ 9 11

14 16 ], obtaining [ 153 209
378 464 ] which accumulates to 1204. The complete

2D convolution result is O =


576 901 1063 1225 1387 1549 1711 1873 1204
1214 1809 2007 2205 2403 2601 2799 2997 1886
1934 2799 2997 3195 3393 3591 3789 3987 2486
2654 3789 3987 4185 4383 4581 4779 4977 3086
3374 4779 4977 5175 5373 5571 5769 5967 3686
4094 5769 5967 6165 6363 6561 6759 6957 4286
4814 6759 6957 7155 7353 7551 7749 7947 4886
5534 7749 7947 8145 8343 8541 8739 8937 5486
3056 4171 4273 4375 4477 4579 4681 4783 2844

.

Assuming the 2D mask has MASK V rows and MASK H columns, the num-
ber of multiplications required to compute one single output element using 2D
convolution is MASK V ·MASK H.

Separable 2D convolutions (e.g., the Sobel operator) can be computed as two
1D convolutions on the same data. For example, in [89], the 2D convolution[−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

]
is equivalent to first applying

[
1
2
1

]
and then [−1 0 1 ].

Separable 2D convolutions are widely used because fewer arithmetic opera-
tions are required compared to the regular 2D convolution. In our example,
only MASK V + MASK H multiplications are needed for each output el-
ement. Moreover, separable 2D convolutions are more suitable for blocked
SIMD execution because the individual 1D convolutions have fewer data de-
pendencies between blocks. For the reasons mentioned above, in this Chapter
we will focus on accelerating separable 2D convolutions.

Separable 2D convolutions consist of two data dependent steps: a row-wise
1D convolution on the input matrix followed by a column-wise 1D convolu-
tion. The column-wise access involves strided memory accesses, which may
degrade performance due to bank conflicts. In order to avoid these strided
memory accesses, we propose to transpose the 1D convolutions output while
processing the data. This can be performed conflict-free by using our RoCo
memory scheme introduced in Chapter 4.

6.2 Vectorizing the 2D Convolution

In this Section, we first introduce the conflict-free transposition algorithm.
Then, we propose a 2D vectorized separable convolution algorithm for PRFs.
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Figure 6.1: PRF configurations for 2D Convolution Algorithm

6.2.1 Conflict-Free Transposition

We will introduce a transposition algorithm which avoids column-wise Local
Store accesses in the text to follow. In Figure 6.1(a), the depicted PRF has
N = 9 by M = 12 elements divided in 14 vector registers.The dotted diagonal
arrows are used to highlight the sizes of overlapping registers: R1, R4 and R5
overlap with R 6,7,8, 9, and R3 on its turn with R 10,11,12, 13. A block of
input data of VSIZE = 4 rows and HSIZE = 6 columns is loaded from the
LS to register R1, and the convolution result is stored in R3.

The input data consists of VSIZE rows containing HSIZE elements each -
R 6,7,8 and 9, which are loaded from the LS as 1D accesses. All single col-
umn registers R 10 - 13 are then stored using regular 1D accesses, effectively
transposing the result. In this case, the Local Store will only send and receive
data at consecutive addresses, hence fully utilizing the available bandwidth.
If the PRF is implemented using our RoCo scheme that allows conflict-free
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accesses for both rows and columns, all the loads and stores used in the above
transposition can be performed conflict-free.

An extra requirement for the PRF is an additional auto-sectioning mecha-
nism which stores the transposed output blocks in a top-to-bottom, left-to-
right (column-wise) fashion. In contrast to the stores, the loads are performed
in the regular left-to-right, top-to-bottom (row-wise) order. The transposed
auto-sectioning is trivial to implement by slightly modifying the regular auto-
sectioning instruction update2d, which is described in detail in Chapter 3. In
order to use both sectioning instructions in the same vectorized loop, the trans-
posed sectioning instruction must not perform any branch.

6.2.2 Our Implementation

Accelerators for 2D convolutions have been previously implemented in recon-
figurable technology [90], as well as bit-level [91] and defect-tolerant [92] sys-
tolic arrays in ASIC. In this Section, we describe a 2D convolution algorithm
for the Polymorphic Register File.

The input matrix contains MAX V ×MAX H elements. The two masks used
for row-wise and column-wise convolutions have MASK H and MASK V
elements respectively. We will refer to both as MASK H, since both convo-
lution steps are handled identically by the PRF. The PRF algorithm processes
the input in blocks of VSIZE×HSIZE elements, vectorizing the computation
along both the horizontal and the vertical axes. For clarity, we only present the
code required to perform one convolution step. The same code should to be
executed twice, once for the row-wise convolution and the second time for the
column-wise version. However, only a small number of parameters needs to
be updated (e.g., the pointer to the input and out matrixes) in the exchange
registers, the binary instructions are similar for both passes.

Because special care needs to be taken at the borders of the input, we separate
the vectorized algorithm in three distinct parts: the first (left-most) block, the
main (middle) sections, and the last (right-most) one. The data will be pro-
cessed VSIZE rows at a time. The layout for the PRF used in the first block
is illustrated in Figure 6.1(a), for the last iteration in Figure 6.1(c) and for the
rest in Figure 6.1(b) (please note that we only show the first iteration SPR con-
tent). The shaded registers (R0 and R5) contain halo elements. Without loss of
generality, we assume that MAX V%VSIZE = 0 and MASK H = 2 ·R + 1.

Let A = MAX H%HSIZE and B =

{
HSIZE, if A = 0

A, otherwise
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For all the parts of Figure 6.1, VSIZE = 4, HSIZE = 6, R = 2, A = 0, and
B = 6 and the vector registers assignment is as follows:

• R0 contains the left hallo cells;

• R1 contains the input data which needs to be processed, and overlaps
with R6-R9 which are used to load the data from the LS;

• R2 contains the mask of five elements;

• R3 holds the result of the convolution, and overlaps with R10-R17 which
are used to transpose the result;

• R4 contains the halo elements together with the loaded data;

• R5 holds the data which will be used as halo during the next iteration, or
the right halo cells for the last iteration.

The first iteration of the convolution takes into consideration the R halo ele-
ments to the left of the first input element. The algorithm1 performs the fol-
lowing steps to produce the expected output:

f01. Define R2 as 1x(2*R+1), base=VSIZE
f02. Load R2
f03.Define R0 as VSIZExR, base=0
f04. Initialize R0 with the default values for halos

(e.g., 0)
f05. Resize R0 as VSIZEx2*R, base=0
f06. Define R4 as VSIZEx(HSIZE+R), base=0
f07. Define R1 as VSIZExHSIZE, base=R
f08. Define R6, R7,... R(6+VSIZE-1),as 1xHSIZE,

base=R, R+M, ... R + (VSIZE-1)*M
f09. Define R(6+VSIZE),...R(6+VSIZE+HSIZE-R-1),

as VSIZEx1, base=(VSIZE+1)*M, (VSIZE+1)*M+1, ...
(VSIZE+1)*M + HSIZE-R-1

f10. Define R5 as VSIZEx2*R, base=HSIZE-R
f11. Define R3 as VSIZEx(HSIZE-R), base=VSIZE+1
f12. Load R6, R7,... R(6+VSIZE-1)
f13. Row-wise convolution: input=R4, Mask=R2, Output=R3
f14. Store R(6+VSIZE),...R(6+VSIZE+HSIZE-R-1)
f15. Move R5 to R0
f16. Update pointers to the input data and output data

1The entire C source of our 2D convolution is presented in Appendix B.
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The halo elements complicate the algorithm when processing the input data
in blocks, as each new section of the data will require 2 · R elements from
the previous iteration (R0 in Figure 6.1(b)). Our solution is to keep the halo
elements in the PRF, and just move them to the left (from R5 to R0) before
loading new data. This way, each input element is only loaded once for the
horizontal pass and once for the vertical pass. The main iterations execute the
following sequence of operations:

m01. Define R5 as VSIZEx2*R, base=HSIZE
m02. Define R1 as VSIZExHSIZE, base=2*R
m03. Define R4 as VSIZEx(HSIZE + 2*R), base=0
m04. Define R3 as VSIZExHSIZE, base=VSIZE+1
m05. Define R(6+VSIZE+HSIZE - R),...R(6+VSIZE+HSIZE - 1),

as VSIZEx1, base=(VSIZE+1)*M+HSIZE-R, ...
(VSIZE+1)*M + HSIZE-1

m06. Redefine R6, R7,... R(6+VSIZE-1),as 1xHSIZE,
new base=2*R

m07. Load R6, R7,... R(6+VSIZE-1)
m08. Row-wise convolution: input=R4, Mask=R2, Output=R3
m09. Store R(6+VSIZE),...R(6+VSIZE+HSIZE-1)
m10. Move R5 to R0
m11. Update pointers, continue if the last iteration

follows or jump to instr. m07 otherwise

The last iteration needs to add the halo elements to the right of the last input
element (Figure 6.1(c)). The width of the loads in the last iteration is A, and
the number of stores is A+R. The pseudo-code for the last iteration is:

l01. Define R5 as VSIZExR, base=A+2*R
l02. Initialize R5 with the default values for halos

(e.g., 0)
l03. Define R1 as VSIZExA, base=2*R
l04. Define R4 as VSIZEx(A+3*R), base=2*R
l05. Define R3 as VSIZEx(A+R), base=(VSIZE+1)
l06. Redefine R6, R7,... R(6+VSIZE-1),new size 1xA,

new base=2*R
l07. Define R(6+VSIZE),...R(6+VSIZE+A+R-1) as VSIZEx1,

base=(VSIZE+1)*M, ... (VSIZE+1)*M+A+R-1
l08. Load R6, R7,... R(6+VSIZE-1)
l09. Row-wise convolution: input=R4, Mask=R2, Output=R3
l10. Store R(6+VSIZE),...R(6+VSIZE+A+R-1),
l11. Update pointers and finish execution if last row

or jump to instr. f03s otherwise
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Table 6.1: Vector lanes range providing at least 75% efficiency

LS Bandwidth (Bytes / Cycle) / Mask Size 3× 3 5× 5 9× 9 17× 17 33× 33
16 2 4 8 16 32
32 4 8 8 16 32
64 4 8 16 32 32

128, 256 4 8 16 32 64

The PRF dimensions (N and M) provide upper bounds to the block size
(HSIZE and VSIZE). In the text above, we presented the algorithm for the
general case which assumes that the input matrix is much larger than the pro-
cessed block size. The algorithm also has two special cases applicable only
if the PRF is large enough so that the chosen block size is comparable to the
dimensions of the input matrix (MAX V and MAX H). For clarity, we only
describe these special cases for the row-wise convolution. Similar conditions
are needed for column-wise convolution. If entire rows of the input matrix fit
in the PRF (MAX H ≤ HSIZE), the first, main and last iterations are merged
into a single one which processes full rows. If the input matrix rows fit in just
two blocks (HSIZE < MAX H ≤ 2 ·HSIZE), the main iterations are skipped
and only the first and last iterations are executed.

6.3 Experimental Setup and Results

We use the single core simulation infrastructure described in Chapter 3. While
we we previously assumed that the Local Store Controller is able to handle
complex memory requests such as 2D and strided accesses, in this Chapter, we
assume an even more realistic scenario: only 1D contiguous vector loads and
stores are supported. Therefore, a simpler multi-banked Local Store which
uses low order interleaving can provide sufficient bandwidth for the PRF. In
our experiments, we set the LS access latency to 11 cycles, taking into account
the overhead incurred by the 1D vector memory accesses, and we vary the
bandwidth between the SVA and the LS starting from 16 bytes, equal to the
bus width used in the Cell processor between the SPU and its LS.

We will compare our approach to NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU [93], which is
based on the Fermi [94] architecture. The C2050 has a 384-bit memory in-
terface connected to 3GB off-chip GDDR5 memory clocked at 1.5GHz, with
a memory bandwidth of 144GB/s. The maximum power consumption of the
C2050 is 247 Watts [95, 96]. The C2050 GPU consists of 14 Streaming Mul-
tiprocessors, each one with 32 SIMD lanes (also known as thread processors
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or CUDA cores) and 64KB of private RAM with a configurable partitioning
of shared memory or L1 cache (divided as 16KB + 48KB). The memory hi-
erarchy also includes a 768KB unified L2 cache. The C2050 features a total
of 448 SIMD lanes running at 1.15 GHz, a frequency comparable to our ASIC
synthesis results for the PRF presented in Chapter 5. Therefore, we express the
throughput for both the PRF and the NVIDIA C2050 in terms of pixels / 1000
cycles. We study the throughput of with multiple PRF configurations, ranging
from 1 to 256 vector lanes, and we vary the bandwidth of the Local Store start-
ing from 16 bytes / cycle. The peak throughput for the C2050 was obtained for
an image size of 2048 × 2048 elements, which is the size we will use in our
comparison study below. The input data for the PRF was set at 128 × 128 el-
ements, as larger inputs did not additionally improve performance. The mask
sizes are varied between 3 × 3 and 33 × 33 elements, representing realistic
scenarios. For the PRF experiments, we selected HSIZE = VSIZE = 32.

In this Section, we present two pairs of Figures for each considered LS band-
width. The first one, which we will refer to as the A-set (Figures 6.2(a), 6.3(a),
6.4(a), 6.5(a) and 6.6(a)) depicts the absolute Throughput measured in Pix-
els / 1000 Cycles. The second set of Figures, referred to as the B-set (Fig-
ures 6.2(b), 6.3(b), 6.4(b), 6.5(b) and 6.6(b)), quantifies the relative throughput
improvement when doubling the number of PRF lanes and is measured in %.
For the B-set Figures, for each considered mask size, the baseline PRF config-
uration has half as many vector lanes. For example, for the 3 × 3 mask size,
the baseline for the throughput increase of the 256-lane PRF is the 128-lane
PRF. In addition, Table 6.1 quantifies the trends between LS bandwidth, mask
size and multi-lane efficiency by summarizing the B-set of Figures. For each
LS bandwidth and each mask size, the highest number of lanes which can be
used with an efficiency of at least 75% is shown.

With Local Store bandwidth equal to 16 bytes / cycle, Figure 6.2(a) suggests
that for small masks of 3 × 3 or 5 × 5, the GPU is faster than the PRF, which
is limited by the Local Store bandwidth when more than 8 lanes are used.
However, as the masks grow in size, the convolution becomes more expensive
in terms of computations, and the throughput of the GPU decreases. However,
the PRF scales well with the number of lanes, and starting from a mask size of
9× 9, outperforms the GPU. For a 17× 17 mask, as depicted in Figure 6.2(b),
doubling the number of vector lanes from 8 to 16 increases throughput by
83%, compared to 9% in the 9 × 9 convolution. For the largest mask size of
33×33, all but the slowest PRF configurations provide higher throughput than
the GPU. The PRF performance saturates with 32 vector lanes, and using 64
lanes instead of 32 can only increase the throughput by 7%. For the smallest
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Figure 6.2: Throughput, Input size = 128× 128, LS BW = 16B / cycle

mask size of 3×3, Table 6.1 suggests that a 2-lane PRF is the most efficient. By
increasing the mask size to 33× 33, up to 32 lanes can be efficiently utilized.

By doubling the LS bandwidth to 32 bytes / cycle, as depicted in Figure 6.3(a),
the point when PRF starts outperforming the GPU moves down to masks of
size 5×5 or larger. 8 vector lanes are sufficient to match the GPU performance
for a 5×5 mask, while only 4 lanes are required in the 9×9 case. Figure 6.3(b)
suggests that for 3 × 3 masks, changing the number of lanes from a 2-lane to
a 4-lane configuration increases throughput with 86%. The relative efficiency
drops to 21% if the lane count is doubled to 8. For a 17 × 17 mask size, a
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Figure 6.3: Throughput, Input size = 128× 128, LS BW = 32B / cycle

32-lane PRF provides 57% more throughput than a 16-lane configuration. Our
simulation results suggest that for 17× 17 masks, PRF performance saturates
with 32 lanes, as only 3% extra performance can be gained by doubling the
lanes to a total of 64. For the 33 × 33 mask size scenario, the largest consid-
ered for our experiments, the Polymorphic Register File performance begins
to saturate for configurations equipped with 64 vector lanes. Figure 6.3(b)
suggests that in this case, doubling the number of lanes from 64 to 128 only
increases throughput by 4%. Table 6.1 suggests that compared to the 16 bytes /
cycle bandwidth scenario, up to 4 lanes can be efficiently utilized for the 3× 3
mask, and 8 lanes for the 5× 5 case. However, in the 9× 9 convolution case,
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Figure 6.4: Throughput, Input size = 128× 128, LS BW = 64B / cycle

16 lanes can be used with 65% efficiency, and for the 17 × 17 and 33 × 33
masks, 32 and 64 vector lanes achieve efficiencies higher than 50%.

With Local Store bandwidth set to 64 bytes / cycle, as shown on Figure 6.4(a),
the peak throughput of 16-lane PRFs more than doubles for 3× 3 masks com-
pared to the scenario where the Local Store provides only 16 bytes / cycle
(Figure 6.2(a)) . In order to match the GPU throughput, 4 lanes are required
for the 9 × 9 masks. To outperform the GPU, 8 lanes are sufficient for 9 × 9
masks, while only 2 lanes are required for the 33 × 33 masks scenario. Fig-
ure 6.4(b) shows that the 16-lane PRF outperforms the 8-lane configuration by
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Figure 6.5: Throughput, Input size = 128× 128, LS BW = 128B / cycle

only 5% when using a 3 × 3 mask. The advantage is increased to 30% for
the 5 × 5 mask and to 81% for the 9 × 9 case. For the 33 × 33 mask, the
256-lanes PRF is around 2% faster than the 128-lane one, and 20% faster than
the 64-lane configuration. Table 6.1 suggests that compared to the scenario
where the Local Store delivers data at a rate of 32 bytes / cycle, 32 lanes can
be efficiently used starting from 17× 17 masks. A configuration with 64 lanes
provides 71% more throughput than the 32-lane configuration for the 33× 33
mask size. All of the above supports our claim that, depending on the config-
uration, the PRF brings a lot of benefits for a system performing separable 2D
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Figure 6.6: Throughput, Input size = 128× 128, LS BW = 256B / cycle

convolution of various mask sizes. The PRF can be proportionally adjusted to
the instant requirements of the running algorithm.

Figure 6.5(a) presents the scenario of a Local Store is available with a band-
width of 128 bytes / cycle. For the 3×3 and 5×5 masks, performance saturates
with 16 vector lanes, which offer only 7% and respectively 37% extra through-
put compared to an 8-lane configuration. Figure 6.5(b) shows that for the 5×5
mask, increasing the number of lanes from 16 to 32 translates into only 4%
performance improvement, and adding more lanes will not further increase the
throughput. For the 9 × 9 mask case, by using 32 lanes the throughput is in-
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creased by 27% compared to the 16-lane configuration. When using larger
masks, doubling the number of lanes up to 32 increases the throughput to 80%
and 90% for the 17×17 and 33×33 masks respectively. When a 33×33 mask
is used, the efficiency of adding more vector lanes starts decreasing from the
64-lane configuration which offers a 75% improvement. Doubling the number
of lanes (from 64 to 128) increases throughput by just 21%. Table 6.1 shows
that compared to a 64 bytes / cycle bandwidth, increasing the number of lanes
from 32 to 64 improves the throughput with 75%.

Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) illustrate the scenario of a Local Store bandwidth
of 256 bytes per cycle. The PRF performance only increases slightly, by less
than 1%, compared to the 128 byte / cycle scenario. In this case, the PRF
performance is mainly limited by the latency of the Local Store.

The results discussed above confirm the close relationship between the mask
size, the available Local Store bandwidth and the scalability of the Polymor-
phic Register File with the number of vector lanes. By increasing the mask
size, the input data can be reused for more operations in the PRF, allowing
the efficient use of multiple vector lanes. For very small mask sizes, the 2D
convolution kernel is memory bandwidth limited, and the results show that
increasing the Local Store Bandwidth from 16 to 64 bytes per cycle leads to
more than double improvement of the PRF throughput.

In a more generic scenario, unused vector lanes can be switched off in order
to save power. However, if implemented in reconfigurable hardware, as sug-
gested in Chapter 5, the number of vector lanes can be adjusted dynamically
during runtime according to the workload. Furthermore, the interface between
the Local Store and the Polymorphic Register File can be customized in order
to provide sufficient bandwidth for the high end configurations with many vec-
tor lanes, or to save resources and power when fewer lanes are needed. This
can further enhance the runtime adaptability of the computing system in com-
bination with the ability to resize the vector registers in the PRF. The above is
particularly interesting in the case of some contemporary multiscale dataflow
computing systems as the one offered by Maxeler Technologies Ltd. [97].

6.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we presented how the matrix transposition algorithm is opti-
mized for PRFs. In addition, a 2D vectorized separable convolution algorithm
avoiding strided memory accesses when accesing the input data column-wise
was proposed. We evaluated the performance of the vectorized algorithm exe-
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cuting on multi-lane PRFs, and compared its throughput with a state of the art
NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU. The results indicate that even in the case of band-
width constrained systems, our PRF implementation is able to outperform the
GPU for 9 × 9 or larger mask sizes. Furthermore, our experiments suggest
that PRFs with large number of lanes are more efficient when the convolution
mask size is large. For small mask sizes, the 2D convolution kernel is mainly
constrained by the available bandwidth to the Local Store.

Our PRF provides full compatibility across separable 2D convolution imple-
mentations with different numbers of vector lanes, because the software PRF
binaries do not require recompilation. Furthermore, if the PRF is implemented
in reconfigurable hardware, characteristics such as the Local Store bandwidth
and the number of vector lanes can be fine-tuned during runtime. This adapt-
ability can save area and power without compromising performance.

Note. The content of this Chapter is based on the following paper:

C. Ciobanu and G. N. Gaydadjiev., Separable 2D Convolution with Poly-
morphic Register Files, Proceedings of the 2013 Conference on Architecture
of Computing Systems (ARCS 2013), pages 317—328, February, 2013.



7
Conclusions

IN this thesis, we studied customizable register files for multidimensional
SIMD architectures. Our experiments supported our claim that Poly-
morphic Register Files can reduce the number of executed instructions

and improve performance compared to traditional approaches. We started by
studying the complexity and the implementability of our Polymorphic Register
File proposal from a mathematical point of view and continued by presenting
a hardware design suitable for practical implementation in both FPGA and
ASIC technologies supported by synthesis results. Furthermore, we demon-
strated how the PRF run-time adaptability can be exploited to meet the specific
requirements at the different execution phases of a separable 2D convolution
algorithm used as a case study. Our experiments suggest that for this workload,
the PRF based SIMD system can outperform top of the line GPUs due to its
efficient bandwidth utilization when multiple parallel lanes are used.

7.1 Summary and Contributions

We first presented a fair number of related SIMD architectures in Chapter 2,
focusing on those optimized for multidimensional data processing. We then
introduced the SARC heterogeneous multi-core architecture. Last, we posi-
tioned our proposal against the related parallel access memory schemes.

In Chapter 3, we defined the architecture of the Polymorphic Register File,
which provides a simple programming interface unlike traditional SIMD ap-
proaches. Our experiments demonstrated significant reductions in the num-
ber of executed instructions compared to a baseline PowerPC scalar processor.
We gain 3000 times improvement for Floyd with a maximum Section Size
of 64 × 64 elements and 2000 times for Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication
(SMVM) with a maximum Section Size of 128 × 128 elements. In terms of
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performance, our experiments indicate speedups of up to 3 times for Floyd
compared to the Cell SPU and up to 2 times compared to a one dimensional
vectorized version of SMVM. We also compared a SARC based multi-core
architecture using a vector processor with a PRF against the Cell BE and the
PowerXCell 8i [75]. A single-core PRF based system achieved speedups of up
to 8 times compared to the Cell PowerPC Processor Unit (PPU) for SMVM.
Next, we investigated the SMVM multi-core scalability. Simulation results
suggest that a system with 256 PRF accelerators can reach absolute speedups
of up to 200 times compared to a single Cell PPU worker. The system under
study scales almost linearly for up to 16 workers, and more than 50% of the
single core relative speedup is preserved when using up to 128 PRF cores. We
also evaluated the impact of the memory latency and the shared cache band-
width on the sustainable performance of the SMVM kernel. For the latency
and bandwidth experiments, we considered scenarios of up to 128 PRF work-
ers and targeted at least 80% of their theoretical peak speedups. Our memory
latency study indicated that the system can tolerate latencies of up to 64 cycles
to sustain our target performance. The shared cache bandwidth tests suggest
that such a configuration requires a bandwidth of 1638.4 GB/s.

In Chapter 4, we provided the mathematical foundations of our PRF imple-
mentation, consisting of four efficient multi-view parallel access schemes sup-
porting all most widely used access patterns in scientific and multimedia work-
loads. We presented formal proofs of the conflict-free access condition among
the following patterns: 1) p × q rectangle, p · q row, p · q main and secondary
diagonals; 2) p× q rectangle, p · q col., p · q main and secondary diagonals; 3)
p · q row, p · q col. and aligned p× q rectangle; 4) p× q and q × p rectangles
(transposition). We introduced customized addressing functions for the pro-
posed Module Assignment Functions (MAFs) to avoid address permutations
and ideally lead to simpler designs. Furthermore, we provided a technology
independent evaluation of the MAFs and of the customized addressing func-
tions hardware implementation complexity to motivate our hardware design.

In Chapter 5, we presented and studied the hardware implementation of the
PRF based on the parallel access schemes proposed in Chapter 4. We pro-
vided a generic design for multi-lane, multi-port PRFs suitable for FPGAs and
ASICs. Our PRF implementations featured 2 read and 1 write ports, each 64-
bit wide. For our FPGA study, we targeted the Virtex-7 XC7VX1140T-2 and
implemented four sizes for the 16-lane PRFs and three multi-lane configura-
tions for the 128KB PRF. Our results suggest that the PRF is implementable
in modern FPGAs with reasonable LUT usage (less than 10% of the available
LUTs) and maximum clock frequency between 111 MHz and 326 MHz. By
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customizing the addressing functions, the LUT usage is additionally reduced
by up to 29% and the maximum clock frequency is increased with up to 77%
compared to our baseline implementation. For the ASIC implementation study,
we targeted the TSMC 90nm technology and PRF sizes between 32KB and
512KB with up to 64 vector lanes. The observed maximum clock frequency
varied between 500 MHz for a 512KB PRF with 64 vector lanes and 970 MHz
for a 32KB, 8-lane PRF. Relative combinational hardware and total area anal-
ysis indicate that for the 32KB and 128KB capacities, the combinational area
grows quadratically with the number of vector lanes. For 512KB PRF this
dependency changes and the combinational area difference between the 8 and
16-lane versions is approximately 50%. We also studied the dynamic and leak-
age power trends. Dynamic power varies between approximately 300mW for
an 8-lane, 32KB PRF and 8.7W for a 512KB, 64-lane version. Leakage power
is between 10mW for a 32KB, 8-lane PRF and 276mW for a 512KB, 64-lane
organization. Customizing the addressing functions of our ASIC implementa-
tion, increases the clock frequency with up to 21%, reduces the combinational
area by up to 39%, and lowers the total area with up to 10%. Furthermore,
we could reduce dynamic power with up to 31% and leakage with nearly 24%
compared to our straightforward implementations. Both, our FPGA and ASIC
implementations deliver high throughput. For 128KB, 32-lane PRFs, the syn-
thesis results suggest that our PRF can deliver up to 34GB/s when implemented
in FPGA. An ASIC 128KB, 64-lane PRF configuration delivers up to 351GB/s.

Chapter 6 described a separable 2D convolution case study. We introduced a
vectorized matrix transposition algorithm optimized for PRFs and a vectorized
separable 2D convolution algorithm which completely avoids strided memory
accesses. We compared the throughput of the PRF based system with state
of the art NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU. Our results suggest that due to effi-
cient bandwidth utilization when using multiple parallel vector lanes, the PRF
outperforms the GPU for mask sizes of 9 × 9 elements and bigger even in
bandwidth-constrained systems.

To conclude, by analyzing the results presented in this thesis, we summarize
the answers of the three research questions stated in Chapter 1 as follows:

• Q1: In this thesis, we clearly show that PRFs outperform state of the art
solutions for both single-core and multi-core configurations. Our single-
core experiments suggest that our approach is up to three times faster
than the Cell SPU. Furthermore, the number of executed instructions is
reduced by up to three orders of magnitude, depending on the vector
register size used. For separable 2D convolution throughput, our PRF
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proposal outperforms the state of the art NVIDIA C2050 GPU for mask
sizes of 9 × 9 or bigger. Our multi-core experiments suggest that sys-
tems using high performance PRF accelerators require fewer cores for
reaching a target performance level, potentially saving area and power;

• Q2: Synthesis results suggest that our PRF is suitable for practical
implementations in both FPGA and ASIC technologies. Our Virtex-
7 FPGA study indicates that the PRF implementation has reasonable
LUT usage (less than 10% of the available LUTs), and runs at maxi-
mum clock frequencies between 111 MHz and 326 MHz. Our 90nm
TSMC ASIC synthesis results suggested maximum clock frequencies
between 500 MHz and 970 MHz, dynamic power between 300mW and
8.7W, and leakage between 10mW and 276mW. Furthermore, the above
results suggest that both our FPGA and ASIC implementations sustain
high throughput. Our 32-lane, 128KB PRF delivers up to 34GB/s when
implemented in FPGA, and our 64-lane, 128KB PRFs delivers up to
351GB/s when targeting ASIC technology. We identified the permuta-
tion networks as the main bottleneck in our multi-banked designs. Other
limitations include the high cost of multi-port memories and quadratic
growth in area and power when increasing the number of vector lanes;

• Q3: The vectorized implementations presented in this thesis are practi-
cal examples of the PRF runtime adaptability. They allowed us to show-
case how our PRF is customized for the specific workload requirements
by dynamically matching the dimensions of 1D and 2D logical registers
with the specific data structures being processed. More specifically, in
Floyd and CG, we simultaneously used different data types organized in
a combination of 1D and 2D logical registers of various sizes. This sim-
plified the vectorization process by customizing our Polymorphic Reg-
ister File instead of adapting the software to a fixed hardware organiza-
tion. Our vectorized separable 2D convolution algorithm dynamically
readjusted the number and dimensions of the logical registers at each
processing phase, in addition of defining multiple 1D and 2D registers
of various dimensions. The above reduced the effort required to vector-
ize each individual execution stage by simply resizing the relevant PRF
logical registers on demand.
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7.2 Future Research Directions

In this thesis, we addressed a number of fundamental topics regarding cus-
tomizable SIMD register files. We showed that such register file organization
can improve performance, reduce the number of executed instructions, and is
practically implementable in current FPGA and ASIC technologies. However,
a number of important topics were not addressed:

• Customized interconnect for efficient hardware implementation:
For our designs, we used full crossbars capable of performing the per-
mutations required to reorder the data items. By customizing the in-
terconnect, the clock cycle time and area utilization can be additionally
reduced;

• Fabricate a chip featuring a fully functional PRF-augmented vec-
tor accelerator: In our PRF hardware designs, we did not include the
extra logic such as the one required to manage dependencies between
instructions. By designing a complete PRF system, the area and power
requirements of the synchronization logic can be precisely determined.
Furthermore, a silicon prototype would allow very accurate measure-
ments of the PRF performance;

• Using PRFs to save power: In this thesis, we focused mainly on the
performance gained by applying PRFs. However, by utilizing the avail-
able space more efficiently, parts of the PRF can be switched off to save
power. Therefore, PRFs may also become interesting for low power
embedded systems;

• Run-time register file de-fragmentation: As logical registers are con-
stantly re-defined during runtime, the available space will become frag-
mented. The run-time system managing the resources should provide
support for measuring the fragmentation level and the position of the
registers has to be optimized to cope with fragmentation;

• Compiler support: Currently, all the PRF code was written in assembly.
A vectorizing compiler would allow the use of a high level programming
language such as C to program the PRF. Furthermore, issues such as
the allocation of the logical registers in the PRF could be automatically
addressed by the compiler;

• Investigate the benefits of using the PRF for a wider range of real
workloads: Computationally intensive application domains such as
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bioinformatics and cryptography are expected to also benefit from our
PRF proposal and should be also investigated.



A
The Scientific Vector Accelerator ISA

IN this Appendix, we list all instructions supported by the SARC Scien-
tific Vector Accelerator in Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3. Each instruction is
described by its mnemonic, format and a brief description of the function-

ality. In addition to the instruction categories described in detail in Chapter 3,
in this Appendix we introduce the following additional formats: Immediate
to Special Purpose Register (IMM-SPR, ), Scalar Register to Scalar Regis-
ter (SR-SR), Scalar Register to Immediate (SR-IMM), Program Counter (PC)
and SYNChronization (SYNC).

Table A.1: Scientific Vector Accelerator ISA, Part 1

Instruction Format Synopsis
vdefvr RT, RC, RA, RB SR-SPR Define base and size of logical register RT
rdefvr VT, RA, RB SR-SPR Resize logical register RT
set dtype RT, RA, RB SR-SPR Set (RB == 0 ? ∀ Regs : RA) DTYPE
set 2dmask RT SR-SPR 2DMask SPR = RT (enable / disable BV)
set iaddr mode RT SR-SPR Enable / disable indirect addressing mode
update2d IMM, VA, RB SR-SPR Regular auto-sectioning, process data

left-to right, top-to-bottom (row-wise)
update2dwrap RT, VA, RB SR-SPR Custom auto-sectioning processing 1D data

data streams with 2D PRF registers
update2dt njmp SR-SPR Transposed auto-sectioning: no jump,

top-to-bottom, left-to-right (column-wise)
update2d ireg RT, RA, RB SR-SPR Custom auto-sectioning for large binaries,

SREG specifies # of loop instructions
update2d ireg skiplast SR-SPR Custom update2d ireg, skip last iteration
set 2dsectioning SR-SPR Enable / disable auto-sectioning
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Table A.2: Scientific Vector Accelerator ISA, Part 2

set xvl RT, RA, RB SR-SPR XVL = (RB == 0 ? RA.VSIZE : RT)
set yvl RT, RA, RB SR-SPR XVL = (RB == 0 ? RA.HSIZE : RT)

resetconf RT, RA, RB SR-SPR Repartition PRF as RT ×RA,
RB data type

set lanes RT SR-SPR Number of vector lanes = RT
set lanes i IMM IMM-SPR Number of vector lanes = IMM
ld2d VT, RA, RB VR-M VT = M[(RA + RB)], VT is 2D
ldi2d VT, RA, VB VR-M VT = M[RA +VB], VT is 2D

ld2dwrap VT, RA, RB VR-M Custom ld2d, wrap
1D data in 2D regs

ld1d VT, RA, RB VR-M VT = M[(RA + RB)], VT is 1D
st2d RT, VA, RB VR-M M[(RT + RB)] = VA, VA is 2D
st1d RT, VA, RB VR-M M[(RT + RB)] = VA, VA is 2D
add2d VT, VA, VB VR-VR VT = VA + VB
mul2d VT, VA, VB VR-VR VT = VA * VB
sub2d VT, VA, VB VR-VR VT = VA - VB
mov2d VT, VA VR-VR VT = VA

pad2d VT, VA, VB VR-VR VT = 2D dest. for zero-padding
VA=1D src., VB = 1D row lengths

expand2d VT, VA, RB VR-VR VA or RB is expanded to VT
RB = 0 ? row-wise : column-wise

convolution1d VT, VA, VB VR-VR VT = 1D convolution (VA, VB)
convolution2d VT, VA, VB VR-VR VT = 2D convolution (VA, VB)

convolution2d row VT, VA, VB VR-VR VT = row-wise separable
2D convolution step (VA, VB)

rowdotp VT, VA, VB VR-VR VT = row-wise dot-product
(VA, VB)

rowdotp d VT, VA, VB, VC VR-VR Customized rowdotp,
VC holds the row lengths

rowdotpsgl VT, VA, VB VR-SR Customized rowdotp
VT holds a single element

max2d RT, VA VR-SR RT = maximum (VA)
ffgt RT, VA, RB VR-SR RT = index of first VA element > RB
extracts RT, VA, RB VR-SR RT = VA[RB]
sadd SR-SR RT = RA + RB
ssub RT, RA, RB SR-SR RT = RA - RB
sdiv SR-SR RT = RA / RB
projectx RT, RA, RB SR-SR RT = RB * YVL + RA % YVL
projecty RT, RA, RB SR-SR RT = RA - RA % YVL + RB
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Table A.3: Scientific Vector Accelerator ISA, Part 3

ssubi SR-IMM RT = RA - IMM
vcompare2d gt BT, VA, VB VR-BV BT = VA > VB
bnz PC Jump RB instructions if RT != 0
b RB PC Unconditional jump RB instructions
bz RT, RB PC Jump RB instructions if RT == 0
ble RT, RA, RB PC Jump RB instructions if RT ≤ RA
blt RT, RA, RB PC Jump RB instructions if RT < RA
sync VT, VA, VB SYNC Wait until VT, VA, and VB are ready

wait ready SYNC

Wait until all scalar registers and
all the defined PRF registers are
ready, and there are no pending
LSC memory transactions

barrier SYNC

Send a request to the LSC to
confirm there are no pending
memory transactions, set
Barrier SPR as loading

stop sva SYNC
Stop the SVA once all functional units
and registers are ready, there are no
pending LSC memory transactions





B
Vectorized Separable 2D Convolution

IN this Appendix, we present the C source code used to generate the binary
instructions for the separable 2D convolution and pass all the required pa-
rameters between the GPP and the Scientific Vector Accelerator. Because

our SVA instructions extend the Cell ISA, we respected its instruction formats.
The RRR format has four register arguments, RR has three arguments, and iw16
has one register and one immediate argument. We first introduce the functions
which produce the binary representation of the instructions. One such function
is defined for each instruction format we used. We then list the code that gen-
erates the SARC Scientific Vector Accelerator binary for the row-wise step of
separable 2D convolution. The column-wise step is pretty similar.

1 unsigned int iw RRR
2 (
3 SVA instructions instr,
4 unsigned int rt index,
5 unsigned int rb index,
6 unsigned int ra index,
7 unsigned int rc index
8 )
9 {

10 unsigned int iword;
11 iword = opcodes[instr] << 21; //add the opcode
12
13 //shift the register indexes
14 rt index = rt index << 21;
15 rb index = rb index << 14;
16 ra index = ra index << 7;
17
18 //concatenate the 5 values
19 iword |= rt index;
20 iword |= rb index;
21 iword |= ra index;
22 iword |= rc index;
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23
24 return iword;
25 }
26
27 unsigned int iw RR
28 (
29 SVA instructions instr,
30 unsigned int rb index,
31 unsigned int ra index,
32 unsigned int rt index
33 )
34 {
35 unsigned int iword;
36
37 iword = opcodes[instr] << 21; //add the opcode
38
39 //shift the register indexes
40 rb index = rb index << 14;
41 ra index = ra index << 7;
42
43 //concatenate the 4 values
44 iword |= rb index;
45 iword |= ra index;
46 iword |= rt index;
47
48 return iword;
49 }
50
51 unsigned int iw I16
52 (
53 SVA instructions instr,
54 unsigned int i16,
55 unsigned int rt index
56 )
57 {
58 unsigned int iword;
59 //add the opcode
60 iword = opcodes[instr] << 21;
61
62 i16 = i16 << 7; //shift the register indexes
63
64 //concatenate the 4 values
65 iword |= i16;
66 iword |= rt index;
67
68 return iword;
69 }
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The sva 2dconvolution() functions produces the SVA separable 2D convolu-
tion binary, which is stored in the global variable b (we do not show the global
variables declarations here). In the listing below, all the SVA instructions are
prefixed with the SVA suffix. After generating the binary, the GPP passes the
required parameters to our SVA using the scalar registers, named sregs.

1 void sva 2dconvolution()
2 {
3 int i = 0, init phase = 0, first phase = 0;
4 int sectioning phase = 0, last phase = 0, main phase begin = 0;
5 int main phase end = 0;
6 int single iteration code start = 0, single iteration code end = 0;
7 int closing code = 0, single iteration test = 0;
8 int last iteration code start = 0, last iteration code end = 0;
9 int r idx = 0;

10 int no of tstores last iter = (MAX H % HSIZE == 0) ?
11 (HSIZE + (MASK H / 2)) : (MAX H % HSIZE + (MASK H / 2));
12 int icount inner sectioning = 1, icount outer sectioning = 1;
13
14 //Initializing the data type, no. of lanes, masks − common for all versions
15
16 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET DTYPE, 0, r idx, 5); //set data type for all regs
17 b[i++] = iw I16(SVA SET LANES I, LANES, 0); //set no. of lanes
18 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET 2DMASK, 0, 0, 0); //do not use bitmasks
19
20 //define a 1xMASK H register for the mask on Row VSIZE
21 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 2 /∗index∗/, 15 /∗hl∗/, 1 /∗vl∗/, 55);
22
23 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 1, 1 /∗XVL∗/);
24 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 1, 15/∗YVL∗/);
25
26 //load the input mask in V2, src=R6,offset=R30
27 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA LD1D, 30 /∗offset∗/, 6/∗src∗/, 2 /∗dest∗/);
28
29 //Single iteration required? branch
30 single iteration test = i;
31 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA BLE, 8, 43, 46);
32
33 //Resize the registers for first iteration
34
35 init phase = i; //when each processing block starts, we begin here
36 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1, /∗no model∗/ 1, 11/∗YVL∗/);
37 //define V0 as a 1 x MASK H/2 register for the left halo
38 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 0 /∗index∗/, 17 /∗hl=∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 0/∗offset∗/);
39 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA EXPAND2D, 3, 0, 0); //initialize V0 (the left halos) to 0
40 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 0 /∗index∗/, 27 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 0/∗offset∗/);
41 //define V4, a VSIZE x (HSIZE + MASK H/2) reg the data incl. left halos
42 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 4 /∗index∗/, 23 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 20/∗offset∗/);
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43 //define V1, a VSIZE x HSIZE reg for loading the data
44 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 1 /∗index∗/, 8 /∗hl/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 17/∗offset∗/);
45
46 //Define registers for first iteration
47
48 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10 /∗XVL∗/);
49 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 11 /∗YVL∗/);
50 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 51/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
51 //copy the loop starting index to R21
52 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
53 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 1, 1, 1); //enable indirect addressing mode
54
55 //Define VSIZE load registers of 1xHSIZE elements
56 for (r idx = 10; r idx < VSIZE + 10; r idx++)
57 {
58 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 21 /∗index=R21∗/, 8 /∗hl=HSIZE∗/, 1 /∗vl=1∗/, 50

/∗offset∗/);
59 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt=R21∗/);
60 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 12/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/); //update offset
61 }
62
63 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2=R0=0∗/, 52/∗src1=R52∗/, 50 /∗rt=R50∗/);
64 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 9 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/); //computing VSIZE+10
65 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 11 /∗XVL∗/);
66 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10/∗YVL∗/);
67
68 //Define HSIZE + (MASK H / 2) store registers as VSIZEx1
69 for (r idx = VSIZE + 10; r idx < VSIZE + HSIZE + (MASK H / 2) + 10; r idx++)
70 {
71 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 21 /∗index∗/, 1 /∗hl=1∗/, 9 /∗vl=VSIZE∗/ , 50/∗

offset∗/);
72 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
73 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 1/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/); //update offset
74 }
75 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 0, 0, 0); //disable indirect addressing

mode
76
77 //set XVL and YVL for loads
78 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10 /∗XVL∗/);
79 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 11 /∗YVL∗/);
80
81 //define a 1 x 2∗MASK H/2 register for moving the first iteration halos
82 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 5 /∗index∗/, 27 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 25/∗offset∗/);
83
84 //define a VSIZE x (HSIZE − MASK H/2) register for storing the first iteration result

data
85 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 3 /∗index∗/, 25 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 56/∗offset∗/);
86 //define the transposed result register, used for transposed stores
87 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 6 /∗6∗/, 9 /∗hl∗/, 25 /∗vl∗/, 56/∗offset∗/);
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88
89 //Processing − the first iteration
90 first phase = i;
91
92 //Load registers first iteration
93
94 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt=R21∗/);
95 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 1, 1, 1); //enable indirect addressing mode
96 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 30/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
97 for (r idx = 10; r idx < VSIZE + 10; r idx++)
98 {
99 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA LD1D, 50 /∗offset∗/, 4/∗src=∗/, 21 /∗dest∗/);

100 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
101 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 11/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗offset∗/);
102 }
103
104 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 0, 0, 0); //disable indirect addressing

mode
105 b[i++] = iw RR (SVA WAIT READY, 0, 0, 0); //wait for all loads to complete
106 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA CONVOLUTION2D ROW, 2, 4, 3); //perform the convolution
107
108 //Store registers, first iteration
109 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 11 /∗XVL∗/);
110 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10 /∗YVL∗/);
111 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 9 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt=R21∗/);
112 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 1, 1, 1); //enable indirect addressing mode
113
114
115 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 19/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/); //copy R19, the

tranposed offset to R50
116
117 //perform HSIZE − MASK H / 2 stores of VSIZEx1
118 for (r idx = VSIZE + 10; r idx < VSIZE + HSIZE − MASK H / 2 + 10; r idx++)
119 {
120 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA ST1D, 50 /∗offset∗/, 21/∗src∗/, 3 /∗dest∗/);
121 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
122 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 10/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
123 }
124
125 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 0, 0, 0); //disable indirect addressing

mode
126 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA UPDATE2DT NJMP, 19, 6, 1); //use R6 as the transposed

model register
127 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA MOV2D, 5, 5, 0); //move the halos
128 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 25 /∗src2∗/, 31/∗src1∗/, 31 /∗rt∗/);
129 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 8 /∗src2∗/, 30/∗src1∗/, 30 /∗rt∗/);
130
131 //Jump directly to the end if main iterations are not required
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132 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA BZ, 42 /∗RB∗/, 0 /∗RA∗/, 59 /∗RT=∗/); //R59 = elements to be
processed in the main iteration

133 main phase begin = i;
134
135 //Resize registers for main iterations
136 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 1, 32/∗YVL∗/);
137 //define a 1 x 2∗MASK H/2 register for the left halo − used in moving data
138 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 0 /∗index∗/, 27 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 0/∗offset∗/);
139 //define a 1 x 2∗MASK H/2 register for moving the halos
140 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 5 /∗index∗/, 27 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 8/∗offset∗/);
141 //define a VSIZE x HSIZE register for loading the data
142 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 1 /∗index∗/, 8 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/ , 27/∗offset∗/);
143 //define a VSIZE x (HSIZE + 2 ∗ MASK H/2) register for holding the data including

halos
144 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 4 /∗index∗/, 13 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 20/∗offset∗/);
145 //define a VSIZE x HSIZE register for storing the result data
146 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 3 /∗index∗/, 8 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 56/∗offset∗/);
147 //define a HSIZE x VSIZE transposed register for sectioning the stores
148 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 6 /∗index∗/, 9 /∗hl∗/, 8 /∗vl∗/, 56/∗offset∗/);
149
150 //Define load registers, main iterations
151 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 48/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
152 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10 /∗XVL∗/);
153 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 11 /∗YVL∗/);
154
155 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
156 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 1, 1, 1) //enable indirect addressing mode
157
158 //Define VSIZE load registers of 1xHSIZE
159 for (r idx = 10; r idx < VSIZE + 10; r idx++)
160 {
161 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 21 /∗index∗/, 8 /∗hl∗/, 1 /∗vl∗/, 50/∗offset∗/);
162 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
163 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 12/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
164 }
165 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 0, 0, 0); //disable indirect addressing

mode
166
167 //The main iterations
168 sectioning phase = i;
169
170 //R30 is the autosectioning offset
171 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 30/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
172 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
173 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 1, 1, 1); //enable indirect addressing mode
174
175 //Perform VSIZE loads as 1xHSIZE
176 for (r idx = 10; r idx < VSIZE + 10; r idx++)
177 {
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178 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA LD1D, 50 /∗offset∗/, 4/∗src∗/, 21 /∗dest∗/);
179 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
180 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 11/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
181 }
182
183 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 0, 0, 0); //disable indirect addressing

mode
184 b[i++] = iw RR (SVA WAIT READY, 0, 0, 0); //wait for all loads to complete
185 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA CONVOLUTION2D ROW, 2, 4, 3); //perform the convolution
186
187 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 11 /∗XVL∗/);
188 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10 /∗YVL∗/);
189 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 19/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
190 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 9 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
191 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 1, 1, 1); //enable indirect addressing mode
192
193 //Perform HSIZE stores of VSIZEx1
194 for (r idx = VSIZE + 10; r idx < VSIZE + HSIZE + 10; r idx++)
195 {
196 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA ST1D, 50 /∗offset∗/, 21/∗src∗/, 3 /∗dest∗/);
197 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 10/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
198 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
199 }
200 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 0, 0, 0); //disable indirect addressing

mode
201
202 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA UPDATE2DT NJMP, 19, 6, 1); //update offset, do not jump
203
204 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA MOV2D, 5, 5, 0); //move the halos
205 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 8 /∗src∗/, 31/∗src1∗/, 31 /∗rt∗/); //update the offset for

the stores
206 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 1, 10 /∗XVL∗/);
207 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1, /∗no model∗/ 1, 11 /∗YVL∗/);
208
209 icount inner sectioning = i; //store the instruction number for sectioning
210 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA UPDATE2D IREG SKIPLAST, 30, 1, 58); //sectioning
211 //apply correction for last update2d ireg
212 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 30 /∗src2∗/, 8/∗src1∗/, 30 /∗rt∗/);
213
214 main phase end = i;
215
216 //Resize registers for the last iteration
217 last iteration code start = i;
218
219 //define how much work needs to be done for last iteration
220 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1, /∗no model∗/ 1, 11/∗YVL∗/);
221
222 //define a 1 x 2∗MASK H/2 register for the 0−ed halos
223 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 5 /∗index∗/, 17 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 36/∗offset∗/);
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224 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA EXPAND2D, 3, 0, 5); //initialize the left halos to 0
225
226 //define V1 as for loading the data
227 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 1 /∗index=1∗/, 33 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/ , 27/∗offset∗/);
228 //define V4 as for holding the data including halos
229 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 4 /∗index∗/, 34 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/ , 20/∗offset∗/);
230 //define a V3 for storing the result data
231 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 3 /∗index=3∗/, 35 /∗hl∗/, 9 /∗vl∗/, 56/∗offset∗/);
232 //define V6 for sectioning transposed stores
233 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 6 /∗index∗/, 9 /∗hl∗/, 35 /∗vl∗/, 56/∗offset∗/);
234
235 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 49/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
236 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
237 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 1, 1, 1); //enable indirect addressing mode
238 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10 /∗XVL∗/);
239 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 11 /∗YVL∗/);
240
241 //Define VSIZE load registers of 1xHSIZE
242 for (r idx = 10; r idx < VSIZE + 10; r idx++)
243 {
244 b[i++] = iw RRR(SVA VDEFVR, 21 /∗index∗/, 33 /∗hl∗/ , 50/∗offset∗/);
245 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
246 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 12/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
247 }
248
249 //The last iteration
250 last phase = i;
251
252 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 30/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
253 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
254
255 //perform VSIZE loads as 1xHSIZE
256 for (r idx = 10; r idx < VSIZE + 10; r idx++)
257 {
258 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA LD1D, 50 /∗offset∗/, 4/∗src∗/, 21 /∗dest∗/);
259 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
260 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src2∗/, 11/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
261 }
262 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 0, 0, 0); //disable indirect addressing

mode
263
264 b[i++] = iw RR (SVA WAIT READY, 0, 0, 0); //wait for all loads to complete
265 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 1, 10 /∗XVL∗/);
266 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 1, 34 /∗YVL∗/);
267
268 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA CONVOLUTION2D ROW, 2, 4, 3); //perform the convolution
269
270 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 9 /∗src2∗/, 22/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
271 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 1, 1, 1); //enable indirect addressing mode
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272 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 35 /∗XVL∗/);
273 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10 /∗YVL∗/);
274 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 0 /∗src2∗/, 19/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
275
276 //perform HSIZE stores of VSIZEx1
277 for (r idx = VSIZE + 10; r idx < VSIZE + no of tstores last iter + 10; r idx++)
278 {
279 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA ST1D, 50 /∗offset∗/, 21/∗src∗/, 3 /∗dest∗/);
280 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 50 /∗src∗/, 10/∗src1∗/, 50 /∗rt∗/);
281 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SADD, 1 /∗src2∗/, 21/∗src1∗/, 21 /∗rt∗/);
282 }
283 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET IADDR MODE, 0, 0, 0); //disable indirect addressing

mode
284 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA UPDATE2DT NJMP, 19, 6, 1); //Update the transposition

register
285
286 //make the XVL and YVL for the whole matrix
287 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET XVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 10 /∗XVL∗/);
288 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA SET YVL, 1 /∗no model∗/, 0, 11 /∗YVL∗/);
289
290 icount outer sectioning = i;
291 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA UPDATE2D IREG, 30, 1, 57);
292
293 last iteration code end = i;
294 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA BLE, 1 /∗RB∗/, 0 /∗RA∗/, 47 /∗RT∗/);
295
296 //The closing code
297 closing code = i;
298
299 b[i++] = iw RR(SVA BARRIER, 1, 1, 1); //execute a barrier
300
301 b[i++] = iw RR (STOP SVA, 0, 0, 0); //Stop the SVA
302
303 //Done generating the binary
304
305 //Pass the parameters to the SVA
306 sregs[0] = 0; //used in rdefvr for V0
307 sregs[1] = 1; //used in rdefvr for V1
308 sregs[2] = 2; //used in rdefvr for V2
309 sregs[3] = (unsigned int) &sva output transposed[0][0];
310 sregs[4] = (unsigned int) &sva input matrix[0][0];
311 sregs[5] = (unsigned int) &sva output matrix[0][0];
312 sregs[6] = (unsigned int) &sva input mask row[0];
313 sregs[7] = (unsigned int) &sva input mask col[0];
314 sregs[8] = HSIZE;
315 sregs[9] = VSIZE;
316 sregs[10] = MAX V;
317 sregs[11] = MAX H;
318 sregs[12] = SVA 2DREGS YCOUNT;
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319 sregs[13] = HSIZE + 2 ∗ (MASK H / 2); //amount of horizontal incl. halos data
processed in main processing

320 sregs[14] = VSIZE + 2 ∗ (MASK V / 2); //amount of vertical incl. halos data
processed in main processing

321 sregs[15] = MASK H;
322 sregs[16] = MASK V;
323 sregs[17] = MASK H / 2;
324 sregs[18] = MASK V / 2;
325 sregs[19] = 0; //sectioning transposed offset
326 sregs[20] = 0; //base for defining the horizontal offset of registers
327 sregs[21] = 0; //base for defining the vertical offset of registers
328 sregs[22] = 10; //Number of reserved 2D regs, not used for transposition
329 sregs[23] = HSIZE + MASK H / 2; //input size including one set of halos
330 sregs[24] = VSIZE + MASK V / 2;
331 sregs[25] = HSIZE − MASK H / 2; //output size excluding halos
332 sregs[26] = VSIZE − MASK V / 2;
333 sregs[27] = MASK H / 2 ∗ 2 ; //the previous iteration halos + their halos
334 sregs[28] = MASK V / 2 ∗ 2 ; //the previous iteration halos + their halos
335 sregs[29] = 0; //sectioning regular offset
336 sregs[30] = 0; //offset register loads
337 sregs[31] = 0; //offset register stores
338 //amount of data to process in main loop
339 sregs[32] = ((MAX H % HSIZE) == 0) ? (MAX H − HSIZE) :
340 (MAX H − (MAX H % HSIZE));
341 //data processed in the last step
342 sregs[33] = (MAX H % HSIZE == 0) ? HSIZE : (MAX H % HSIZE);
343 //amount of horizontal incl. halos data processed in the last step
344 sregs[34] = (MAX H % HSIZE == 0) ? (HSIZE + 3 ∗ (MASK H / 2)) :
345 (MAX H % HSIZE + 3 ∗ (MASK H / 2));
346 //horizontal result size for the last iteration
347 sregs[35] = (MAX H % HSIZE == 0) ? (HSIZE + (MASK H / 2)) :
348 (MAX H % HSIZE + (MASK H / 2));
349 //offset for the right halos in the last step
350 sregs[36] =(MAX H % HSIZE == 0) ? (HSIZE + 2 ∗ (MASK H / 2)) :
351 (MAX H % HSIZE + 2 ∗ (MASK H / 2));
352 sregs[37] = ((MAX V % VSIZE) == 0) ? (MAX V − VSIZE) :
353 (MAX V − (MAX V % VSIZE));
354 sregs[38] = (MAX V % VSIZE == 0) ? VSIZE : (MAX V % VSIZE);
355 //amount of vertical incl. halos data processed in the last step
356 sregs[39] = MAX V % VSIZE + 3 ∗ (MASK V / 2);
357 //horizontal result size for the last iteration
358 sregs[40] = MAX V % VSIZE + MASK V / 2;
359 //offset for the right halos in the last step
360 sregs[41] = MAX V % VSIZE + 2 ∗ (MASK V / 2);
361 //number of instructions to jump skipping the main phase
362 sregs[42] = main phase end − main phase begin + 1;
363 sregs[43] = MAX H; //how many elements still need to be processed
364 sregs[44] = MAX V; //how many elements still need to be processed
365 //number of instructions to jump to the end for single iteration
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366 sregs[45] = closing code − single iteration code end;
367 //number of instructions to jump to the end for single iteration
368 sregs[46] = single iteration code start − single iteration test;
369 //number of instructions to jump to the end after last iteration
370 sregs[47] = closing code − last iteration code end;
371 //offset counter for the definition of transposition load registers, main iterations
372 sregs[48] = MASK H / 2 ∗ 2;
373 //offset counter for the definition of transposition load registers, last iteration
374 sregs[49] = MASK H / 2 ∗ 2;
375 sregs[50] = 0; //temporary counter
376 //offset counter for the definition of transposition load registers, first iteration
377 sregs[51] = MASK H / 2;
378 //offset counter for the definition of transposition store registers, first iteration
379 sregs[52] = (VSIZE + 1) ∗ SVA 2DREGS YCOUNT;
380 sregs[53] = 0; //offset counter for the actual transposition loads, first iteration
381 sregs[54] = 0; //offset counter for the actual transposition stores, first iteration
382 sregs[55] = SVA 2DREGS YCOUNT ∗ VSIZE; //offset for the MASK register
383 sregs[56] = SVA 2DREGS YCOUNT ∗ (VSIZE + 1); //offset for the result register
384 sregs[57] = icount outer sectioning − single iteration test;
385 sregs[58] = icount inner sectioning − sectioning phase;
386 //amount of data to be processed only in main iteration, used to skip main iteration
387 sregs[59] = ((MAX H % HSIZE) == 0) ? (MAX H − 2 ∗ HSIZE) :
388 (MAX H − HSIZE − (MAX H % HSIZE));
389 //amount of horizontal incl. halos data processed in single iteration version
390 sregs[60] = MAX H + 2 ∗ (MASK H / 2);
391 //amount of vertical incl. halos data processed in single iteration version
392 sregs[61] = MAX V + 2 ∗ (MASK V / 2);
393 sregs[62] = MAX H − MASK H / 2; //output size excluding halos
394 sregs[63] = MAX V − MASK V / 2;
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Samenvatting

DE verhoging van processorkloksnelheden en de daarmee verbonden
prestatieverbeteringen worden momenteel zeer beperkt door begren-
zingen in stroomverbruik en warmteoverdracht. Daarom worden de

extra transistors die beschikbaar komen bij nieuwe technologieën, ingezet voor
meer verwerkingselementen op een chip, en voor specialisatie in energie-
efficiëntie. Een goed voorbeeld voor toepassingen met veel data parallellisme
zijn de Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) acceleratoren. Echter, SIMD
processoren zijn er voor berucht dat ze programmeurs die zich richten op
prestatieverbetering, veranderen in laag-niveau hardware experts. Bovendien
vereisen bestaande programma’s vaak aanpassingen om alle (micro) architec-
turale evoluties te kunnen volgen. Dit proefschrift richt zich op de problemen
van de programmeerbaarheid van SIMD acceleratoren, de overdraagbaarheid
van de code en prestatie-efficiënt gegevensbeheer. De voorgestelde Polymorfe
Register File (PRF) biedt een eenvoudige programmeer interface, waardoor
programmeurs zich kunnen concentreren op optimalisatie van de algoritmen
zelf in plaats van op complexe data transformaties of laag-niveau hardware de-
tails. De totale omvang van de PRF ligt vast, terwijl het actuele aantal, de di-
mensies en de grootte van de afzonderlijke registers worden aangepast tijdens
het draaien van het programma. Zodra de registers zijn vastgelegd, zorgt de
microarchitectuur voor het vereiste gegevensbeheer. We baseren ons voorstel
op een 2D-adresseerbare, multi-bank parallelle dataopslag, die in staat is geli-
jktijdig meerdere data-elementen te leveren voor een set van vooraf bepaalde
toegangspatronen. Voor elk patroon definiëren wij een Module Adres Func-
tie (MAF) en een op maat gemaakte adresfunctie. Wij beschrijven vier MAF
sets die alle praktische toegangspatronen presenteren en evalueren die op een
technologie onafhankelijke manier. Vervolgens bestuderen we een multi-lane,
multi-poort ontwerp en de HDL implementatie daarvan. Klokfrequenties van
100 tot 300 MHz voor een FPGA, en 500 tot 900+ MHz voor ASIC-synthese,
geven een indicatie voor de praktische bruikbaarheid van de PRF. Experi-
menten met representatieve matrixberekeningen suggereren dat de PRF aan-
pak 3x beter presteert dan de Cell SIMD-processor. Bovendien is het aan-
tal uitgevoerde instructies tot drie ordes van grootte minder dan bij de Cell,
afhankelijk van de afmetingen van de vector registers. Tot slot hebben we een
2D convolutie algoritme voor PRF gevectoriseerd om ”strided” geheugentoe-
gang volledig te vermijden. Ons voorstel presteert daarbij beter dan moderne
NVIDIA GPUs voor masker groottes van 9× 9 elementen en meer.
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